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Abstract
The interest in blockchain technology of enterprises and startups is rising. The technology
itself, up today mostly found in cryptocurrencies, promises to be a decentralized platform for
storing data or transferring assets preventing any manipulation. The decentralized database
cuts out a trusted third party (TTP), guaranteeing the integrity only with its underlying
cryptographic promises. While cryptocurrencies clearly benefit from this technology, it is
difficult to see the benefits and usages of this technology in other areas of interest. Varying
industries are researching the potentials behind blockchain, proposing a range of different use
case scenarios.
We give an insight into the technology itself behind cryptocurrencies and explain in detail,
how the functionality of Blockchain is established and how it is set up. Upon that knowledge,
different views describing the blockchain architecture are created, giving an overview about
the technical layers, the roles, and its life cycle. The different views allow users and developers
to comprehensively access the technology. Additionally, a blockchain ontology is created,
explaining connections between single components within the network.
Furthermore, this thesis provides an overview of different use cases and proposes a topology.
In this topology, use cases are classified in categories, showing the potentials of Blockchain technology. Additionally, we give a detailed description of existing parameters for the blockchain,
explaining which influence they have on the overall network. With this, a mapping is facilitated
between these categories and the different parameters, giving a detailed overview about the
blockchain and its potentials. It informs about all varying abilities and enables decision makers
to properly find and select use cases within this technology. In interviews with over 15 experts
from different companies, an insight is given into the recent developments in this technology
and the advancements of it.
Additionally, we prototypically implemented a use case, enabling lawyers to collaboratively
create a contract in which all changes are recorded on a Blockchain. Thereby, Blockchain is
effectively used to prevent manipulation of content or attribution to authors.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Undoubtedly, its best applications are yet to come.
Don and Alex Tapscott
about Blockchain Technology [1].
Enterprises are more and more interested in a new technology called Blockchain which was
first presented in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto [2]. The investments in Blockchain startups are
growing, summing up to a total venture capital of 1.4 billion US$ [3]. Most startups are located
in the areas of financial services, payment providers, and exchange platforms. This is hardly
surprising, because the first main use case for this technology was the cryptocurrency Bitcoin
which still exists until today. Cryptocurrencies experience high attention, because they allow
their users to transfer money to other participants without a third party, without exchange
rates, and even without stating their real name. Only a small processing fee has to be paid
and the transaction is executed within minutes or hours (depending on several factors), even
if the transaction happens between people located across the globe. Humans are using the
currency for several different reasons: for normal day to day transactions, lack of trust in fiat
money1 , for investment (as a part of diversification), but also (because of the pseudonymity)
for illegal activities. Despite the usage, cryptocurrencies seem to be regularly used. The market
capitalization of Bitcoin is almost about 20 billion US$, the daily volume amounts to roughly
200 million US$ [4].
One of the key features of Blockchain technology is to enable the transfer of digital assets (i.e.
digital money) ensuring that the original owner does not keep a copy of it. Thinking of other
digital assets like music or e-books, transferring them would mean that the original owner
can keep the file. The duplication of assets should not happen, if a real transfer (e.g. a sale)
shall be executed. Of course, digital money that could be duplicated would not be worth
anything. The reason why transfers work for cryptocurrencies is the underlying technology:
the Blockchain. It keeps record of all money and effectively prevents double-spending. The
Blockchain technology enables people to build cryptocurrencies. To this day, over 600 different
kinds of these exist [4].
The Blockchain itself can be thought of as a shared ledger which is distributed over all
participating computers and servers, called nodes. The ledger keeps record of all assets stored
in it and the history of them. With this, the assets can be traced back to their origin and
can only be in possession of one entity. All participating nodes agree on one rule set which
defines how the Blockchain is built up. With this rule set, one state of the blockchain can be
determined, thus one state of the ledger is specified. An extension of the Blockchain results
1 Fiat

money is an object without inner value. It is used for exchange.

1

in the possibility to include new transactions in the ledger. Because of this decentralized
infrastructure, the rule set, and the state of the ledger, it is not possible to transfer coins whilst
keeping them in the original wallet.
With the rising interest in cryptocurrencies, the hype developed not only around the cryptocurrencies but around the underlying Blockchain technology, too. The community around this
technology thinks of novel applications. One cannot only save data (the transactions) on the
blockchain, but also code. Code stored on the blockchain results in so called Smart contracts.
Smart contracts can be imagined as software in the blockchain which can be executed by
anyone at any time. Using smart contracts, whole new use cases are possible and the mainly
applied use case (cryptocurrencies) is not entirely in the main focus any more. The investment
in blockchain technology rises and many companies look into the technology, hoping to find
new use cases and to apply them within their enterprises. Different newspapers, blogs, books
[1] and more write about the "revolution" of blockchain. Articles about varying use cases
and implementations are published, among others in the health division [5], in governmental
sectors [6], for land register and many more. The hype around the Blockchain technology
arose.
Asking experts in the field about the blockchain, the opinions seem to deviate from the overall
impression. For example, Gideon Greenspan, Founder of Coin Sciences Ltd., responsible for
the Startup MultiChain, writes in one of his blog articles: "Blockchains are overhyped." [7]. He
further says that they get a lot of requests of companies for support with their use cases with
blockchain technology. In his article he states following:
We’re waiting to gain a clearer understanding of where blockchains genuinely
add value in enterprise IT. [. . . ] a large proportion of these incoming projects have
nothing to do with blockchains at all. [. . . ] you need to have a very clear idea of
why you are using a blockchain.
Gideon Greenspan
Founder of Coin Sciences Ltd. [7]
Many companies want to build applications on top of blockchain, but do not have a deeper
understanding of the technology, and even fewer apprehension of a meaningful use in their
businesses.
The Blockchain technology is an important development for our society and economy. The
key principles of this technology seem promising and the platform provides different key
factors. However, we do not know the implications and impacts of this technology and how
the Blockchain adds real value apart from existing developments. In this master thesis we want
to find out what overall usages are possible, where the technology adds value, where possible
risks occur and what requirements are necessary for a successful usage by analyzing use cases
from existing companies and startups. However, this thesis does not address platform specific
characteristics and details, but remains with overall concepts and properties of blockchain
technology. Rather than focusing on a single implementation, we give neutral views and
answers about the technology itself. Some aspects of current developments will be covered
in the chapter 8, though. We think understanding the elements of Blockchain is crucial to a
deeper understanding and development of the technology. Upon that, science and economy is
possible to further facilitate concepts, software and products that will lead to a broader usage
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of the technology. Revisiting Don & Alex Tapscott and the best applications: We provide a
framework for finding them.

1.2. Goal and Research Questions
From the previous statement, the following research questions arise regarding to the subject to
be considered.

Q1 What is the structure and the architecture of a standardized blockchain and its network?
For a solid understanding about blockchain and its setup, different architectural views are
created in order to answer following sub-questions: In which tiers can the blockchain and
its network categorized? What technical structure does the blockchain consist of? What are
main components of the blockchain and how do they interact with each other? What are the
main roles in the Blockchain network and how do they differ from each other? How does
the life cycle of a Blockchain look like? We create five different views for the Blockchain: An
architecture overview, a seven-layer application architecture, a Blockchain ontology, roles in
the blockchain architecture and a view at the process of the life cycle of Blockchain.

Q2 What are fundamental parameters used in Blockchain technology?
The Blockchain technology is used in many different ways. The basic structure is adapted to
the needs of the network and its use case, thus every implementation varies. With changing
parameters, some networks have different functionality or features which make them unique
or suited for a special use case. We describe possible parameters, their functionality in the
Blockchain technology, their possible values and their impact on the overall network.

Q3 What are risks of applying blockchain technology?
The Blockchain itself is exposed to different risks and challenges. If a Blockchain is used, the
participants should be aware of these risks and possible malicious behavior which endanger
the functionality or integrity of the network. An overview about risks and challenges enable to
individually assess risks for given use cases.

Q4 What are categories for the usage of Blockchain technology?
Blockchain is used differently across diverse industry sectors with varying benefits. A categorization for possible applications can help to understand how Blockchain can be used in a
proper way and where it can add benefit. Use cases can be classified among these categories
to enable the comparison of certain use cases.

Q5 What requirements emerge from the use case being implemented by blockchain technology?
The Blockchain itself has some properties beneficial or adverse for business models or use
cases. They may lead to disadvantages which are not known in the first place. To prevent
Blockchain technology being used in areas where drawbacks will likely occur, we want to give
an overview about the properties and possible pitfalls.
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Q6 What are fundamental principles in Blockchain technology?
As stated before, the underlying Blockchain technology used varies among different applications. But not only basic parameters influence the behavior of the network, but the Blockchain
itself builds upon different principles which describe certain characteristics and define a specific allocation of parameters. Different principles may introduce new parameters to the system
which have to be considered. A selection of some principles can lead to a new configuration
of Blockchain, leading to a new application. One can establish links between the use case
categorization and the Blockchain principles, leading to an easy approach for designing a
Blockchain to a certain need.

1.3. Research Approach
The conducted research is based on a combination of two important research strategies
in Information Systems (IS): Design Science Research (DSR) concentrates on creating and
evaluating small IT artefacts for local problems, whereas the Grounded Theory Method (GTM)
focuses on providing a reliable theory and input to the knowledge base about the field of
research. The data basis for the research is based on an extensive literature study and semi
structured expert interviews. The framework of DSR and GTM can be seen in figure 1.1 and
1.2.

Figure 1.1.: Design Science Research Cycles [8]

1.3.1. Grounded Theory Method
The GTM rivets on the discovery or creation of grounded theory, adding information to
the knowledge base. It focuses on the discovery of concepts and categories as well as the
relationships between them [10]. In this master thesis, with GTM, main theories about the
Blockchain, its structure, its principles and possible use case categories are stated. With data
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Figure 1.2.: Grounded theory’s building process Expanded [9]
from different sources we are able to add significant information about the Blockchain to the
knowledge base.

1.3.2. Design Science Research
DSR is a method often used in Information Systems. It focuses on creating and evaluating IT
artefacts for specific problems [11]. In this thesis DSR is used as a second step in the process
to build upon the reliable theory provided by the first step, GTM. By creating a prototypical
implementation of a use case within a Blockchain network, an IT artefact is created.

1.3.3. Semi Structured Expert Interviews
Further, we are conducting interviews with diverse experts from the industry. Only companies
or enterprises which have a strong focus on Blockchain technology or are known for doing
Blockchain research (e.g. insurance companies) are considered. We also talk to startups with
business ideas based on Blockchain technology. To get a further insight into the world of smart
contracts, we talk to small projects building upon the Ethereum platform, so called ÐApps
[12].
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1.4. Outline
The remainder of this papers are structured as follows. Chapter 2 covers the foundations and
concepts. This includes the technology overview itself, a definition of the term use case and the
literature study. In chapter 3 one can find the classification overview, the architecture views
and the parameters. In Chapter 4, the results of the interviews are shown and analyzed. The
requirements for using the technology are extracted. Further, risks and challenges within the
technology are determined. In chapter 5, selected use cases are analysed extensively, and
the categorization of use cases is conducted. An overview about the Blockchain principles is
given. In chapter 6, further thoughts about the implementation of the prototypical use case
are described. Details about the architecture and used technologies, about the data model
and the aspects of the implementation are portrayed. At chapter 7 we critically discuss our
findings which consists of lessons learned from implementing the technology and a summary
of answers to the research questions. In chapter 8 we give a summary of the thesis and an
outlook on the possible future developments of Blockchain technology.
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2. Foundations
In this chapter we give an overview about the foundations of blockchain technology. We
start with the chosen research strategy, give a technology overview, and discuss the reference
literature.

2.1. Research Strategy
As explained in the introductory chapter, this thesis builds upon two major IS research
methods: Grounded Theory Method (GTM) and Design Science Research (DSR). In this short
section we draw an overall picture about the major contents of this master thesis and how they
are generated.
In information management [13] four different terms about types of information are used: tokens, data, information and knowledge. We use these terms to describe how the understanding
of certain artefacts can be perceived. We leverage this concept to give a clear overview about
which artefact is placed in the corresponding category, which method is used to conduct it, and
from what prior artefact(s) it is derived. Therefore we structure all our sources, intermediate
results and all final outcomes according to these categories. Furthermore, a fourth layer called
application comprising implementation and utilization is added. This is required to show the
usage of the generated knowledge. The graph can be seen in figure 2.1. All items marked with
green dots describe artefacts generated by GTM, all orange dots reference artefacts generated
with DSR.

2.2. Terminology
In this section, important terminology in this paper is covered.

2.2.1. Blockchain
To be able to write about and discuss Blockchain, one defines the precise meaning of the terminus "Blockchain". Different terms are widely used: Blockchain (sometimes written blockchain),
Block Chain, Blockchain technology, Blockchain network, Blockchain infrastructure, Blockchain
(eco)system, Blockchain S.A. (a company from Luxembourg)1 and many others. Even Satoshi
Nakamoto did not write about the term and its correct usage in his paper about Bitcoin
[2]. There is a discussion about whether or not the Blockchain is just the data-structure, the
1 https://www.blockchain.com/
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Figure 2.1.: Research Strategy
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network itself containing the data-structure, or if it is only the data structure that exists within
the Bitcoin network.
Leaving the last suggestion aside, arguments can be found for both sides. We do not want
to evaluate the discussion or pick one side, but rather give the reader an overview about the
used termini in this thesis and what was meant by using either one. If the term Blockchain is
used, then it includes the network, the data structure and its contents and code. Blockchain
network and Blockchain system is used interchangeably. If blockchain is written in lower case,
only the basic data-structure without the network is meant. Blockchain infrastructure is the
network with its used technology inclusive the blockchain, but without applications or contents
running within it. The Blockchain ecosystem includes the Blockchain and surrounding businesses
and third party applications that do not depend entirely on the Blockchain itself.

2.2.2. Use Cases
In this thesis we conduct a use case analysis. There are many different definitions for the term
use case [14]. is aware of at least 18 different definitions, but also gives four dimensions in
which these definitions differ.
Purpose
Contents
Plurality
Structure

What is the purpose of the creation of the use case?
Are the contents plain prose or are they in a formal notation?
Does a use case contain more than one scenario?
Is a collection of use cases formally structured, informally structured, or unstructured?
Table 2.1.: Dimensions of possible definitions of use cases.

Before applying these dimensions, the goal of the use cases and the use case analysis is
described. All use cases are derived from personal interviews with experts of enterprises or
startups. We show possible application ideas for Blockchain technology, describe how they
work, what stakeholders are involved, and how the process looks. The analysis contains the
classification of the use case in proposed architectural views, the use case categories and the
used Blockchain principles. The use cases are used to derive information about potential
application scenarios and to create the grounded theory. The use case analysis is to classify
them into the theory.
We use the definition from [15] which says that a use case describes an actor trying to achieve a
goal by using the system. The purpose of the creation of use cases is to build requirements, what
the underlying technology has to do. Contents are written in plain prose and one use case
only contains one scenario. The collection of use cases will be informally structured.

2.2.3. Legal Transactions
Legal Transactions are "the means by which legal subjects can change the legal positions of themselves
or other persons intentionally" [16]. That means that (juristic) persons are able to create contracts,
to terminate contracts, and to create or transfer rights to other legal entities. In this master
thesis the described and analysed use cases are always included in some type of a legal
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transaction, depending on the actual proposal. Usually, rights for usage are granted or rights
are executed on behalf the customer.

2.3. Blockchain Technology
A blockchain can be viewed as a decentralized database in which information can be stored.
This database is distributed across all participating nodes, resulting in a decentralized network.
All nodes agree upon a certain set of rules, defining the allowed behaviour in the network and
the structure of information to be stored. The rule set defines the purpose and the functionality
of the Blockchain. In this section about the basics of Blockchain technology, most of the
information is derived from [17] unless stated otherwise.
The Blockchain is designed that all stored contents are immutable. Every piece of information
that was stored on the Blockchain can only be altered or deleted with tremendous expenditures
(though depending on the size and integrity of the network) [18]. The immutability allows to
create a ledger which keeps track of certain assets. With the rules enforced by the network, it is
guaranteed that assets are not created at will and cannot be duplicated. This distributed ledger
enables the creation and use of cryptocurrencies. Thus Blockchains are often synonymously
referred as distributed ledger technology (DLT) for financial or governmental sectors [19].
A Blockchain can be used in different ways. These usages can be differentiated by the user
group supervising the network. There are three types [20]: Decentralized, meaning the
Blockchain is governed by everyone who participates; Hybrid or permissioned, meaning the
supervisors are preselected; or centralized, thus only one entity sets the rules of the Blockchain.
Additionally, the Blockchain can be public or private. Public means that anyone can access
the network and read information from it and private means that the access to the chain
is restricted. These different access restrictions of Blockchain result in different technical
approaches, including some technique leaving out another. We give an overview about a
common Blockchain used for cryptocurrencies, but do not stick to a specific implementation.
At first, cryptographic foundations are covered. Then, the structure and single elements of the
Blockchain are covered, explaining how it is stored on one single node. After that, the network,
its setup and its behaviour for ensuring the integrity are explained. Additionally, the method
how new information is put into the network is introduced. In the next step, applications
within the Blockchain are described. At last, Blockchain-typical phenomenons are shown.

2.3.1. Cryptographic Foundations
To fully understand Blockchain and its surrounding technologies, we first have to explain two
basic concepts of cryptography and information technology: Hash functions and public-private
cryptography.
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2.3.1.1. Hash Functions
Hash functions are the foundation of Blockchain architecture. Hash functions allow to generate
some sort of fingerprint of data. The generated fingerprint will not change if the data does not
change, but if the data is altered, the fingerprint will change. Basically, hash functions take an
input of arbitrary length and translate it to a string with fixed length. If the hash of a file is
kept secure, the integrity of the file can be proven. Thereby these functions need to fulfil three
properties, to be used with Blockchain technology. The first one is called collision resistance.
It makes sure, that it is very unlikely that two random inputs generate the same output.
The collision resistance of a hash function is defined following:
It is infeasible to find two inputs x and y s.t.: x 6= y and H ( x ) = H (y).

(2.1)

It is not guaranteed that no collision occurs, because there is no way to design a hash-function
which fixed output length and arbitrary input length. The input space is larger than the output
state, inevitably resulting in several different inputs sharing the same output.
The second property is called Information Hiding. Given the output of a hash function, there
should be no way to retrieve the input. It guarantees that, if we are supplied with the output
of H (r || x ) (r is a random number from a high min-entropy), we cannot efficiently compute x.
The hiding property of a hash function is defined as follows:
It is infeasible to find x, given only H (r || x ),
when r is a secret value chosen from a high min-distribution.

(2.2)

This allows for an interesting application. You can commit to a secret value r by publishing
the hash h of r. Later on, to prove that you were in possession of that value r, you can publish
it. Anyone can check if h = H (r ).
The third property is Puzzle Friendliness. It is not obvious what this property is useful for,
but it is later required for extending the Blockchain with additional functionality. It means
that the output of the hash-function is uniformly distributed. Given a random input, every
possible output has the same likelihood to be "hit".
The puzzle friendliness of a hash function is defined following:
It is infeasible for every possible n-bit output value y, if k is chosen from a high min entropy,
to find x such that H (k || x ) = y in time significantly less than 2n.
(2.3)
This enables an application called Search puzzle. Almost every cryptocurrency uses a Search
Puzzle. It works as follows: A target-area T of the output-area of a hash-function is selected.
After that, every participant need to find a value k to add to a message x, such that h = H (k || x )
is within the range of the target area. Depending on how small the target area is, it takes more
or less attempts to find k that will alter h in such way, that h ∈ T. For example, if the target
area is 1% of the whole output-area, one will have to calculate 100 hashes on average to find
such k. In the context of Blockchain, instead of using search puzzle, the term mining puzzle is
used.
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2.3.1.2. Public-Private Cryptography
Public-Private cryptography is used frequently. For example, every SSL encrypted connection
relies of some sort of asymmetric cryptography. Unlike symmetric cryptography, asymmetric
cryptography uses one key to encrypt data and another key to decrypt data. If certain
conditions are met, it can be used not only to encrypt data, but also to sign data. To prove
that someone is in possession of the private key, he has to "encrypt" some data with his
private key and everyone can decrypt the message with the associated public key to check its
sender’s legitimacy. In Blockchain technology, this signing mechanism is used for authorizing
transactions.

2.3.2. Structure of a Blockchain
After explaining cryptographic foundations, we give an insight into the structure of the
blockchain.
2.3.2.1. Blockchain
The blockchain is the central object of the network. It is distributed among every client and is
on every honest node identical. How these Blockchains are kept synchronous is explained in
2.3.3. The Blockchain contains many single blocks which are connected to each other. The first
block in a Blockchain is called Genesis Block. It is defined by the developer of the Blockchain
and can be filled with arbitrary data. Every node must have the same Genesis Block. Deviant
nodes would not participate in the network. Each block has a height h and contains the hash
of the previous block h − 1. If any information is altered, the renewed computation of the
Blockchain (while keeping the latest hash) will reveal the compromise. Therefore, if the hash
of the last block of the Blockchain is kept, one can guarantee that any other node with the
same hash has the correct Blockchain.
2.3.2.2. Block
A block is data which contains two objects: The block-header and a tree of transactions. The
header contains everything important about the block: The version, the hash of the previous
block, a timestamp, the hash of the tree and information about the search puzzle. The tree
contains every transaction that the miner wants to include. Usually, every transaction (up
to the block size limit) which is new in the network is included. In most cryptocurrencies
(like Bitcoin and many Altcoins2 ) the tree for information storage is a Merkle-tree [2], as most
altcoins base on the code of Bitcoin. It is easier to search for transactions within a Merkle-tree
than other data structures [21]. To build a tree, two transactions are concatenated and hashed.
The results of each two concatenations are again connected and hashed, until there is only one
hash left. The last hash is called the Merkle-root-hash and stored in the block-header.

2 Altcoins

are alternative coins with a similar functionality to Bitcoin.
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2.3.2.3. Transaction
Before a transaction is included in a block, it is send to all connecting nodes, to increase the
probability to be included in the successive node. If someone wants to transfer some coins to
another participant, he has to be in control of unspent transactions. Transactions are either
completely spent or unspent. It is not possible spend only a part of a transaction. If it was
possible, every miner had to check the complete blockchain for partially unspent transactions.
To save time, everything has to be transferred. Funds that go beyond the granted amount
are transferred back to the own “wallet”, issuing a new unspent transaction. There is no
implementation of wallets in the blockchain of current cryptocurrencies3 , but one labels a
collection of private keys "wallet". One can leave out wallet instances, as transactions already
cover the functionality of it: Every transaction has an output which binds the amount of the
output to a public signature. Only the participant with the matching private key to this public
signature is possible to spend the output later on. Technically speaking, each output and input
is written in a script-language. This means, only if < code input > || < code output > (|| is
concatenation) returns the value TRUE, the new transaction is valid. Therefore, there is no
element as a wallet4 in regular blockchains, because it is only the possession of a private key
which grants you to use unspent transactions. This term is only used to make the system
easier to understand. Transactions can consist of n inputs and m outputs (n, m >= 1). This
makes it possible to combine unspent transactions together into one transaction. This can be
useful, if one transaction does not contain sufficient money to pay for an item. Notice, that it
is not possible to trace every individual coin, but only transactions. With three inputs and two
outputs, no matter of the amount, it is not possible to say which input did go to which output.
Concerning the numbers, the sum of all inputs has to be larger than or equal to the sum of all
outputs. This is to prevent creation of coins out of thin air. The difference between inputs and
outputs are considered transaction fees which are paid to the miner who proposes the certain
block. Even if coins cannot be traced per se, it is possible to trace transactions and owners as
payments with two inputs from two different private keys are not very common to originate
from different entities. This means that most transactions with two inputs belong to the same
entity. Therefore, joined payments link two public keys together which means they belong to
the same entity.

2.3.3. Network
After explaining the blockchain setup of a single node, we discuss how the network ensures
the integrity of the network and adds new information to the chain. We describe the way
of consensus of a decentralized Blockchain. We do not go into further details of centralized
or hybrid Blockchains, as the applying consensus rules are basic: only blocks signed by a
pre-defined authority are allowed.

3 Wallet
4 There

software exist for every cryptocurrency, but is not implemented in the core.
are wallet-based approaches, e.g. in Ethereum.
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2.3.3.1. Consensus
Consensus plays a vital role in the Blockchain network. The goal is to achieve a joint state,
meaning everyone agreeing on a certain state of the Blockchain. As in a distributed system,
there is no central authority to decide which new blocks are valid and which are not. Every
node has to decide on its own if it accepts a new block or not. The basic consensus algorithm
is simple: The only valid chain is the chain that (1) contains the genesis block, (2) contains
only valid blocks according to the network rules and (3) is the longest one. All other chains
are not accepted. Longest chain means that the chain contains the most blocks.
From the research about the Byzantine Generals’ Problem [22] we know that a distributed
system can only work if at least 51% are honest nodes that want to participate in the network.
The main idea is a process to choose one single node randomly from all participating nodes.
This node is allowed to propose the new block. The possibility of a Sybil Attack5 should be
eliminated by this, as well. A method to choose randomly a node which is vulnerable to a
Sybil Attack, is fairly easy to devise. Think of a tombola in which every participating node
puts its ID in. A number is randomly chosen and this number is allowed to propose the next
block. This would be easy to manipulate, because an attacker could create an arbitrary number
of IDs and submit them all to the tombola. Creating new IDs is very easy which leads to the
conclusion that creating an arbitrary amount of IDs is easy, too. The method has to be designed
such that an attacker is not able to increase their chance without significant investments.
2.3.3.2. Mining
Assuming that the blockchain is static and no blocks could be added, the system would know
which chain is the only valid one. The process of adding new blocks to the network is called
mining. Mining is the essential process in all blockchain-based technologies. This process
proposes new blocks to be added onto the blockchain. This area covers different topics, starting
from the process itself, the puzzle to the mining rewards.
2.3.3.3. Process
Building new blocks is – from a technical point of view – fairly easy. All new transactions
which are announced in the network are validated, stored and built to a transaction tree.
Everything else, for example meta information, is stored, too. The hard part of creating a block
is to find the solution to a mathematical puzzle. The details of this puzzle are covered later
on. If a solution to this puzzle has been found, it is included into the block as well. After that,
the new block is announced in the network. Other miners will validate the new block and, if
everything is fine, they will include the new block into their local storage and will try to find
new blocks on top of the recently announced block. Afterwards, the process starts again. If
two blocks are proposed simultaneously, the rules number (1) - (3) stated in the consensus
section do not seem to produce one single valid chain anymore. This means that there are two
versions of the blockchain which are equally accepted, because they have the same length. For
the moment, the mining-community splits because of a fourth rule, a so called fork. Rule (4)
5 An

attacker should not be able to increase his chances of winning by only generating many nodes
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says that in case of a fork the blockchain of which the node heard first is the valid one. An
example: Two nodes find simultaneously two Blocks, Block A and Block B. Everybody who
heard of Block A first will try to find a new block on top of A. All others who heard first of
Block B will mine on top of that one. The fork is resolved at that moment, when somebody
finds an additional block on top of A or B. At that moment, the fork is resolved because all
other nodes that worked on top of the "wrong" block, will disregard their current chain and
continue working on the longest chain. The losing block is left alone, won’t be considered
anymore and is called an “orphan block” . Additional, the likelihood of finding two blocks at
the same time depends on certain parameters, but is usually negligible 6 .
2.3.3.4. Mining Puzzle
Knowing how new blocks are published in the network, the method of how to choose a
random node of the network is shown. The Mining puzzle ensures that blocks are proposed
by a random node in a pre-defined period of time (For example: On average, Bitcoin proposes
every 10 minutes a new block). To ensure this period of time, the difficulty of the puzzle is
adapted to the power of the whole network regularly (Bitcoin recalculates the difficulty every
2016 blocks). In between these recalculations the difficulty stays the same. There are several
different ways this puzzle can look like, the two most known are described here.
2.3.3.5. Proof of Work
There are several ways the puzzle works. One of is the so called “Proof of Work” (PoW). To
propose a new block, the hash of the block concatenated with a random value (called "nonce")
has to meet a certain criterion. It has to be in a specific target-space which is a subset of the
output-space. The complete output-space of a hash function can be represented as a number.
The assumed hash-function is SHA-256. The output-space of SHA is 256 bits, therefore 32
64x

64x

z }| {
z }| {
byte or 64 hexadecimal numbers. The output-space ranges from 00...00 to FF...FF and the
network agrees to a threshold for creating a new block. Every new block has to be below
this threshold, to be accepted in the network. For example, in Bitcoin (in the year 2015) this
number is so small, that only 1/(1020 ) blocks will actually meet this criteria. Mathematically
speaking, H ( Nonce|| Block) < Threshold must be fulfilled. If the function fulfils the third
criterion (puzzle friendliness), one has to brute-force numbers.
Note that this can be considered as a huge waste of energy, because the functionality of the
Blockchain does not depend on computation power. No matter if server farms are mining
or just a mobile phone, the contents of the resulting blockchain would be (almost) the same.
This huge investment in mining power ensures that no single participant could bring up more
computation power than the rest of the network. A small device cannot guarantee this, but a
big network can. A blockchain built by a mobile phone would be much easier to recalculate
and to outrun (make a longer blockchain) than a blockchain which is built by massive mining
power. This leads to a more secure blockchain, but it remains an open question if there are
better alternatives.
6 https://blockchain.info/de/charts/n-orphaned-blocks
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2.3.3.6. Proof of Stake
Another set of methods for proposing new blocks is Proof of Stake. This approach can be
divided up into three areas: “Proof of Work/Stake combination”, “Proof of Stake” and “Proof
of Deposit”. The idea behind all of the methods is that the control over parts of the currency
makes it easier to propose new blocks. The Proof of Work/Proof of Stake combination works
as follows: Traditional Proof of Work can be used, but the puzzle to solve becomes easier if
some “old” coins are used. Usage means that the age of the coins becomes reset. The older
the coins, the easier the mining puzzle gets. A possible implementation is the cryptocurrency
Peercoin. Proof of stake is the purest form. Nodes which control large amounts of the currency
are given the easiest puzzle. In this case, age of coins is not taken into account. Proof of
deposit requires the miner to freeze the coins they used for a certain amount of time. This can
be seen as an opportunity cost as one is not able to spend the coins. These approaches have
two major benefits compared to Proof of Work: Firstly, the footprint and the waste of energy
are much lower. No miner gets a significant advantage of running big server farms for solving
puzzles. The second advantage is that the nodes which have the most money in the system
are the nodes which are most interested in the health of the currency and will likely behave
honest. Nonetheless, this approach has a significant drawback. Firstly, it grows into a kind
of centralization, because the miners with the most money in the system will likely get more
money than everyone else. The second drawback is that attacks on the networks are cheap.
Thinking of “Proof of Work”, if someone wants to build a fork, the costs for mining are wasted
if the attack fails. With Proof of Stake, if the attack fails, the coin remains unspent meaning
the age is not reset, therefore the attacker did not lose much energy or money as he would in
proof of Work. That said, Proof of Stake has not received so much scientific attention, because
Bitcoin implemented Proof of Work and has a dominant role in cryptocurrencies. Nonetheless,
Ethereum has announced to switch to Proof of Stake in summer of 2017 [23].

2.3.4. Applications
As we understand the setup, the network and the consensus of Blockchain technology, we look
more deeply into applications in the network.
2.3.4.1. Scripts
As we see in the transaction section, we actually do not transfer money to wallets, but to
scripts. A new input script has to return TRUE with a previous output-script, otherwise it is
rejected by the miners. We add an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs, allowing interesting
applications.
2.3.4.2. Escrow Payments
An escrow payment is typically used if two participants want to trade a certain value against a
good. Usually, this is done using a third party which keeps the value and the good by himself
until both of them are received by the third party. If everything is fine, the third party gives
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the participants the other object. The participants who want to trade do not have to trust each
other, but they have to trust the third party. In cryptocurrencies it is the same, the involved
third party has to be trusted. Nonetheless, Cryptocurrencies have an advantage compared to
traditional payments: The third party is only involved, if there is a dispute between creditor
and debitor. If not, the participants can execute the transfer of the money without the escrow.
Think of following scenario: Alice wants to trade a mug of Bob for one coin. The third party
Charlie is involved in this transaction in case anything goes wrong. A multi-party transaction
output is created which requires a two out of three signed input transaction to redeem. If
everything is fine with the trade, Alice and Bob can sign a transaction to transfer the money
to Bob. If there is any problem and Alice and Bob cannot agree, Charlie has to resolve this
dispute by investigating and signing a transaction, either back to Alice or to Bob.
2.3.4.3. Smart Contracts
Smart Contracts are a highly interesting possibility to put computable contracts into the
blockchain. The technology itself is not new, because software which transfers money as a
reaction to certain events (stock prices, etc.) are widely spread amongst major banks and
companies. Every system for high speed stock trading can be viewed as “computable contract”.
The advantage of implementing such contracts on a blockchain is that the execution of the
contract is guaranteed and independent of any node. For example, it is possible that the
earnings of a company are split equally amongst the founders every night. Unfortunately,
the scripting language of most cryptocurencies (like Bitcoin and many altcoins) is rather
limited. To build an arbitrary script, a Turing-complete programming language is needed. As
mentioned in the reference literature, the cryptocurrency Ethereum supports smart contracts.
It allows the user to create whatever he wants and let it be executed on the blockchain. The
possibilities are almost endless, it is possible to bet, to build prediction markets, play a game
of chess and many more. Nevertheless, the created software should not be highly complex,
because the execution of contracts is not free of charge. Each execution step costs a certain
amount of money, therefore large applications are not suitable to be stored on a blockchain. If
a contract is stored on the blockchain, it is executed until the funds of this contract runs out.
Therefore, it prevents users from building unnecessary large scripts or infinite loops.
2.3.4.4. Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Thinking smart contracts further, it is possible to build so called decentralized autonomous
organizations (short: DAO). The idea behind them is that organization-like structures can be
built in the blockchain. It begins with the idea, that people can participate in a DAO by buying
their shares in a ICO (initial coin offering). With that, they gain vote rights and can participate
on the decision making within this construct. This organization can name people that act as
CEO or developers and get paid out of it. These structures could be seen as individual legal
entities, but will depend on the respective laws. Despite legal uncertainties, this seems to be a
promising approach in Blockchain technology.
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2.3.5. Blockchain Specific Phenomenons
After the introduction to Blockchain technology, all basic concepts and components are known.
Additionally, one should keep in mind some special behaviour of this technology.
2.3.5.1. Trust in the System
The Blockchain is often called a trust-less system, because a user does not need to trust other
participants. If he wants to use smart contracts or receive some coins, he can be sure that the
system will behave the way it is developed. This is basically true, but only under the condition
that the network behaves entirely correct. The user has to trust the developers of the system
that their software has no major flaws and he has to trust the miners to keep up the integrity
of the network. If malicious forces act in the network, the functionality of the network cannot
be taken for granted, for example, if a hack appears and the underlying software needs to be
upgraded which leads to the next phenomenon.
2.3.5.2. Forks in the Blockchain
If the underlying software is changed in any way, a fork happens in the Blockchain. Forks
happen during the process of mining (and are resolved within minutes to hours), but they
also happen if the rule set of the Blockchain gets an update. Two sorts of fork can happen: a
soft-fork and a hard-fork. The difference between these two forks is, that they differ in whether
the rules for validity of a single block are expanded or restricted. Additionally, they differ in
the consequences for the network.
A soft-fork occurs, if the rules are more limited than before. For example, the rules could
say that only transactions with under 10 coins are allowed. The new software only accepts
blocks that have this limitation, the old software does not care whether the transactions have
this limitation or not. If the majority of the network uses the new software, the change will
be adopted by all nodes and only one blockchain will exist, because the old software will
always change back to the longest blockchain which is maintained by the new software. If the
majority of the network uses the old software, two chains will exist until the new software
wins the majority.
A hard-fork occurs, if rules are expanded. For example, the new software allows additional
content in the block. In this case it is reversed: The new software accepts all blocks, but the old
software only accepts its own blocks. If the majority of the network accepts the new software,
a fork will definitely occur, otherwise it is possible that only one chain exists.
2.3.5.3. Scalability of the Blockchain Network
Independent of the count of nodes or the used computational power, the speed and the
throughput of the system stays the same and is only defined by its design. The problem
is that every node has to do the same computational work, because everybody needs to be
sure that all the blocks he received are valid and the results from this computation match
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the proposed transactions or datasets. Therefore, the machine produces the same results, no
matter how many nodes are connected. This is a major difference compared to traditional
database systems which are much more faster and scale with their used resources. There are
some advances in the area of Blockchain scalability [24], but all approaches have some side
effects on the technology itself, meaning that some functionality of the original Blockchain
draft is lost.

2.3.6. Blockchain as a Platform for Digital Twins
A digital twin is a digital reflection of a physical object. The properties of the object are
represented in the digital twin; sensors are often used to keep the image up to date and
accurate, such that one can rely on the data of the digital twin. The digital representatives are
used for different purposes, such as 3D modeling, monitoring, or diagnostics.
A blockchain offers a platform for digital twins. As some blockchains not only represent
coins but other assets, these assets become a representative of real-world objects. As the
Blockchain technology does not provide the possibility to update information in real-time
(only with a delay), the Blockchain is not suited for real-time applications. Whether or not
real-time applications are used, the situation for digital twins in the Blockchain remains
difficult. Considering models of (industry-) machines: The physical machine is in secure
location (as no unauthorized personnel is allowed to access it) and the connection between
the sensors measuring the machine and the server computing the model is secure, as it is in
a secure network. Thus, every participant can be trusted: the sensors, the network, and the
server. However, what now about Blockchain? Considering the case, using the Blockchain
does not bring any advantages, as there is no possible trust lost (no one will tamper with the
data). Therefore we need a scenario more suitable for blockchains. For the sake of the example,
we consider a more visionary case in which Blockchain technology is proposed: Trading cars
over the Blockchain or proof of possession of vehicles. How would this look like? Of course,
for every car there has to be a digital twin in the Blockchain. The ownership of the digital
twin represents the ownership of the car. To claim the ownership, the car would have to be
connected to the Blockchain actually to be able to validate for ownership. The owner of the
digital twin would use his private key to proof the ownership and the car would open up and
allow the start of the engine. But how actually would the linkage between the Blockchain and
the car look like? Is the digital twin in the blockchain tied to some serial number in the car or
does the car manufacturer just create the digital twin and hand it over to the buyer? Not only
technical questions arise in the previous scenario, but also practical and even legal questions.
Gets it easier to steal cars as only the private key has to be obtained? Is it possible to replace
the "blockchain-module" in the car for theft? Is it sufficient to proof possession via Blockchain?
As we see, the answers to these questions are not trivial, in fact, become more complex as
more information is stored about the physical object. If the physical object changes, how
does one transmit the "status update" into the Blockchain? How is it ensured that the data
inside the Blockchain represents the data of the real object? The problem is that the Blockchain
cannot ensure the data that is coming from "offchain" and the danger exists that wrong data is
recorded inside it. The creation of bonds between the digital twin and its real twin remain an
open question in the research area of Blockchain technology.
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2.4. Reference Literature
Some relevant literature and approaches cab be found with respect to various topics. In this
section, literature are categorized, among with their possible advantages and drawbacks.

2.4.1. Architecture
Literature about the Blockchain or Bitcoin architecture can hardly be found. in Towards Reference
Architecture for Cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin Architectural Analysis [25] Israa Alqassem gives a brief
introduction about Blockchain technology, proposes a Blockchain Transaction Domain Model,
in which main components of Bitcoin software are shown. It gives an insight on how the
software is built up and what components it consists of, but does not give a high level overview
about the network and its components, but only examines a single client. An architecture is
needed that does not only consider cryptocurrencies, but the blockchain as a whole system.
In a very recent paper, Towards a Blockchain Ontology [20], Joost de Kruijff proposes different
ontologies for blockchains and blockchain transactions. On three different layers, a datalogical
layer, an infological layer and an essential layer he proposes each an ontology for blockchain
and transactions. Additionally, he compares the blockchain with traditional transaction systems
on each layer and emphasizes the differences between them. However, an infological ontology
for Blockchains is missing.
Regarding the processes of Bitcoin and Blockchain more graphical representations can be
found. For example, Joshua J. Romero et al. [26] provide a clear picture of the process to create
transactions and how they are validated inside the network. However, they only consider one
functionality used in the network, but do not give an insight into the different process stages
of Blockchain technology.

2.4.2. Parameters
Information on manipulable parameters and their implications regarding Blockchains can
hardly be found, as it might not be relevant to the users, as they cannot be changed anyway.
Only for creation a new chain or forking an existing one, Blockchain parameters become
relevant.
Multichain exploits the first scenario (creating new chains): They provide an infrastructure
which allows the creation and execution of single Blockchains by design and pre-defined
parameters. Customers of Multichain can select relevant parameters and start a new chain
with the previously chosen configuration. For the sake of documentation, they provide a list
of all configurable settings of a chain [27]. However, they only describe the parameters, but
do not provide additional information about implications. As they only describe their own
platform, the parameters cannot be generalized, but give quite a good insight into possible
parameters.
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2.4.3. Use Case Categorization
Fraunhofer FIT gives a good overview [28] about the recent approaches for classifications of
Blockchain applications. They apply the categorization of William Mougayar [29] on the status
quo of the blockchain startup market, conducted by AngelList [30]. Mougayar proposes a
categorization in four different categories: Infrastructure and Plattforms, Middleware Services,
Applications and supplementary works. The advantage of these classes is that they can be
separated very well from each other, giving the opportunity to classify them easily. But the
problem with this approach is that it only classifies amongst the layer of the architecture
of Blockchain and does not consider the actual purpose of the Blockchain. It only gives an
overview about the market and its developments, but does not help to understand what use
cases or capabilities the Blockchain has.
In its paper Robust, Cost-effective Applications Key to Unlocking Blockchain’s Potential Credit Benefits
[31] Moodys gives an overview of 25 generalized use cases for Blockchain technology. They
only categorize them in four different classes and sort them after usage in an industry sector.
Financial Institutions, Corporates, Governments and Cross-industry are named. They only
give a very high level view about these use cases. A categorization amongst function of the
Blockchain needs to follow.

2.4.4. Frameworks
For a better understanding of this technology, three different frameworks are considered which
are briefly described. Bitcoin, Ethereum and ZCash.
Bitcoin [2] is the first and most frequently used cryptocurrency to this day. It introduced the
main concept of Blockchain and helped to draw the attention to both topics. It uses a simple
Proof of Work mechanism which generates new coins within the system. The amount of coins
is limited to 21 million coins, thus no inflation can occur. The used language is Bitcoin-script
which is very rudimentary and only provides basic functionality such as single payments or
multi-party payments, so called escrows. Besides that, Bitcoin is sometimes used to store small
information, but was not designed for that.
Ethereum is a cryptocurrency [32], too. The major difference to Bitcoin is that Ethereums
selected a Turing-complete language, which means that any program can be executed on it.
With that, it introduced the concept of smart contracts, allowing to provide services or to
build DAOs. It also implements another Proof of Work mechanism which will be replaced
in the future with Proof of Stake [23]. The average blocksize is much smaller, additionally
transactions are stored in another way than in Bitcoin. After an attack in 2016 [33] and a
successive hard-fork, the currency split up into Ethereum and Ethereum Classic. Ethereum
had some flaws which were fixed. Ethereum Classic kept the old code with the potential bug.
ZCash [34] is a novel approach for a cryptocurrency. Its main feature is that transactions are
not pseudonymous, but completely anonymous. It uses a zero-knowledge-proof in order to
keep all transactions a secret. It is interesting, because it is the first currency which allows
completely anonymous behaviour in a currency.
An overview about all reference literature can be viewed in table 2.2.
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Area/Author
Architecture
Alqassem and Svetinovic
de Kruijff and Weigand

Joshua J. Romero
Parameters
Multichain.com
Use Case Categorization
Mougayar
Williams
Frameworks
Nakamoto
Wood
Sasson et al.

Description
Main components and structure of Bitcoin implementation,
does not provide a high-level overview.
Proposes on three different layers a Blockchain ontology, comparison between Blockchain and traditional transaction systems.
Insights into transaction- and block-creation of cryptocurrencies.
Describes possible starting parameters for Blockchains in its
own, Bitcoin-like ecosystem.
Categorization into four vertical categories. Does not give an
insight into possible applications.
Overview about different use cases ordered by industry sectors.
Bitcoin, first and most used cryptocurrency. Does not provide
much additional functionality besides transactions.
Ethereum, first cryptocurrency which supports smart contracts
and many other features.
ZCash, truly anonymized cryptocurrency, implemented via
zero-knowledge proof.
Table 2.2.: Reference Literature
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3. Blockchain Classification
3.1. Architectural Approach
As shown in the previous chapter, Blockchain technology consists of complex mechanisms.
Generally speaking, there are only few visual representations of the Blockchain, its structure
and its processes. It is important to comprehend the setup of the technology, because one can
only understand many properties of the system if the underlying theory is understood.
We therefore build five distinct views on the Blockchain. Analogously to typical Enterprise
Architecture Views [35] we want to give a high level overview about the technology, not an
insight into the details of the low level implementation of a client. We think that the Blockchain
infrastructure is built similar to Enterprise Architecture Models. The Blockchain has to be
described in a basic version, as we want to prevent influences from certain implementations.
With these views we are able to categorize and better describe the use cases later on, because
different use cases involve different tiers of the platform, different roles and different processes.
Therefore, a neutral view is needed.

3.1.1. Analysis of Existing Components
To further derive architectural views, one has to look more closely at the application infrastructure of Blockchain. In chapter 2 we described the basic functionality, the scripting within
the network and the network itself were described. In the foundation part we intentionally
left out those applications that access the Blockchain and utilize it in order to provide some
further services. These applications do not belong to the Blockchain directly, because they are
not crucial to the technology or its functionality, but belong to the eco-system. Therefore there
are three major areas in which applications or software are used in the network. First, the
software that runs on the nodes and establishes the network and its integrity itself. Second, the
software that runs within the blockchain, so every script, every smart contract would belong
to it. And third, applications that utilize the Blockchain for service provisioning. From a high
level architectural point of view, it is possible to further split up two of these areas. First, one
has to differentiate between software that provides access and software that utilizes the access
to the blockchain. An access provider, for example, would offer APIs for communicating
with the network or would provide the storage and administration of private keys. Software
utilizing the access add value outside the blockchain ecosystem that only arises due to the
integration. Software outside the Blockchain ecosystem generates profit from accessing the
blockchain technology. The second distinction we make is between the network itself and the
software that runs within the network. The design of the network, public or private, protocol
and size do not influence the functionality of the software establishing the blockchain. Yet, it
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influences the possible usages of the overall system, but the node itself is not dependent on
the fashion of the underlying network.
With these five tiers we create the first architectural view which are shown in the next section.

3.2. Different Views on Blockchain
3.2.1. Blockchain Architecture Overview
The aim of the first view is to provide a high level overview over the whole architecture of
Blockchain. It enables to see where abstractions occur and where specific elements are located
in the overall view. The view is depicted in figure 3.1.
It has two axes: The architecture scope, from high level domain specific to low level technical,
and the architecture zoom, from largest to smallest granularity. The architecture consists of
five tiers in the y-axis: “Business”, “Business Service”, “Application”, “Infrastructure Service”
and “Infrastructure”. These tiers match the description in 3.1.1. Each tier is split into three
columns, describing the granularity from high to low. We describe each tier and explain
why we categorize some aspects in it. Starting with the infrastructure: This tier contains
the hardware and the network on which the Blockchain software is deployed and executed.
The network itself is needed for communication and integrity assurance. The layout of the
network (centralized or decentralized) is defined here. In the network of a Blockchain, different
stakeholders use different hardware, depending on the configuration of the system: Miners
or nodes use varying hardware and have alternative strategies to best fit their needs. A
network also has to agree on several variables: Algorithms like hash functions or publicprivate cryptography have to be defined upfront to provide a functional network. There are
more variables which the network agrees upon which we leave out for the sake of clarity and
overview. Blockchain parameters are discussed in section 3.3.
Continuing with the infrastructure service: It contains the very core of the Blockchain. Building
upon the hardware, it contains the Blockchain and its components, e.g. single blocks. Also,
the assets, tokens, or information which are stored on the Blockchain are included. That
said, single blocks contain a block header and data trees. In this representation we leave the
“Puzzle-Mining Agreement” (known as Proof of Work or Proof of Stake) out as the consensus
algorithm defines the validity of transactions, assets, and the data itself. Additionally, the
algorithm often controls the supply of currency. Zooming in further, infrastructure service
contains single data-transactions and possibly their respective source code.
The application tier is the largest tier in this view. We think that the highest potential of
Blockchain technology exist on this tier. It contains all software or assets that are stored and
executed in the network. Every interaction with the system (concerning new information)
happens on this tier. The central application and the basis for all other applications is persistent
data storage. Because of the design of the underlying infrastructure services, an alteration of once
inserted data is neither possible nor desired. Thus, the integrity of information is guaranteed.
Other applications build on top of the persistent data storage such as “Cryptocurrencies”
itself (generally speaking distributed Ledgers), “Asset Transfer”, "Finding Meta Consensus" or
service provision. We distinct between "predefined" applications and user created applications.
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Figure 3.1.: Blockchain Architecture Overview
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Predefined applications only allow one to use a given set of actions, for example transfer of
money or asset tracking. Cryptocurrencies only offer only very few actions such as executing
transactions. If the user is allowed to define applications on the blockchain itself, many
different applications are possible. These user created scripts can be distinguished in three
different areas, depending on their size and complexity. Small scripts take care of basic tasks.
Smart contracts are applications that enable users to interact with it and execute tasks. If smart
contracts are linked together and interact which each other, in order to provide a "business",
one refers to them as decentralized autonomous organization (DAO).
In the business service tier there are three important participants. Access providers offer a
connection or an API to the Blockchain network itself for further usage. Service providers
enable a convenient usage of wallets to store private keys for different purposes, such as
cryptocurrencies. Payment providers play an important role to connect other financial streams
to the network such that businesses do not have to deal with the currency itself, but are able to
accept payments in the respective currency.
The top tier "Business" contains possible business models. We do propose four use cases for
Businesses derived from an article of Gideon Greenspan [36]: Lightweight financial systems,
provenance tracking, inter-organizational record keeping and multi party aggregation. We
added different use cases which suits in the category, but the field of possible businesses is
big and contains many different use cases. For that, we decided to include an selection of use
cases.

3.2.2. 7-Layer Application Architecture
The second view provides a seven-layer application architecture, giving an insight in technical
details of the first view. The “Infrastructure Service” tier of figure 3.1 is split up into seven
layers, helping to better understand the position of single artefacts in the architecture. The
Infrastructure Service-Tier is the heart of Blockchain technology, because it covers the essential
parts which ensure the integrity of the data within the network. For simplicity reasons, in this
description we refer to the Infrastructure Service-Tier as application. The view can be found in
figure 3.2.
The seven layers are divided in three areas of focus: interaction, domain and data, from top
to bottom. It helps to understand the focus of each layer and how transitions between them
happen. Those seven layers are “Technical Interaction”, “Abstract Interaction”, “Domain
Interaction”, “Domain Service”, “Domain Data”, “Abstract Data” and “Technical Data” (top to
bottom).
Four arrows behind the tiers explain different flows in the application. The first arrow explains
the Error-Flow between the layers. Errors can happen on every layer at any time (always
depending on the implementation), but the errors only affect the same layer they originate
from or layers above. The State-Flow-arrow describes the propagation of states within the
application. State changes influence every layer in this view, because changes in underlying or
overlying layers require a change of state in the corresponding layer. The third arrow covers
the Data-Flow which is bidirectional. The fourth flow shows the Action-Flow which shows that
only underlying layers are affected by actions. At any layer, one can only access functions
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Figure 3.2.: Blockchain 7 Layer Application Architecture
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from lower layers, therefore, the action flow goes from top to bottom.
We continue with the specific details of the layers: Starting at the “Technical Data” layer: The
basic resource of blockchain technology is the data itself, e.g. any value stored in it. Two
special types of values are hashes which compute a unique fingerprint of arbitrary data (like
of a block or a dataset) and digital signatures which ensure proof of ownership and enable
valid creation of datasets.
The "Abstract-Data-Layer" contains basic structures of the blockchain. Datasets, trees of
datasets, and scripts are built upon values, signatures, and hashes. A dataset-tree is a structure
which comprises elements in such way that in the end one hash can be generated out of it
which is later on used for storage reasons. Elements can either be preceding hashes or the
datasets itself.
The "Domain-Data-Layer" contains blocks and the Blockchain itself. One could include these in
the “Abstract-Data-Layer”, but we think the blockchain itself is a significant part of the domain,
especially the concatenation of blocks plays a huge role in the domain. Blocks usually contain
the dataset-trees, and thus every information that should be included in it. The concatenation
of the Blockchain describes how single Blocks are linked together. Normally, the hash of the
previous block is stored in the current block, but in general one can think of other ways to
establish a linkage.
Crucial elements of the functionality are included in the “Domain-Service-Layer”. Depending
on the functionality of the node, different elements play a vital role. The storage and the
storage management secure the validity of existing data and incoming new data. It allows
the node to validate new blocks and depend on the information contained within the block.
Additionally, with the inclusion of new blocks, it is able to update the list of not included
datasets. These are datasets that are propagated in the network, but are not included in a
block yet.
The “Domain-Interaction-Layer” contains additional features for interaction between nodes
within the network. Mechanisms, like validation of new transactions, block creation, puzzle
solving and propagation of new blocks are handled here.
The higher level of consensus is placed in the “Abstract-Interaction-Layer”. Its main concept
is that the longest chain in a system is the valid chain. This cannot be part of the previously
described layers, as the answer to the question of consensus is not solely a technical question,
but a logical question. The state of datasets is an abstraction of the storage and are therefore
integrated in this layer. In cryptocurrencies, single datasets represent single transactions.
However, from a single transaction one cannot derive whether or not a transaction output
is spent. Only the computation of all datasets arises a complete overview of all unspent
transactions. Therefore, the state of datasets can be viewed as the overall state of all wallets.
This element is not required in a Blockchain, but is contained in most of them.
The “Technical-Interaction-Layer” deals with questions of how new transactions and new
scripts are built. Also, the propagation to the network is handled here. Additionally, one
validates, if these transactions are permanently stored in the blockchain, and thus if they are
executed properly.
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3.2.3. Different Roles in the Blockchain Architecture
There are different actors in the blockchain system. Some only participate once, others need to
constantly validate and insert information in the network in order to support the blockchain
function properly. We categorize roles and actors in the system in a more general way as
depicted in figure 3.3. To provide a better understanding of the roles, we give examples for the
corresponding role in cryptocurrencies. Additionally, the coloured bars show in which tiers an
actor is active.

Figure 3.3.: Different Roles in the Blockchain Architecture
As mentioned before, the actors split up in two groups: operators and developers. This might
seem trivial at first, because almost every software system can be split up in this way, but in a
Blockchain network the two groups split up in several different operators and developers which
execute unique tasks. Operators are keeping the system alive and populate the blockchain.
The blockchain itself is controlled by its community, because different roles are of varying
significance in the system.
3.2.3.1. Developers
The developers themselves are the designers and creators of the software and the system.
They ensure functionality and correctness of the software, maintain the code and propose
new extensions to it. This group can be split up into three different developer roles: the
core-developer, caring about the underlying system, the script-developer, concerned with the
software executed on the platform, and the software-developer who creates the software to
interact with the system.
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The core-developers have access to repository which contains the most important software for
the blockchain. Other developers which create software for this specific system, build upon
the code of the core-developers. Therefore the core developers have influence on every detail
of the software and with that on the network and its corresponding applications. Most of the
time, the core-developers are also the founders of the blockchain. This gives them very much
power at the beginning. Due to the decentralized design of the network, the power shifts to
other actors when the network is running and growing. Everybody can fork the code of the
network at any time, and if the network itself is not happy with its core-developers, they will
find new developers they trust.
The script-developer care about the software which is executed on the Blockchain. As described
in the foundations section and figure 3.1, the Blockchain network is capable of executing scripts.
The scripts are created with languages specific to the blockchain, to provide the individual
functionality. The software itself can be very basic, for example BitCoin-Script1 consists of
only few commands. On other platforms, the language can be more complex. For example,
Ethereum offers a scripting language with is Turing-complete, allowing the script-developer to
write any software he requires. Therefore, the importance and the power of the script-developer
depends on the capability of the scripting language itself.
The software developer creates software on top of scripts and network. He takes care of the
software which enables users to communicate and work with the network more easily. For
example, he builds the software which enables users to send money, keep track of own wallets
and many more. He is not bound to one blockchain, but can support many systems. These
applications are not essential to the system and the system does not depend on the software.
3.2.3.2. Operators
Operators interact with the system continuously and at will. They create datasets or communicate with the system itself. We suggest four different kinds of operators for a generalized
blockchain: The IH (ID holder), the LN (Light Node), the FN (Full Node) and the miner. It is
difficult to draw a clear line between the types of operators, keeping in mind it should match
a general Blockchain scenario. Therefore, available roles depend on the specific system.
The ID-holder is the entity possessing private keys in the network. Private keys usually allow
to act as an identity and access all resources which are associated with this identity. In the case
of cryptocurrencies, private keys enable the entity to transfer coins to other ID-holders within
the system. Every subject which wants to profit or interact with the system needs to be an
ID-holder. This key mast be kept secret to retain the rights and assets in the future. By signing
a transaction with the corresponding key, the transaction becomes valid and is recorded in the
blockchain, making it immutable. ID-Holders can be users, miners, merchants, anybody who
has assets in the system.
As the light node does not interact with the network directly, it does not need an own key. The
main task is to provide knowledge: Knowledge, if some dataset is stored in the Blockchain
or not. Thus, the Light Node needs to know what to look for. It assumes that a dataset will
be stored in one of the next blocks, thus inspecting the next blocks for the respective dataset.
1 the

language used in the Bitcoin network
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Because of the way blocks are usually created, it is usually very easy to check whether or
not a block contains some dataset2 . Also, checking the validity of the dataset in the block is
fairly easy. Therefore, the effort of this procedure is very low in comparison to validating an
entire block. The Light Node trusts the network that the chain consists only of valid blocks,
minimizing its own work. A light-node could easily be implemented on a mobile phone or
small devices. In cryptocurrencies this is useful for actors who want to know if a transaction
has happened or not, for example merchants or regular users.
In contrast to the Light Node, the Full Node validates not only single datasets, but whole
blocks. It interacts with the network by providing blocks, managing transactions and validating
blocks, but it does not add additional information to the network. Checking a whole block
is more time-consuming than checking a single dataset. It takes more computational power,
because every block contains a large number of datasets. Furthermore, more storage is utilized,
because the whole blockchain is stored in order to provide other nodes with blocks and to
ensure the integrity of the complete blockchain. In theory, this could be implemented on a
smart phone, but it is questionable as it would drain the battery very fast. All miners are also
Full Nodes, but there are also use cases in which one only needs a Full Node. For example, if
someone just wants to help to ensure integrity of the network, but does not want to participate
in mining due to profitability. Full Nodes are not often used, as the use cases for it are rare.
Nonetheless, they are part of the system.
The miner is responsible for the creation of new, valid blocks. In these blocks, only valid
datasets are included. As stated previously, every miner is a Full Node. To be able to build
new valid blocks, the miner has to know the whole blockchain and its content. The miner
also ensures that only valid blocks are in the network. If it detects a wrong block, it does not
add the block to his local blockchain. He is therefore able to produce valid blocks and earn a
reward. (This is the only reason why he participates in the network.) In almost every case, a
miner is also an ID-Holder. In order to get a reward (and not somebody else or no one), he
has to include an address (to which he owns the private key) in the new block. Theoretically,
the miner does not have to include his own ID. In private Blockchains without a reward for
miners, a miner without an ID is also possible. The miner has the highest effort of all users.
In most cases miners use specialized hardware which solves the mining puzzles faster than
traditional computers.

3.2.4. Blockchain Ontology
The goal of the third view is to provide a deeper understanding of the single components of
the blockchain ecosystem and how they are interconnected. Only considering the other views,
it is unclear how the different parts of the blockchain influence each other. This view resolves
the uncertainty. It can be found in 3.4.
We divide the ontology in seven different fields: “Applications”, “Data Structure”, “Methods”,
“Network”, “Mining”, “Variables” and “Stakeholder”. Each area contains several different
elements which are interconnected with other elements in the same area or in other areas.
Starting with the “Stakeholder”-Area: It contains stakeholders of a typical Blockchain architec2 As

mentioned before, (Sorted) Merkle-Trees are a commonly used approach to store information. They enable a
fast lookup to check if certain information is contained or not.
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Figure 3.4.: Blockchain Ontology
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ture, the roles presented in figure 3.3. They influence the network differently. The network
itself makes decisions. Either it is centralized or decentralized, resulting in different methods
for establishing consensus amongst the network. Additionally, it can be public, meaning
everybody can participate in this network, private, and thus only accessible by authorized
nodes, or shared, meaning only some parts are exposed to the network while others are
kept private. We leave out the distinction in public, private, and shared blockchains for the
sake of clarity. The network itself influences two further areas. These are “methods” and
“variables”. Methods include Hash-Algorithms, the scripting-language and its power, and the
digital signature algorithm (DSA). The network also decides upon variables like blocksize and
propagation speed which indirectly determine the dataset speed of the entire network. It also
chooses how datasets are stored on the network. Mining is the process of adding new blocks
to the blockchain. It collects new datasets, builds a block out of it, solves a mining puzzle
and then propagates the block over the network. The puzzle can either be “Proof of Work”,
“Proof of Stake” or “Proof of useful Work” (see chapter 2), the later one not commonly used3 .
The Blockchain itself is built up of many blocks, starting with the first so called genesis block.
Each block consists of a block header which links to the previous block and a tree of datasets,
containing all the datasets relevant for this block. A dataset is used to transfer digital assets or
coins from one public signature to another. In the graphical representation, digital assets are
noted in brackets, as it is also possible that a Blockchain does not store digital assets but only
information. “Applications” build upon all these elements. We use some examples from the
previous views.

3.2.5. Blockchain Life Cycle
The fifth view displays the life cycle of the Blockchain. It helps to understand the various
steps in the life cycle of a Blockchain and explains the work in the system, and which steps are
executed repeatedly. The view is depicted in figure 3.5. The view does not cater for anomalies:
e.g. if a blockchain gets redesigned or if a fork occurs as the forking process depends on the
underlying consensus algorithm and is therefore difficult to generalize.
The life cycle consists of four layers: "process steps" which contain the different steps in the life
cycle, "activities" which describe what happens in the respective step, "roles" which contain
all participating stakeholders in the system, and artefacts which comprise the results of every
activity. The Blockchain has four life cycle steps: "design", "implementation", "execution" and
"wear out". A blockchain implementation can be executed multiple times. For simplicity
reasons, we do not include this in the view.
In the first step, Design, infrastructure developers make major important decisions about the
new Blockchain. What is the purpose of the Blockchain and how is it used? What is the
unique selling point (if it is a public blockchain) and how does it differ from other Blockchains?
How should the mining process be designed and how are other parameters set? All these
decisions influence the functionality of the Blockchain and it is very hard to change these
parameters later on. Usually, these changes result in some sort of fork, as one can see in 2.3.5.
Infrastructure developers (responsible for the software design process) enforce the design
decisions in the next step.
3 Many

other mining-puzzle exist, but left out of clarity.
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Figure 3.5.: Blockchain Lifecycle
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In the second step, the infrastructure developers implement the Blockchain. They have
to decide, if they use existing software (such as Bitcoin or Ethereum) or create their own
Blockchain from scratch. Further details of design and implementation are not shown, because
they always depend on the approach of the developers, and it is irrelevant to the life cycle of
the Blockchain. The artefacts are also shown: Components of the software, source code, the
finished implementation, and (eventually) a documentation.
In the third step the Blockchain is execution. Two major activities take place: Datasets are
created and are inserted into the Blockchain. Furthermore, developers write blockchain
applications. A Turing-complete language allows for more complexity. If the Blockchain only
provides basic syntax, predefined software is used for repetitive tasks (for example transactions).
These tasks are executed by ID holders and by Blockchain application developers, roles that
can be found in figure 3.3. The second major activity is assuring integrity by full nodes and
miners which validate new datasets and blocks that enter the network. Additionally, miners
create new blocks and thus expand the blockchain.
The fourth step is called "Wear-out". If the chain gets too old or other reasons occur4 why
operators stop using it, the average creation time of a new block will increase until no blocks
are created any more. This may be self-explanatory, but draws the attention to the fact that
sooner or later every blockchain will eventually die. Stakeholders, who are interested in the
stored data should archive the data for later access.
The user group "regular" application developer which can be found in figure 3.3 is left out
on purpose: The Blockchain itself does not depend on applications that are built on top of it,
application developers are therefore not required in the life cycle.

3.3. Blockchain Parameters
After presenting five views about architecture of a regular Blockchain, we extract the parameters
responsible for the configuration from literature and evaluate their implications. Parameters
strongly depend on the design of the Blockchain and on the goal it is pursuing, but it
is important to know what fundamental factors exist that influence the behaviour of the
blockchain. An exhaustive list of all parameters in Blockchain technology cannot be given,
but the most important ones are covered. The parameters are sorted as the corresponding
concepts occur in the foundations sections. Dispensable parameters that do not influence the
functionality of the network are left out. Additionally, a list of the parameters is provided.

3.3.1. Cryptography
The cryptography of blockchain technology builds upon two different functions: The hash
function and the digital signature algorithms. The parameter is the concrete choice of the used
method.
Various implementations of hash functions exist, but only a few of them make sense in this
context. The most popular hash functions are SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3. Older implementa4 E.g.

a loss of trust could lead to a user decline.
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tions like MD5 are insecure, because they are vulnerable to collisions, meaning two different
inputs generate the same hash [37]. Additionally, SHA-1 was recently [38] discovered to be
error-prone as well, therefore it should not be used anymore. The choice of the hash function
does not influence the system per se, but the usage of common hash functions could appeal
miners from popular coins (with the same hash function) starting to mine the new Blockchain.
Additionally, the durability of the hash function has to be kept in mind. Historically, all hash
functions were proven to be insecure sometime, it is therefore save to assume that current hash
functions like SHA-2 or SHA-3 will be broken in the future. Future vulnerabilities are not
threatening the security of the Blockchain, if new hash-algorithms are adopted via a hard-fork
sufficiently early.
For public-private cryptography, two major implementations exist: RSA (Rivest, Shamir &
Adleman) [39] and ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) [40]. The selection of a method is not
as important as the selection of the used key length. These methods differ from each other
in the underlying mathematical concept, but provide the same functionality for a Blockchain.
ECC requires smaller keys for the same security [41], but uses more computational power.
Yet both factors do not matter in the Blockchain environment. The community assumes that
both methods are secure, but with increasing computational power it might be possible that
keys are bruteforced. Unlike hash functions, the public-private cryptography algorithm cannot
easily be replaced, as private keys are tied to assets. If the public-private cryptography gets
exchanged in the Blockchain, one cannot guarantee that assets linked to a private key of the
old algorithm will be assigned to the same owner with the new cryptographic method. The
owner would have to react and transfer their assets to addresses using the new algorithm.

3.3.2. Basic Parameters
The type of the Blockchain is the most basic parameter. As introduced in the foundations chapter, there are three ways: decentralized, hybrid or centralized. One can build the blockchain
private or publicly accessible. These decisions are important to start with, because they influence the choice of other parameters or even make them obsolete. These parameters can be
seen as two basic rights. The fashion of the network defines who is allowed to write blocks
and add transactions. The second parameter is which users have access to the network.
If a Blockchain is publicly available and decentralized managed, the system has to be robust
and needs self-governing functions such as elaborated consensus and mining algorithms. On
the other hand, if the blockchain is private or the rights to add information and blocks are
bound to some sort of entity, there is more trust between all actors (e.g. in a company) and
some security measurements are obsolete. When deciding on these parameters, one should
keep in mind the target audience.

3.3.3. Structure
The design of the Blockchain defines most of its structure. One can think of different ways to
interconnect blocks or to build up a blockchain, but changes in this fundamental design will
influence the network and the system, leading to questions on how the consensus and mining
algorithms should look like. We are not aware of any approaches in the direction of creating
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Blockchains with data structures other than connected lists. The layout of how transactions
are stored into a block is modifiable. Normally, Merkle-trees are used to calculate the hash of
all transactions. Additionally, Ethereum proposes the usage of Merkle-Patricia trees which
enable a faster lookup whether or not a block includes a transaction [42]. The influence of this
decision is low, but one has to decide on that to determine the exact notation and setup of a
single block.
A more important parameter which is also in active discussion in the Bitcoin network is the
size of one block. There is no overall recommendation on how big one block should be, but
Bitcoin for example uses a maximum size of 1mb per block as of May 2017. It defines the
maximum throughput of the system along with other parameters. This can not only limit
regular transactions as in a cryptocurrency, but can lead to a Blockchain being overrun with
load slowing down the system. On the other hand, to big blocks can "clog" the system, because
they need to be transferred to all participating nodes. One has to determine the allowed block
size very carefully. This also depends highly on the use case and the fashion of the network.
In a private blockchain, an unlimited blocksize is no problem, as private operators have to use
systems and network infrastructure supporting such large blocks.
An additional parameter that only applies to cryptocurrencies or any blockchain managing
some sort of asset is how the transactions are stored. There are two approaches to facilitate that:
Either transactions are recorded or the current state of all entities is stored. If only transactions
are stored, a node has to validate the complete blockchain to know which entity owns which
assets. The information is needed to validate new blocks and transactions, because the node
cannot otherwise know, if an asset is transferred somewhere else. This process is highly time
consuming, especially for new nodes entering an older blockchain. A different approach is to
store the current state in the block. With this, a new node only needs to obtain the the latest
block to understand the state and to validate blocks. Yet, this approach requires additional
storage in a block. Both approaches can be combined together.

3.3.4. Network
In the network, one can change the most relevant parameters.
Another important parameter is the mining algorithm. There are many different algorithms
which are suited for different purposes, but the main two are Proof of Work and Proof of
Stake. These algorithms can be adapted to fit given needs. A problem of PoW is, that
specialized hardware (so called ASICs5 ) is able to provide high hash rates at low cost, making
it infeasible for other participants with regular computers or servers to participate as a miner.
A countermeasure to this ASIC-usage are PoW-algorithms which consume a large portion
of memory [43]. With a high memory requirement, ASICs are more expensive and slower,
allowing computers and normal servers to participate in the network.
Besides the block size parameter, another parameter influences the throughput of the network:
The block propagation time. It sets the difficulty of the mining algorithm such that on average
one block is created in a given time frame. Depending on the mining algorithm, the time can
be 15 seconds (Ethereum [44]) or 10 minutes (Bitcoin [2]). The optimal time frame depends on
5 See

A.2
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the corresponding use case. If one builds a private or centralized Blockchain, one does not
have to set the mining algorithm along with the block propagation time.
Another parameter is the recalculation of the difficulty. Yet, it does not tremendously influence
the functionality of the Blockchain. During a small period of time, the computational power of
the system changes only slightly. Thus, one should not recalculate the difficulty too often. One
the other hand, a long period of time between recalculations makes the network vulnerable to
attacks aiming at setting difficulty as high as possible: If suddenly a majority of participants of
the network shuts down, the Blockchain significantly slows down until the block propagation
time is adjusted. On the other hand, too many blocks might spawn until the block propagation
time is adjusted to the increased computational power.

3.3.5. Applications
There exist multiple parameters for applications built on top of the Blockchain. They vastly
depend on the goals of the Blockchain. We focus on the general Blockchain application and its
used language and take a look at cryptocurrencies as a special application.
The used and supported language restricts the applications that can be built and executed
on the Blockchain. As stated in the foundations, most cryptocurrencies use a very simple
language which only supports basic concepts and operations. By adding some commands,
one can significantly increase their functionality. If the language is Turing-complete, any
code is possible. One also has to keep in mind that more complex languages require some
sort of mechanism which takes care of possible manipulation or spam attacks which wastes
computation power of all participating nodes. Such attacks already occurred in Ethereum [45].
3.3.5.1. Cryptocurrencies
If the application of the Blockchain is a cryptocurrency, additional parameters become relevant.
Furthermore, creating a new currency requires economic considerations which we do not cover
in this thesis.
The first question is how much money should be available in the network and how the amount
of money changes over time (inflation vs. deflation). We focus on the main parameters. Is
there a reward in the first block of which only the creator of the Blockchain benefits? This
might not always be a good idea, as it can discourage people to use the Blockchain, because
the developer "cheats". One also has to devise a mining reward to incentivise miners adopting
the new Blockchain. Will it decrease (as in Bitcoin) or will it stay the same (as in Ethereum) or
does it change differently?
To get an oversight of the most important parameters, one can view table 3.1.
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Area
1. Cryptography
1.1 Hash-Algorithm
1.2 Asymmetric Cryptography
2. Basic Parameters
2.1 Type of Blockchain

2.2 Audience
3. Structure
3.1 Dataset Storage

4.1.2 Block propagation time

5. Applications
5.1 Language

Generates hashes for blocks and
datasets.
Responsible for creating signatures & creating identities.

SHA-2, SHA-3, or
other
ECC[40], RSA[39]
or other

Defines which entities are allowed to propose new blocks or
datasets.
Defines which entities are allowed to access the network.

Centralized, decentralized, hybrid
Public, private

Merkle-trees,
Merkle-Patriciatrees,
other
patterns
The maximum storage require- Few kb to unlimment for a single block.
ited

4. Network
4.1 Decentralized
4.1.1 Consensus-Algorithm

4.2 Centralized
4.2.1 Authority

Possible Values

Defines the way datasets are
stored.

3.2 Block size

4.1.3 Difficulty recalculation

Description

Defines how the network finds
new blocks.
Defines the average time between two blocks.
The time between recalculation
of difficulty.

PoW, PoS, other
algorithms
15 seconds to any
desired
Any
desired
(BTC: ˜ 2 Weeks)

Entity which is allowed to gener- Public key of an
ate new Blocks
entity
Used programming language

Table 3.1.: Blockchain Parameters
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Simple to Turingcomplete

4. Expert Interviews
We establish a solid knowledge foundation about Blockchain technology in the preceding
chapters. After creating different architectural views, we conduct semi-structured expert
interviews and give an overview over the answers.

4.1. Preparatory Work
At first, we give an insight to the motivation for interviews, the development and structure
of the interview guideline, the selection of interview partners and corresponding branches.
Afterwards, we show the guiding questions.

4.1.1. Idea
The main idea behind the semi structured expert interviews is to get detailed information
about a variety of use cases. We retrieve additional information of these use cases to apply
GTM to generate theories about use case classification, Blockchain principles and requirements
for the deployment of Blockchain technology. Additionally, we want to know the opinion
of our interview partners: How Blockchain technology is understood, what problems and
challenges occur when working with the technology and what important risks and downsides
arise with the technology. Additionally, we want to know what hopes and expectations people
have about the technology.

4.1.2. Development of Interview Guideline
The interview guideline is split in four different parts. At first, we want to know the background
of the interview partner. Who is his employer, which position does he hold, and what are his
responsibilities in the firm.
In the second part, we want to learn about their knowledge on Blockchain technology, knowledge about specific frameworks and development expertise, to tailor the questioning to the
specific knowledge of the expert.
In the third part, we specifically talk about his or her use case. We are interested in the
underlying problems that the stakeholders face and how they solve the problems with the
usage of Blockchain technology. Further, the experts describe the progress of the development
as well as challenges and difficulties that occurred during it. Regarding the setup, we want to
know which underlying frameworks they use or if they create blockchain technology from
scratch.
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Lastly, we talked about Blockchain technology in general. We want to know the expert’s
opinion on the most important risks and downsides of Blockchain technology. Furthermore,
we ask questions about the reasons for implementing a use case with Blockchain technology,
specifically what requirements use case should fulfil to be suited for a Blockchain. After that,
we ask the experts what needs to be done to further improve Blockchain technology and about
their hopes for the future development of Blockchain.

4.1.3. Selection of Interview Partners
We select experts in five different areas: Enterprises which are known for the implementation of
Blockchain technology, young startups which use the Blockchain in a disruptive manner, small
companies which created so called Ðapps1 , researchers in the area of Blockchain technology,
and lawyers. The range of knowledge among the experts differs widely, but we conduct a
sufficient number of interviews to underpin our theories. At their own request, some experts
are not named. The distribution of the interviewees can be found in table 4.1.

4.1.4. Branches
Because we do not want to extract differences between single branches or develop a specific
understanding about one branch, the branch of the interview partners plays subordinate role
in the selection process. Some experts come up with different use cases and professions,
therefore we count their use cases as two different units, as the second part of the interview is
conducted for each use case individually.
Branch
Enterprises
Startups
Ðapps
Experts
Lawyers
Sum

Percentage

Number

22.2 %
22.2 %
16.6 %
33.3 %
5.5 %
100 %

4
4
3
6
1
18

Table 4.1.: Branch Distribution

4.1.5. Questioning
In following, we show a list of questions we ask during the interview.
1. Preliminary Questions
a) Are we allowed to record this interview?
b) Do you want to stay anonymous or are we allowed to use your name and the name
of your company?
1 Ðapps

are small Applications built on top of the Ethereum framework.
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2. Background
a) What is your firm, how many employees does your firm employ and in which sector
is your company active?
b) What is your position within the firm and what are your responsibilities?
3. Knowledge
a) What is the Blockchain for you?
b) What is your understanding about it?
c) Which frameworks do you know and how experienced are you with it?
d) Do you have any specific development experiences with this technology?
e) What benefits does the Blockchain offer?
4. Use Case(s)
a) What is the problem that you want to solve?
b) How is this problem solved by using Blockchain technology?
c) How far are you in the process of your development?
d) Do you use an underlying Blockchain Framework? Which one?
e) What features do you use of this technology?
f) What are the challenges that you faced throughout your process / face now?
5. General Blockchain
a) What are the most important risks using Blockchain technology? How can they be
minimized?
b) What are downsides of Blockchain technology?
c) Where do you see the most work to be done within the technology?
d) What are your hopes about the future of Blockchain technology?

4.2. Overview of Answers
The questions were answered by the selected experts. The answers are not supposed to be
evaluated empirically. We give an insight about how experts see the technology, what they
understand about it, and furthermore what their use cases are. The answers are split in three
sections: Talking about the topic Blockchain, about the use case and their description, and
third, risks and downsides of the technology. Should the occasion arise, we will quote experts.

4.2.1. General Views about the Blockchain
In this section, we write about the answers of the experts for questions number three.
We want to know how the Blockchain is understood and what it signifies for the person. Every
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expert we talk to is at least basically familiar with the technology, but of course the range of
the understanding of the technology is large. The experts described Blockchain technology
among others as distributed database, decentralized platform that ensures integrity, or decentralized
neural network. Three factors that all experts claimed to be important are 1) decentralization, 2)
integrity assurance and 3) transfer of some form of assets. In some cases, experts declared the
platform as trust-less, as participants do not have to trust a 3rd party.
It is interesting that the focus of the experts is on assets and values, though the Blockchain can
be used for other purposes as well. Some experts, especially involved in the area of Ethereum,
mentioned the functionality of smart contracts which was not referred to as a critical part of
the technology, but a very important functionality for the Blockchain ecosystem.
An interesting aspect mentioned by one experts was following: A Blockchain considered
as database. This leads to the perception that the Blockchain itself is in competition with
traditional databases. However, the interpretation of a Blockchain as a database is misleading,
data is stored in it, but the data does not represent information, but actual assets and values.
Therefore it is not a database, but provides a trust layer for a pool of data.
The Blockchain is a worldwide distributed computer, a real distributed computer.
Not a decentralized system, not a centralized system, but a real distributed system.
A characterization as a distributed database, as it is often done today, wouldn’t do
justice to it.
Marco Spörl, jambit GmbH (translated)
The description of the Blockchain Marco Spörl gives, is simple and understandable. Additionally, it implies that many characteristics of computers can also be found in Blockchain
technology. For example, the terminus computer implies that no matter how much people
own the computer, it cannot run faster as it is built2 . That is exactly the same with Blockchain
in which speed is limited by design.
When asked about the used platforms, most of the experts answered that their main focus
is in the usage of smart contracts and therefore Ethereum. However, the opinions about this
framework are torn. Some experts say that the platform is easy to understand and to use.
Additionally, writing code is not difficult and allows for complex programs executed on the
Blockchain. Other experts say that the platform itself is not very well developed and changes
are implemented very fast. Since the DAO hack [33], the platform has lost trust of users.
Other platforms are barely used. One developer designed his software in such way that the
implementation does not depend on one specific implementation, but runs on every possible
cryptocurrency or Blockchain approach, if there is a type of transaction model. There is one
green field approach in which a Blockchain is designed from the ground up without using any
other platform. Unfortunately, we did not have the opportunity to talk to an expert who is
familiar with the platform Hyperledger.

2A

computer can only access its own resources and gets only faster, if the hardware is upgraded. Same holds for
the Blockchain, as every node in the system does the same calculations as all other nodes.
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4.2.2. Advantages
We asked the experts about the advantages of Blockchain technology and give an overview
about the answers. The advantages are ordered into three different categories: Advantages in
the development of applications and smart contracts, advantages in the usage of the system,
and economic advantages. We provide an overview about the advantages in table 4.2.
4.2.2.1. Development
It is straight-forward to develop applications which facilitate Blockchain technology or smart
contracts. There are several reasons for this: The Blockchain is not suited for the computation
of large problems and complex methods, as it would use too much computation power and
therefore cost too much. Therefore, the applied functionality and offered methods have a low
footprint and are designed in a convenient way. The second reason is that the offered language
to create smart contracts is designed such that it can be used by a large audience3 .
The development for the Blockchain is fairly easy. Our developers were almost
disappointed how little they had to work. The platform is well designed, such that
the required contracts are not complex.
Bernd Lapp, CEO of Swarm City, about Ethereum (translated)
Additionally, the required infrastructure investment for smart contracts is very low. (Almost)
everything can be handled by the platform itself, the transfer of money, the execution of the
contract, and the resulting outputs. Of course, the required infrastructure always depends
on the chosen use case and its complexity, but with a minimalistic approach, Blockchain
technology can replace a lot of infrastructure which is needed usually.
The interesting thing about [a use case] is, that you can run it without any
infrastructure. The website is just some HTML and Javascript, hosted on GitHub.
If someone buys the service, I don’t have to pay PayPal money to transfer any
money around, I don’t have to store the data, I don’t have any service running that
operates the application. It runs without any interaction from my side.
Glynn Bird
4.2.2.2. Usage of the System
Compared to a traditional system, using a blockchain system brings along several advantages:
The Blockchain system uses a distributed ledger which is immutable and therefore does not
allow any forgery. One can make sure that once some information or a transaction is stored in
the system, it cannot be undone.
Additionally, when using smart contracts, Blockchain technology has following advantage:
The trust in the functionality of the platform implies trusting that every smart contract behaves
exactly in the way it was designed and developed. The source code of a smart contract is
3 One

has to state that the only serious platform for smart contracts is Ethereum, which allows the usage of
Solidity, a Javascript-like programming language.
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available to anyone and the functionality of it is accessible. This enables users to check if a
smart contract behaves like claimed. After that, he can decide, if he wants to use the contract
or not. Especially if it is about special business cases, the users demand to be able to look into
the code of the smart contract, for example gambling on the Internet.
On the Blockchain, money can be transferred faster than with traditional payment providers.
The transaction usually happens within the next blocks (depending on the usage of the
network), and no other providers are required. This increases the comfort for using the
technology, because users do not depend on the vendor to support their preferred payment
provider. In addition, the user does not have to register at the service with an email or other
information, as he is always authenticated with his public ID which is used for the service.
4.2.2.3. Economic Advantages
Using no third party payment providers, payment fees are not necessary any more. The
users and the developers do not have to pay a fee, if the money gets transferred via different
providers or exchanged to foreign currencies. That enables the provider to offer his service at
low cost.
Besides making payment providers superfluous, (almost) any other third party can be replaced,
too. Often, additional intermediaries are required to reach potential customers with the offer
for some service. This especially holds for all kind of platforms which bring together seller
and buyers, for example Uber or AirBnB. With Blockchain, these platforms could be replaced
and designed in such way that the revenue for the vendor of a good is prioritized.
Advantage

Description

Development
Easy creation of smart contracts
Little required infrastructure
Usage
Immutability of data
Speed
Trust

Economic Advantages
Cheap
Replacement of third parties

The creation of smart contracts is easy as the language
is designed for the purposes of Blockchain technology.
The blockchain itself provides access to smart contract.
Hardly any third parties needed.
All content stored in the Blockchain cannot be
changed after insertion.
Transactions can be executed within minutes to hours.
The functionality of a smart contract can be looked
up. The Blockchain guarantees that it is executed in
that way.
The usage of cryptocurrency costs hardly any fee
compared to traditional payment providers.
Blockchain is designed in such way that costly third
parties can be eliminated.

Table 4.2.: Selected Advantages of Blockchain Technology
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4.2.3. Risks
We discussed risks of Blockchain technology with the experts. However, we do not want to go
into deep technical details why and how these risks can occur, but aim at giving an overview
about the experts opinion on if and how they are going to affect single blockchains or whole
Blockchain ecosystems. The list presented here is not exhaustive, because not every risk we
got to know of was us told by experts. As before, we structure the information we received
from the experts. The technical risks are categorized along the process view shown in 3.5.
Additionally, risks in the relationship between Blockchain and the surrounding environment
are categorized. If a risk applies only to public or private Blockchains, we will add the
information in the text. An overview can be found in table 4.3 and table 4.4. An intermediate
result of this questioning was given at the IRIS 2017 in Salzburg as part of a panel discussion4 ,
the slides can be found online [46].
4.2.3.1. Technical Risks
In this section we describe the technical risks in design, implementation, execution and
wear-out of Blockchain.
Risks

Description

Design
No scalability
Varying speed
No settlement finality
Privacy risks
No true randomness
Implementation
Bugs in Blockchain
Bugs in Smart Contracts
Execution
51%-Attack
Waste of Energy
Centralization

Blockchain technology is not able to scale with increased computation power.
The speed of the blockchain is not constant, but varies.
The longest chain, thus the status is only probabilistic. Information is never 100% fixed.
The Blockchain is open and transparent, but this can lead to
privacy issues.
The Blockchain is deterministic and therefore randomness cannot
be generated. Workarounds have downsides.
Bugs threaten the security of the system, leading to a flawed
Blockchain.
Bugs in smart contracts can lead to the loss of money. As they
are public, bugs can easily found.
51%-Attacks allow to rewrite of the Blockchain history.
Some consensus-algorithms (like PoW) can result in wasting
energy.
The longer the Blockchain runs, the more power in the network
gets centralized as participation gets more expensive.

Table 4.3.: Selected Risks of Blockchain Technology Part 1
4 goo.gl/YZlMpl
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Risks

Description

Law & Governments
Uncertain legal questions
No central responsibility

Governmental influence
Transparency vs. privacy
Blockchain Community
Future development

Industry
Hype

High demand of single platform

Technical Progress
New developments

End Users
Low interest
Volatility of Prices

Governments do not provide clear frameworks for
conducting business with Blockchain.
As no one is responsible for the system, the government has no options to influence the contents of the
network.
Governments could create backdoors in the system to
get hold of certain identities.
It is not clear how user information is protected in
the Blockchain and how issues are resolved.
Future developments of single Blockchain ecosystems
can go wrong, if a community driven approach is
chosen. Different participants can have different ideas,
tearing community and network apart.
The hype around Blockchain can result in frustration
about the technology as it cannot match the expectations.
Industry only using one platform can result in higher
prices and longer waiting times, rendering the platform unusable for some business cases.
New developments can result in the breakdown of
cryptographic functionality, resulting in a broken
Blockchain.
Because of the complex technology, users fear to
adapt to it, resulting in low usage numbers.
The prices of cryptocurrencies highly vary. Users do
not want to risk loosing their money.

Table 4.4.: Selected Risks of Blockchain Technology Part 2
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Design The first major flaw in the design of a Blockchain is the non-existent scalability. We
gave a detailed explanation about the phenomenon of the non-scalability in the chapter 2, but
this disadvantage results in a risk. Almost every expert we talked with said that it is a risk for
use cases, if the Blockchain is not capable of scaling. They say the Blockchain is not capable
of handling certain use cases. Major companies which trade goods or have a high-volume
throughput cannot use Blockchain for their services or products, as the Blockchain cannot
compute the inputs. It takes more and more time until datasets are inserted in the Blockchain
system. Theoretically, the system could recover in times of low throughput, but the main
problem persists: The technology cannot cope with a higher demand than its design. Anyway,
experts are sure that a technical solution exists. There are different approaches, but often in
exchange for other advantages [47].
Talking about scaling: It is always the question whether the speed of the system can be adapted
or not. Not only that it cannot be adapted by increased computation power (but only by
design), the speed is not constant, but it varies. New transactions or datasets are only included
in the Blockchain when a new block is generated. In a public blockchain this happens at a
given average speed, the creation time is probabilistic around a predefined value. In blockchain
systems (e.g. in Bitcoin) it happens to take multiple times as long as defined 5 . Additionally
(in case of public PoW blockchains), attackers are able to slow down the overall network at
their proportion of computation power. E.g. if the attacker has 10% of the hash-rate, he can
slow down the network by 10%.
There is no guarantee that a transaction included in the longest chain will remain there forever,
as the solution with a PoW-algorithm to the Byzantine Generals Problem is probabilistic [48].
It it possible (but very unlikely) to build a longer chain that does not include some transactions.
This is in contradiction to the Settlement Finality Directive which states that once a transaction
happens, it must be final and not recoverable [49]. Banks are required to execute transactions
and to prevent roll backs, in order to prevent reclaims. This could become a legislative risk for
banks and other financial institutions.
Regular Blockchains are open and transparent by design. Every dataset, every information
contained in the network can be read. This leads to the problem that every information which
is stored in the Blockchain can be used for other objectives than checking the integrity of
the network. This threatens the privacy of the Blockchain users. Therefore, after submitting
information in the network, they lose control over it. Even if cryptographic standards are used
to encrypt information, one cannot ensure that no one will break the encryption using more
advanced methods several years later.
With its openness and transparency, the whole system is deterministic, meaning that all
participants can understand and validate every process, every calculation and information.
This contradicts the idea of randomness. In normal computers or server systems, randomness is
generated by so called pseudo-random-number-generators (PRNG) which take many different
variables into account: E.g. the number of opened processes, used memory, maybe even user
input. These variables are used to facilitate random seeds6 to generate random numbers.
However, if a PRNG is used in a system in which all inputs and parameters are publicly visible
can consider the overview of mined blocks at https://blockchain.info. For example, the time between
block 464886 and block 464887 was almost 44 minutes.
6 A starting value for the PRNG
5 One
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to everyone, the output of the PRNG is not random anymore7 , but becomes deterministic.
Therefore if Blockchain would use random numbers from PRNGs, they could be predicted.
Another possible method would be that the node that proposes the new block is in charge of
generating new numbers. This would bring up the problem that the node (and everyone else)
could not prove whether the numbers were generated by a PRNG or if they were just fabricated.
Methods for generating random numbers out of the Blockchain are difficult, error-prone and
vulnerable to manipulation [50]. Still, randomness remains an important feature in software
development, therefore the community has to think of solutions.
Implementation There is only one particular risk in the implementation of Blockchain,
because the process of implementing depends on the software engineer. Bugs in software
occur on a regular basis, as there is no feasible way to guarantee a bug-free software. The
problems with errors in the code compared to regular software is that errors in Blockchain
technology result in bugs that threaten the security and integrity of the entire platform or
expose it to some attack vectors. As mentioned before, a prominent bug occurred on the
platform Ethereum, the famous DAO-Hack which lead to the loss of almost 50 million US$
which were later on recovered through a hard-fork that rewrote the history of the chain [33].
Smart contracts are error-prone, too. Smart Contracts are written in software-code and can
have bugs which could lead to the loss of the functionality of the smart contract or maybe even
money. Either way, during the implementation process, security should be the highest priority.
Execution Different risks occur during execution. Malicious participants can attack the
network. A first attack, slowing down the network, is mentioned as a design risk. Other
attacks can be carried out, too. Our experts mainly named two attacks: The 51% Attack and
the Selfish-Mining attack. The 51% attack allows the malicious node to rewrite history in any
way he prefers, but he is not able to create new money (but he can take it from other miners)
or steal it from other wallets, but he is able to blackmail participants. With the second attack
– the selfish-mining attack – a malicious miner can gain a competitive advantage over other
miners by playing unfair.
Another risk which only applies to Blockchains with a Proof of Work consensus algorithm
is the energy waste of this method. The experts stated that this algorithm is only computed
to ensure integrity, but does not generate anything useful besides hashes which fulfil some
requirement. Huge amounts of energy are wasted which could be saved. Yet, the experts are
not aware of any superior consensus algorithm.
The centralization of mining power is another risk. This risk only applies to public decentralized blockchains. As the participation in the network becomes more expensive as time goes
by, smaller participants drop out and only powerful participants can afford to stay. The price
for participation depends on two factors: the blockchain gets longer, therefore more storage
capacity is needed and the computation of new blocks becomes more complex, therefore more
computation power is needed to stay profitable.

7 In

fact, PRNGs are never random. The randomness of the output depends only on the entropy of the source
seed.
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4.2.3.2. Environmental Risks
The Blockchain ecosystem interacts with other systems. Within these relationships risks can
occur.
Law & Governments Legal questions arise with the usage of Blockchain and Smart Contracts.
Lawyers will have to address numerous legal risks regarding this technology. These legal
questions are therefore not within the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, we present some
questions by experts which are currently unanswered. For example, some experts asked the
question how taxes should be paid with cryptocurrencies, because there is no way to directly
pay taxes in the respective cryptocurrency. Additionally, it is not settled where the added
value is created and if it falls under federal law of one country. Other experts worry about
the question whether a smart contract is sufficient to actually agree on a legal transaction. Of
course, the answer depends on the country.
Another question which involves governments is the relationship between anonymity, privacy
and transparency. Blockchain systems can be configured in such way that every single of the
three "goals" can be fulfilled, but not together in one single network. Should fully anonymized
Blockchain networks even be allowed or does the state always need some access to the data?
How can the users data be protected, if a fully transparent Blockchain is used? Governments
will likely interfere with the technology when the general interest rises.
A decentralized Blockchain is not owned by one party, but by every participating node. That
brings up the question of who is responsible for the network, when no one (or everyone) owns
it. This question becomes relevant, when some malicious content is stored on the Blockchain.
For example, a smart contract can be programmed such that committing a felony is rewarded.
It is important to know what methods governments can implement to prevent malicious
scenarios, as it would certainly affect the blockchain and its capabilities.
Users own a key-pair which represents the identity that owns assets on the Blockchain.
However, law enforcement could be interested in knowing which public key belongs to which
person to get hold of the person. It is possible that the usage of such systems is only allowed,
if the identity to a some key is deposited at some governmental department.
Blockchain Community The community around single Blockchain or cryptocurrency implementations consist of many people with different capabilities, interests and plans for it.
Therefore future updates, e.g. for Bitcoin, are heavily discussed. If the project is entirely
community-driven, future development is more risky, because there is no central figure or
person who leads the way in some direction. If there is a central person, future developments
might be easier to convey. However, two risks persist: First, the community could decide on a
dangerous or adverse path, and second, the community could split and with it the Blockchain
and all assets, resulting in two co-existing platforms. This forking weakens the value of the
network and may result in a trust-loss.
Industry The Gartner Hype Cycle [51] shows that Blockchain is at its peak of the hype.
Experts which offer consulting in the area of Blockchain have a similar impression. Companies
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which only recently first heard of the technology enforce use cases which may not profit from
Blockchain at all. The technology is in danger of being wrongly perceived, leading to a lower
interest in and maybe abandonment. Therefore, the technology should be understood before
being adopted.
Another risk in the industry is that they might use a Blockchain which receives a very high
interest. Per se, it is not a bad thing to use one chain that will certainly be around in the near
future and is perceived as a good platform, but as the demand in this particular platform rises,
the prices for the currency rise. All fees, transaction fees or execution fees8 , will rise with the
hype around it. While the increasing price might be good for investors and early adopters,
it can also kill entire use cases, because the execution of the software is too expensive. For
example, the execution of more complex smart contracts could become too expensive or the
price for a single transaction is that high, such that small transactions are not profitable any
more. The value of regular fiat currency changes, too, but the volatility is not as high as in
cryptocurrencies.
Technological Progress No one can reliably predict the technological advancements. But as
it hopefully will bring new and better functionality to the Blockchain, it will also likely bring
increased computation power. If the computation power rises far enough it becomes feasible to
attack the cryptographic foundations of Blockchain, the whole system could become insecure
and the assets stored in it can be stolen. Open blockchain protocols have to keep abreast of the
technological advances and cannot stand still concerning their own development. The process
will likely happen not immediately, but the process is slow and continuous.
End Users The people interacting and using the platforms are end users. End users have
different levels of knowledge, resulting in a risk: The user does not adapt to the latest
technology. The interviewed experts think that this can happen mainly for three reasons: The
entrance into the network is very complicated, getting assets in the network (e.g. bitcoin in
exchange for real money) requires often a process of registration and revealing one’s own
identity. This can discourage people to use the platform or to transfer money to the system.
The second reason is that the usage of and interaction in the network is complicated. Standardbrowsers, as they are common today in every computer and mobile phone, do not support
the processes of Blockchain networks or smart contracts. Participants have to use specialized
software which are not commonly used. And the third reason is that the users are frightened
of the technology, because they do not know the implications of it. Regular users are used to
functionality of Password recovery or Fraud prevention in which the bank helps getting stolen
money back. Without this functionality, users might perceive the usage as too risky.
Another risk for end users who want to use the system on a regular basis is the volatility of
the prices of the currencies. Normally, the prices are not bound to any value or centralized
institution, therefore their value is only determined by supply and demand. It is therefore
difficult to plan ahead, because the user does not know how much his money is worth in
the near future. Users should be offered a way to exchange their cryptocurrency directly
into known fiat-currency, in order to give the user more control over his own wallet and risk
8 These

are fees that have to be paid in order to execute Smart Contracts. In Ethereum it is called gas.
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attitude.

4.2.4. Extracted Use Cases
We describe the use cases discussed with the experts. First, we describe the general purpose
of the use case. Then, we describe the involved roles and how they interact with each other.
If we are allowed to, we denote the company and website and describe the current project
advancement. In the chapter 5 we select use cases and classify them according to the proposed
architecture, the use case categories and the Blockchain principles.
We organize all use cases according to their used platforms. First, we describe all use cases
which facilitate the Ethereum platform and smart contract features, then we cover all use
cases which require an own Blockchain implementation (or rely on alternatives to Ethereum).
Afterwards, we discuss the use cases which are independent from a specific implementation.
Most of the described use cases could either be implemented in Ethereum or with an own
Blockchain implementation. However, this classification is derived from the platform the
experts chose.
A list of all use cases can be found in table 4.5.
4.2.4.1. Use Cases in Ethereum
Ethereum is the most commonly used platform for projects in Blockchain technology, as it
supports a Turing-complete language.
Lottery Blockchain technology enables the user to bet on certain outcomes. In this use case
the user is allowed to play the lottery. He can buy a ticket and bet on a number between 1 and
1000. Weekly, a random number is drawn and the winner receives the jackpot deducting a fee
for the operator.
There are two roles involved in this use case. The gambler and the operator. First, the operator
has to set up a smart contract which provides two functions: Betting on one number in
exchange for Ether and drawing of a random number to derive the winner and transferring
the prize. The operator has to manually execute the weekly drawing, as the system cannot
automatically execute the smart contract. The random number originates from an external
oracle, because the Ethereum platform is not capable of generating random numbers by itself.
Second, the gambler uses his money to bet on a certain number. After the draw, the process
starts all over. If no one guessed the right number, the contract retains the money for the next
drawing.
The use case is a (fully functional) proof-of-concept, but the corresponding website was shut
down in the meantime (March 2017). However, different proposes running lotteries within
Blockchains exist [52].
Land Registration In Ethereum it is very easy to generate new unique tokens to represent
some value or asset. In this use case the user is allowed to possess and trade tokens which
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represent some kind of property. This helps to prove the possession of property to prevent
fraud and expropriation (especially in countries without any land register or rigged land
registers).
Three different roles participate in this use case. The developer of the smart contract, the
owners of tokens, and some form of governmental representative. The developer of the smart
contract issues tokens which represent some land (or some other space). It is important that
the tokens can be split (such that the owner can sell or transfer parts of property), merged (to
revert the process), and transferred (in exchange for some other value, i.e. Ether). Assuming
that every owner already had his tokens which represent his property, the system would
be fully functional and everybody could prove what they possess. In fact, the process of
launching is difficult. The idea is that the whole space is issued in one token, given to the
highest representative and split up in districts, handled to their representative, and split up
further until every token is in the possession of the right person. Of course, this process is
error prone, but this would be the only feasible way.
The use case is fully functional and should be used in Colombia, but the process is stuck,
because of the lack of cooperation of governmental agencies. The project can be found on
Github at https://github.com/danmermel/landregister.
Competitive Gaming Platform Most gaming platforms provide some sort of high score
allowing people to submit their own score to the system to compete against each other and
determine best player. Problems occur if cheaters and hackers are able to submit the high score
they want, reducing the fun and competitiveness for all other players. To prevent cheating,
one can create games connected to a Blockchain. Additionally, the user does not have to pay
for the complete game, but just for one run of the game. The platform collects the money and
distributes it at the end of the period among the winners.
In this use case there are three different roles. The gamer who wants to play a game (and
maybe win a prize), and the developer of the game and operator of the service. The operator
provides a smart contract which starts the game with a random seed when a user sends money
to it. The seed serves as random value for the game (to ensure that every iteration is different),
but also to recalculate the high score later on. The player plays the game and receives some
high score, additionally all his inputs are recorded and submitted along with his high score
and seed. The server computes if one can achieve the high score with the seed and inputs. If
this is the case, the high score is submitted to the smart contract. The best user will receive the
price later on. The operator has to execute the smart contract manually to disburse the money.
The software is in the beta-stage and almost fully functional. The result can be seen at
http://etherplay.io. After the interview in February 2017, the platform included a way to
allow third party developers to connect their own games. The creators plan to add more games
in the future.
Competition Platform Some companies provide the opportunity to participate in competitions, for example to take the best picture of some occasion, to write a text, record an audio,
or produce a video. The people who submit their content have to trust the provider that the
vote is fair and the prize is paid out at the end. With a competition platform it is possible to
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provide trust both in the correctness of the voting and in the pay out of the price.
In this use case, four roles are involved: The platform provider, the contest creator, the content
submitter, and the voter. The platform provider creates smart contracts which allow to create
competitions awarded with a price. The contest creator uses these contracts to create their
own contest or competition and to set the rules for it. The money for prices must be put aside.
Content submitters are now able to propose new content. Afterwards, the voter is now able to
vote for his favourite and might have to pay some sort of fee, if the contest requests it. It is
technically prohibited for the same person to vote twice and the fee prevents malicious votes.
After the end of the contest, the submitter with the most votes wins the price. The platform
operator takes shares of every transaction.
The implementation of the use case can be found at http://call4contest.com/. The website
is fully functional and the team focuses on increasing its user base.
Service Platform Ethereum is not only suited for single platforms with specialized services.
It is possible to create "meta"-platforms. This use case needs some imagination, because
nothing comparable exists within in the regular market. The platform (in this description,
we will refer to it as meta-platform) offers people to create their own platforms (referred as
user-platform) that enable brokerage. The user-platform itself brings together buyers and sellers
which have interest in some special product or service. These services, for example, could be
flat-rental services (e.g. AirBnB) or taxi-like services (e.g. Uber).
There exist five different roles for this use case: The meta-platform creator, the user-platform
creator, the buyer or seller (users), and additional service providers. The meta-platform
creator develops smart contracts which support the creation of such user-platforms and the
user-platforms are created by their respective developers. The users are able to offer or request
a service in the respective user-platform and exchange the good or the service, while the
user-platform developer takes care of the right implementation, conflict resolution, and rates.
The meta-platform allows the creation of additional service providers. They provide additional
services to different user-platforms. For example, an additional service could be the offering
of an insurance policy for the possibility that the driver does not show up. The vision of the
project is to create a whole ecosystem that lives on the Blockchain and enables the users to
interact with different platforms.
The use case is developed and in the first beta-phase. It is implemented by Swarm City (https:
//swarm.city/) which collected over 3 million US$ in their first ICO. The first functional
platform will go live in June 2017.
4.2.4.2. Use Cases within other or own Platforms
Energy Market Automation For simplicity reasons, we assume that the energy market
consist of three players: Energy creators, energy consumers, and a middle-man who buys the
energy from the power plants and sell it to end-users or industry. These providers buy all
energy that is produced, which means that no "peer to peer" selling of energy is possible, for
example if someone wants to buy the energy from the neighbour’s solar panel. Additionally,
there are no contracts that allow the customer to buy energy at the current rate from the energy
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market. It would be an advantage for consumers to buy energy at the exact rates, to save
money when energy is cheap. If the user cannot buy energy at the current rate he does not
have an incentive to consume energy favourably (i.e. to stabilize the distribution network by
using energy "off-peak"). Smart contracts and Blockchain technology are suited for this use
case.
As our assumption the three roles remain: End users, producers and providers. Every producer
of energy creates a smart contract which can be paid in order to receive energy. The price for
the energy is determined by the smart contract itself and the overall demand. The end user
can use hardware which accesses the Blockchain, enabling it to decide when to buy or sell
energy. For example, electric cars contain a battery which needs to be loaded from time to
time, depending on the usage. The car should load the battery when the price is very low.
Often, the cheapest energy is available during the night. This might work the other way round,
too. It could be possible for the car to return energy to the system, if this action is economically
rewarding. Of course, other electronics could have access to the Blockchain. Additionally, the
end-user would have full transparency over the provenance of his consumed energy and could
make sure that only energy generated by renewable power plants is used.
The use case is a vision as it needs a lot of legal clarity, before further developments can
continue. However, different companies work on using the Blockchain for energy markets, for
example GrünStromJeton (https://stromstunde.de/) which basically constitutes an energy
provider DAO.
Digital Identity Creation and Management The internet as we know it is a place where
people can act in anonymity. Of course it is possible to track down people with some effort,
but this often requires some form of legal procedure. There are websites on the internet on
which users are required to authenticate to know which rights he might or might not have.
Most of the time (webshops, information platforms, social networks), the provider trusts the
information submitted by the user, because there is some other form of guarantee that the
user behaves correct. For example, most web-shops do not act upon a new order before they
received the money. With this they can make sure to only process valid orders. However,
sometimes an official document is needed. For example, gambling sites need to make sure that
their users are of age, requesting some form of identification. The identification is only needed
for the sake of the minimum ages, but the document contains other sensitive data which is not
required. With Blockchain technology, it is possible to only provide some information without
revealing the other.
Three roles are involved in the use case: The certificate issuer (or authority, analogue to
CAs9 ), the end user (certificate owner) and the provider of a service. The certificate issuer is a
recognized entity on a Blockchain and identifies itself with a certificate which is bound to its
identity. The end user is now able to approach the certificate issuer and request a certificate
which contains all information the user wants the certificate issuer to confirm. The certificate
is built up such that partial information can be revealed without revealing other information.
The user is able to go to the provider of a service and to validate himself, if the provider
trusts the certificate issuer. Different certificate issuers for different purposes are possible, for
9 Certificate

authorities (CA) are providers which issue SSL-certificates for websites, such that the communication
between the user and the server is encrypted.
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example a governmental CA which offers authentication for governmental services and private
CAs, which are validated by the government.
The use case is a theoretical idea, but there are known approaches to create likewise platforms,
for example the Cambridge Blockchain project (http://cambridge-blockchain.com).
Rights Management Digital signatures can be viewed as entities in the system of Blockchain.
These entities can represent a person, a company, a process, a service or even real-world objects
which are able to interact with other objects and their surrounding. The main idea of this use
case is to restrict access to objects and only allow people access to it who are authorized to.
The access can be managed by a third party which owns the corresponding object or by the
object itself, requiring the user to contribute somehow to the preservation of the object. For
example, one can think of an autonomous building which only grants access to people who
participated in funding it or who are paying some sort of member fee. The building is now
able to sustain itself by ordering and paying personnel that takes care of maintenance and
cleaning. A more mundane usage would be to give access to company buildings and rooms
according to the identity which is kept on the Blockchain. It would be very easy to keep track
of rights of individuals, reducing the need for alternative management systems.
Three roles are involved in the use case: The owner of a property or the object itself, the system
validation authority and the user. The owner of a property or the object itself would sign the
user’s public key with additional information which represents the rights of the user. When
some condition is fulfilled (i.e. after some time) the right of the user would be revoked and he
cannot access the entity any more.
The described use case underlies a non-disclosure agreement, we are therefore not able to
provide more information on the progress or company.
Digital Access Management Not only physical places or objects need proper authentication
before they are used, but digital content can also underlie protection. The use case pursues
a platform-based approach to secure content and authorize people accessing it10 . The main
idea is the usage of so called "guards" which are services that provide the ability to check for a
specific value of an attribute of the subject. For example, a guard can be a service which checks
the location of the user and requires him to be in a 100 meter radius around a specific position.
These guards can be combined to require different stages of authentication and authorization
to implement more complex requirements.
There are four different roles in this use case: The platform provider, the guard creator, the
owner of data, and the user who wants to access the data. The platform provider develops the
solution on which certain guards can be developed, used, and combined. The owner of the
data is able to purchase (either pay-per-use or time-based fee) the guards needed to protect his
data from trespassers and to open it to allowed users.
The use case is (as of March 17) in closed-beta and cannot be accessed public. Further
developments can be found at https://keyp.io/.
10 This

use case is similar to the use case mentioned before, but differs in the technical approach and secured object.
Because of these reasons we write about this use case.
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Self-organizing Co-working space Co-working spaces are a relatively young phenomena
where entrepreneurs and young teams can rent small office spaces, usually facilities like
kitchen, meeting rooms, and other resources are shared among all tenants. Thus, fair rates
can be offered, but of course it has some disadvantages compared to own office rooms.
However, small startups often use this space, especially because it provides the opportunity
to exchange ideas and creativity between startups. The facility itself has to be managed by
a firm which takes care of cleaning, organization of the rooms, and maintenance. To avoid
costly administration (like supervised access to the rooms or a limitation of coffee machine),
Blockchain technology could be used to manage little details of shared living and working
in the co-working space. All organizational aspects (renting, room booking) are handled via
smart contracts.
In this use case, two different roles are included: The provider which offers the co-working
space, and the users. The provider enables the user to get in contact with smart contracts
which allow them to use some predefined functionality in exchange for a fee. All required
resources, water, internet, telephone, rooms, drinks, food, and many more could be processed
over the Blockchain and smart contracts. The user would have full control over his expenses
and could use the facility with very little delay without asking the owner and handling the
payment process. The owner reduces his administrative cost and can take care about other
more important tasks in his self-organizing co-working space.
The use case is only a vision and is not implemented yet. However, the founder of co-working
space Neuland (http://neuland.club/) is planning to introduce these features in the near
future.
Startup and Company Investment and Funding Platform Startups are founded frequently.
One requires different resources for the success of a new venture: Knowledge, personnel,
money, office space, and other factors. Traditionally, startups pitch their idea to some business
angels or venture capitalists which, if the idea is promising, provide those resources in return
for shares of the company or shares of profit. The process of defining this "giving and taking"
requires legal advice to set up contracts which represent exactly what all participants agreed
to. With Blockchain technology, these cooperations can be simplified and accelerated.
The use case involves three roles: The service provider, the startup or small company and the
resource provider. The service provider connects the startups and the resource providers and
works with them on individual contracts. Because the startup is placed on the Blockchain,
shares can be given to the representative stakeholder and earnings are shared according to
them. Shares can be sold and traded later on. The service provider supports both parties and,
if he is interested, participates himself in the newly founded venture. The platform, because of
its low footprint, allows small resource providers to participate, for example if only a small
amount of money is provided or if a person wants to participate by giving his own knowledge
and time.
The implementation is at a beta-stage and currently the founders seek for participating startups,
experts and venture capitalists. The project can be found at http://starwings.io.
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Automation of Reinsurance Contracts Insuring against risks involves complex business
operations within insurance companies. They do not only provide insurances for private
individuals or companies, they also take insurances at other insurance companies and specialized reassurance companies. This is required to circumvent insolvency in the unlikely event
of many insurance holders suffering from damage and claiming their insurance premiums
simultaneously. Therefore, the risks of events are spread across many insurance companies
to lower the impact on a single company. All these agreements are textual contracts. Each
contract has to be individually executed. These processes are expensive, take a long time and
are error-prone. Therefore people think about modelling the contracts and their implications
in a Blockchain ecosystem specifically designed for this purpose.
All reassurance companies which take part in this ecosystem have the same rights and
obligations to the network. Therefore, this use case requires only one role. Every established
contract is transferred to the Blockchain. They are set up such that contracts execute each
other, such that if one contract is triggered, all other contracts which belong to this contract
are executed, too. Trusted oracles are set up. They observe relevant information to the contract
(appearance of some event) and execute the contract with some parameters, to initiate the
regular process. Blockchain technology helps to automate and accelerate the process.
The described use case underlies a non-disclosure agreement, we are therefore not able to
provide more information on the progress or company.
Micro Payments Payments for digital services and digital content occur frequently nowadays.
Books can be purchased as E-Books, newspaper apps allow to buy the daily edition via in-apppurchases. However, the prices range from 1-10 Euros or Dollars. The range below one Euro
is only used in very few cases, because the transaction and processing cost is mostly a fixed
rate which would eat up all revenues. Cryptocurrencies allow the creation of profitable microtransactions, because (depending on the network) the cost ranges from 0.1 cents (Ethereum)
to 50 cents (Bitcoin)11 which makes it feasible to use it. Furthermore, these digital currencies
allow the user to commit to a payment without executing it. This allows the continued use
of a service until the use stops. One does not have to publish single payments, but only one
(circumventing "transaction spam"). For example, a newspaper could offer to read each article
in the current newspaper for 10 Cents each. A user who stops after one article would publish
his transaction with 10 Cent paid. However, a user who reads five articles would not publish
five transactions, but only one. This allows to continuously use a service and to consume small
contents. The provider does not have to rely on alternative earning methods like advertisement
or membership.
In this general use case on micro payments, two roles are usually involved: The seller of
contents or services and the buyer. The buyer would, as long as he consumes data or a service,
sign transactions with the current accumulated fee and the seller would provide the data
or service until the user stops signing transactions. Then, the provider stops providing and
would publish the last transaction he received from the user. With this "off-chain" proceeding,
double spending problems could arise. With escrow-payments and automated refunds it is
possible to circumvent these problems.
11 Block

464879 in Bitcoin has 2065 transactions, paying a fee of 1.677 BTC. At the exchange rate of that time the
coins equals 2300 euros, resulting in average over one euro per transaction.
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The use case is a generalized description of different approaches by companies which want to
stay anonymous. However, Matthew Green and Ian Miers wrote about an approach for micro
payments in decentralized currencies [53].
4.2.4.3. Use Cases independent from specific Platforms
Intellectual Property Management Managing intellectual property (IP) in real world is a
complex, error-prone and expensive process. To properly register IP, one has to consult lawyers
and notaries and publish information, to prove that an idea or concept was one’s own idea.
With Blockchain and the immutability of transactions and contents it is possible to verify that
some specific information existed at a certain point of time. The basic idea is a so called proof
of publication12 . It can be facilitated using Blockchain technology, with a small difference: One
does not have to publish the information itself, but only the hash of the information. Because
of the pre-image-resistance property of hash-functions in cryptocurrencies it is not possible to
retrieve the information from the hash [54]. If some IP-breach happens and someone uses it
without any entitlement, it is possible to show the document (that computes to the hash) and
the hash. This proofs its existence at that certain point of time.
The use case involves two persons: The platform provider and the user who wants to secure
his intellectual property. The technical background is that the hash is contained in a transaction
made by the platform provider. That said, the user is able to include the hash by himself, but
the platform provides easy-to-use features and takes care of different tasks. It provides an
additional backup space for the documents, so the document (which has been "published") can
be found if needed. Furthermore, it supports the publication not only from single documents,
but whole projects. It enables the user to secure complete project folders and enables them to
reveal the concerning information and its proof without revealing any other documents from
the project.
The application is in private-beta and its public-beta is planned for mid 2017. The project can
be found at https://bernstein.io.
Process and Service Automation Several different companies offer services like web hosting.
Companies build software which allows them to manage many customers which all use the
same service. Most of the work is automated, because this enables the companies to reduce
their costs to a minimum and increase profits through the scalability of their offering. These
processes and services are automated and it is possible with Blockchain technology, too. 13
Most systems or process-steps that occur in some form of process can be instantiated as an own
and self-acting identity on a Blockchain. They can exchange information and data without the
possibility of manipulation. Therefore, most use case ideas centre around the idea of placing
elements of an accounting software on a Blockchain.

12 Proof

of publication describes the publication of information at a certain point of time to the public, in order to
verify its existence at a certain point of time.
13 It is therefore not a use case which requires the usage of a Blockchain, but because many companies presented it
as their Blockchain use case, we chose to include it in this list.
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Use Case
Ethereum
Lottery
Land Registration
Competitive Gaming Platform
Competition Platform
Service Platform
In other or own platforms
Energy Market Automation
Digital Identity Creation and Management
Rights Management
Digital Access Management
Startup and Company Investment
and Funding Platform
Self-organizing Co-working space
Automation of Reinsurance Contracts
Micro Payments
Independent from specific platforms
Intellectual Property Management
Process and Service Automation

Status

Project (URL)

Discontinued
Proof
of
Concept
Beta
Beta
live in June
’17

n.a.
https://github.com/
danmermel/landregister
http://etherplay.io
http://call4contest.com/
https://swarm.city/

Vision
Vision
n.a.
Closed Beta
Idea

https://stromstunde.de/
http://cambridge-blockchain.
com/
n.a.
https://keyp.io/
http://starwings.io/

Idea
Idea

http://neuland.club/
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Public beta
mid ’17
n.a.

https://www.bernstein.io/
n.a.

Table 4.5.: Blockchain Use Cases

4.2.5. Use Case Requirements
In the interviews we talk with experts about the requirements that use cases have to fulfil to
be suited for the usage in a Blockchain. We learnt that it is difficult to determine how suitable
a Blockchain is for some use case, as the technology is highly diverse and can be structured in
various ways. However, we propose six different measurements to estimate the fit of a use case,
as there are no barriers that keep a developer from implementing a use case with a blockchain.
All measurements have to be considered to check if a Blockchain is suitable. Furthermore,
one has to consider all risks and downsides of the technology, as they can lead to a exclusion
criterion for Blockchain technology.
4.2.5.1. Number of Nodes
The first measure is the number of planned nodes in the network. This number can be as
low as one, but there exist no upper-bound. This number is important, as it defines the
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decentralization of the system. The more nodes participate, the more nodes and computation
power are required to manipulate the network, concerning both private and public blockchains.
One has to differentiate between two numbers: The number of users and the number of nodes,
as they are not the same. With this number we mean nodes, as a single node used by many
people does not guarantee integrity or other security goals. Of course, the system requires a
minimum number of participants14 , but in general the number of nodes at least equals (or is
higher than) the number of participants.
4.2.5.2. Trust in Participants
The blockchain platform is often considered a trust-less platform. This is not entirely true, as
we describe in chapter 2, because faith has to be put into developers and miners. However,
a use case is more suited for a Blockchain system, if the participants do not trust each other
(fully). If everyone would trust all other participants in the system, why would such a system
be considered in the first place? Other (cheaper) implementations can be considered for usage,
as the trust the Blockchain offers is not required. The system fills the gap of missing trust
between the parties that want to work together, but do not trust each other entirely. It provides
the technology, such that manipulation is just not possible (under regular circumstances),
therefore the data in the chain is correct and can be trusted. If trust is mapped to a scale from
"full trust" to "no trust at all", "full trust" is not considered for a blockchain project. This also
explains, why we consider 2 as the minimum number for a blockchain, as a single person
does not have a reason to mistrust himself. The other side however, could be highly suitable.
Thinking of cryptocurrencies, every participant does not trust other participants, as everyone
behaves to gain the most revenue out of the system. The less trust in participants, the more
suitable Blockchain technology becomes.
4.2.5.3. Transparency
Transparency in Blockchain system affects three different areas: The transparency of money,
the transparency of ownership, and the transparency of logic. By design, all information
is publicly available, thus, one can see which identity transfers how much money to other
participants. Considering smart contracts, the complete source code is available as every node
in the network has to be able to compute it, therefore it lays open to everyone. The technology
itself provides some methods for advanced privacy, such as zero-knowledge-algorithms which
provide privacy regarding identities and money. However, we are not aware of smart contracts
of which the source code does not have to lie open15 . Considering transparency in general, if a
use case requires a high level of privacy, Blockchain might not be the ideal solution. If the use
case does not care about transparency or it is even required, a blockchain might be suited for
the use case.

14 We

consider this number to be 2
fact, the code does not lie open, if the developer decides not to publish it. Despite that, the software is
available in a compiled version. With big effort, it is possible to understand and rebuild the software.

15 In
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4.2.5.4. Form of Data-Usage
What does the software do with the data? We make a distinction between read-intensive and
write-intensive systems, as this consideration is relevant for the usage in a Blockchain. If data
is written frequently, a Blockchain might not be suitable for two reasons: First, the Blockchain
is slow in comparison to other approaches, as it has to distribute all data among all clients.
The risk about scalability (see 4.2.3) applies. Second, the cost for writing in public blockchains
can be very expensive [32]. However, if the application reads very much data, Blockchain can
be considered. However, one can consider a write-intensive usage as a disqualifier for the
utilization of Blockchain technology.
4.2.5.5. Digital Twin
We write about the problem of the digital twin in chapter 2 before. The existence or creation of
digital twins in the use case might be a hurdle for the use of Blockchain technology. We discuss
different use cases which involve the creation of digital twins before in this chapter. However,
these use cases we describe work with digital twins that change very rarely, for example real
estate. We consider the digital twin requirement as a scale from "real-time update" to "not
existent". If a use case does not employ a digital twin, it can be implemented using Blockchain.
A common example without digital twins in cryptocurrencies. The more frequently the digital
twin is updated, the less suitable the use case is for implementing it with Blockchain as digital
twins are write-intensive and as the Blockchain system has to be fed. As it is a transition
from offchain to onchain, problems can occur regarding the quality of the data, because this
oracle has to be fully trusted. A real-time digital twin is a disqualifier for Blockchain as the
technology does not offer real-time information input.
4.2.5.6. Complexity
Complexity is a well suited indicator for the fit of Blockchain technology for use cases.
Considering cryptocurrencies, the applications within the network are highly trivial. They
basically describe a flow of coins in the form A → B. Smart contracts require more complexity,
as they allow for more functionality. For example, the lottery smart contract enables users
to gamble on the outcome of a random number. However, as the software becomes more
complex, the blockchain becomes less and less suitable for the use case because of several
reasons. The execution of smart contracts costs money16 , as the miners have to execute the
software. As every (full) node has to do this computation, it is obvious that the computation
has to be simple. A extensive usage of resources disqualifies the Blockchain as platform for
the use case.

16 In

a public Blockchain as Ethereum.
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5. Synthesis of Blockchain Information
After giving an overview about the answers and use cases collected in the expert interviews, we
are able to generate grounded theories about the applicability of the Blockchain technology in
general. First, we describe the approach and results of a use case categorization. Afterwards, we
present the structure of Blockchains, linking the use case categories to Blockchain parameters,
creating a theory about Blockchain principles. Lastly, we select five distinct exemplary use
cases and analyse them according to architecture layer, roles, and process. We classify them
along the proposed use case categorization.

5.1. Use Case Categorization
A goal of this thesis is to understand how the functionality of Blockchain can be generalized
and categorized. In this section we show how we approach this goal, explain difficulties in
developing a categorization and describe our results.

5.1.1. Approach at Categorization
When starting to investigate the area of Blockchain, the main question is: What is the technology
capable of? As we know, Blockchain gained popularity as cryptocurrencies are build upon this
technology. Thus, it is obviously possible to transfer digital money in a decentralized system,
but society does not know what to do with it besides that functionality. People came up with
different ideas to benefit from the properties of Blockchain technology such as trust, speed,
or pseudonymity. Additional features, such as smart contracts, were proposed. They led to
more confusion, as it is not clear which needs they fulfil. We require therefore a categorization
giving insight into the complete functionality of the Blockchain. As stated in chapter 2, there
exist different approaches to categorize use cases in the ecosystem. However, they focus on
business cases which address different needs in the ecosystem, for example provide payment
services or developer tools. The proposed categorization by Mougayar is quite similar to our
approach at the Blockchain architecture in chapter 3, but that is exactly what we do not want
to do, because it does not answer our question about the functionality of Blockchain. For us, it
is important to give a categorization for use cases (or business cases) which harness Blockchain
technology to facilitate their ideas, thinking of what Blockchain can be useful for, not the other
way round. So the question arises how one can create such an categorization. The goal is
that should fulfill three requirements: 1) it should apply to all use cases which use Blockchain
(therefore comprehensive), 2) it should be specific and precise (therefore separate between
different functionalities), and 3) it should be complete (leaving no functionality out). We apply
the Grounded Theory Method to generate a theory which fulfills the three requirements. We
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start with the foundations from literature, read about different approaches of use cases and
use case categories, and retrieve additional slices of information from the semi-structured
expert interviews, until a theoretical saturation is reached.

5.1.2. Segmentation and Uniqueness
With the Grounded Theory approach we are able to propose a categorization. We start by
looking at a use case and try to categorize its functionality. The first use case was Bitcoin,
therefore we derived a category "cryptocurrencies". However, when considering additional
use cases, the meaning of the category "cryptocurrency" changes. Considering the platform
Ethereum: It is not clear whether one can assume that all tokens are coins (and therefore
currency), as it is easily possible to create additional assets [55], requiring a category like
"tokens". This leads to the first problem in this categorisation, as we have to carefully select
the categories in between two extremes: a) selecting categories which fit a variety of use cases
and therefore are highly generalized and b) selecting categories which fit only few use cases
but therefore are highly specialized. These approaches either result in a very low number or a
very high number of categories and do not bring an advantage to scientific research, because
the first one is too generalized (representing core "functionalities" as trust) and the other one
is never complete. We decided to steer a middle course, keeping in mind that this approach
involves the risk of generating categories of different granularity, e.g. that one category unifies
more use cases than another. Despite beign aware of this risk, this approach will generate
(numerically) unbalanced categories, because some functionality of the system provides more
opportunities than other functionalities, as we discuss in chapter 7.
Digging into the functionality of the Blockchain, we found that many features of Blockchain
depend on each other or the combination of it leads to another functionality. Technically
speaking, the same platform with the same implementation can be used for varying use cases,
some complementary but others contrary. A single use case can utilize different functionalities
at once which leads to a problem: It is not possible to categorize single use cases into a single
category of functionality. To circumvent this issue, categories do not exclude each other, but
we define three peculiarities (form 1 = "hardly any or no usage" to 3 = "primary goal of use
case"). The single characteristics are defined in own terms to make a distinction clear and
comprehensible. Now it is possible to assign a vector to every use case that represents the
value of a functionality, leading to a "fingerprint" of a use case. If use cases are classified along
this taxonomy, it is possible to measure the distance (and therefore the similarity) between
single use cases, enabling to look for blockchain principles which we do in chapter 5.
As we classify our first use cases, we discover that it is possible to classify use cases as well as
platforms with this characterization. As we discuss use cases and their classification, we do
not consider the platform itself, but what the use case needs or utilizes. Otherwise, every use
case which builds upon the Ethereum platform were categorized the same.

5.1.3. Overview
We give a detailed description of every category, their peculiarities and typical use cases of the
category.
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5.1.3.1. Creation of Markets
The first category is called creation of markets. A market, from economic perspective, is a system
in which goods or services are exchanged for money. Typically, supply and demand regulate
the price for a good or service. Depending on the market design, everyone can participate
by buying or offering goods. In Blockchain technology, it is also possible to create markets.
Most Blockchains already have some sort of money implemented, allowing people to transfer
money to others. One can not only represent money, but it is possible to create any form of
asset on the Blockchain. With these assets it is possible to represent any good; these goods can
be exchanged for the money that exists on the Blockchain. But not only goods, but services or
work can be offered, too. If the platform allows some form of computational language, it can
provide atomic services. This means that the exchange of the money with the service happens
in one step and is guaranteed.
In practice, the creation of markets might be the most common use case. All cryptocurrencies
are a market, as the currency underlies supply and demand. Thus, there exists an equilibrium
price, and one can trade cryptocurrencies for other currencies (e.g. fiat currency). The complete
platform Ethereum provides the functionality to create markets. Obviously, Ethereum as a
cryptocurrency can be perceived as a market, too. Furthermore, Smart Contracts and ÐApps
are able to create a market within Ethereum. A Ðapp takes money (the cryptocurrency) for
exchange with a newly created token for the buyer. Energy markets which are created on
the Blockchain are markets, trading energy for money. All investments in companies or ICOs
(initial coin offering) handled via the Blockchain result in supply and demand, creating a
market.
When can a use case be considered as a market? We define two different functionalities for a
market creation: 1) The trading of assets and 2) the creation of new asset classes. The creation
of new assets itself is not considered, as it is often the case that the currency is created as a side
product of mining. A creation of asset-categories applies, if a new Blockchain is implemented
to create a new token or asset. Therefore, creating new cryptocurrency can be considered with
level 3, thus a strong focus on creation of markets.
The manifestations of creation of markets are following:

Level 1 Low / No focus on creation of markets: No usage of markets
• New tradable asset-categories cannot be created.
• No transfer of assets is possible.

Level 2 Medium focus on creation of markets: A market is used
• New tradable asset-categories cannot be created.
• The transfer of assets is possible.

Level 3 Strong focus on creation of markets: A market is created
• New tradable asset-categories can be created.
• The transfer of assets is possible.
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5.1.3.2. Tracking and Provenance
Creating of tokens enables another category of use cases, tracking and provenance. In this
scenario the tokens often represent some form of (real world) asset. The concept of ownership
or location is modelled with public-private cryptography. Every possible owner or location
is assigned a private key to which the token is transferred if the real world object changes
its owner or place. This allows to check the history of an object and to follow it back to
provenance, knowing who created the object. This can be applied in all forms of collaborative
work in which goods are produced jointly. Private Blockchains can be used for supply chain
management in order to create a trust layer to support faster and easier tracking. Another
benefit arises from allowing private users to access this chain, in order to prove the origin of
fair traded components. One can prove possessing an asset.
A typical use case derived from an expert interview is the land registry as seen in 4.2.4. This
platform provides detailed information about how land was acquired, who possessed it, and
who owned it first. Another use case is intellectual property management: One can prove the
existence of information at a certain time and if the Blockchain is designed in such way that IP
can be transferred, one can reconstruct the origin of ideas.
This category is often combined with the creation of market-category, because both use the same
underlying principles (tokenisation). Additionally, it takes some effort to enable the creation
of markets without the ability to track the respective assets, this therefore occurs frequently.
We define only one functionality for this category: If tracking is used or not, as there is no
technical difference between tracking and provenance: If tracking is possible, the assets can be
traced back until creation and, if provenance is known, it is also possible to track the path of
ownership.
The manifestations of tracking and provenance are following:

Level 1 Low focus on tracking and provenance: No tracking
• It is not possible to track any assets or ownership.

Level 2 Medium focus on tracking and provenance: Some tracking
• It is not possible to track single assets, but transaction chains.

Level 3 Strong focus on tracking and provenance: Focus on tracking
• It is possible to track single assets and their composition back to the origin.
5.1.3.3. Autonomous Entities
Public-private cryptography allows to create new identities which can act on the Blockchain.
Using cryptocurrencies people own wallets and can buy items with their money. They can
approach any other participants in the system and trade with them. Not only natural persons
can participate in this platform, but (as in the real world) one can think of other forms of entities:
Companies (or legal person under private law1 ) and autonomous machines. Companies can
solely live on a Blockchain. We are able (with Turing-complete programming languages) to
1 German

judicature
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create software which embodies a company and its typical components, from shareholders to
voted chief executive officers. However, we are not aware of autonomous machines taking part
in every day life, because handling a complex world is too difficult for a machine, so machines
are used only if clear interfaces exist. For example, there exist trading algorithms which buy
and sell stock market shares. The Blockchain can be viewed as a more advanced interface.
Of course, the internet as we know it can also be perceived as an interface, but interactions
between users and service providers are not standardized, requiring software adapted for the
individual use case. However, in Blockchain three fundamentals are standardized: 1) payments,
2) identification, and 3) service fulfilment. It is possible to use these three fundamentals to
create entities that only exist and "live" on the Blockchain. Such entities are able to possess,
trade, buy, or sell goods or services autonomous. Connecting these autonomous entities with
hardware, one can think of hardware-provided services. We describe the possible use case
hereafter.
Typical use cases for this category are all sorts of smart contracts, as they create an independent
entity which works without the creator operating it. It depends on the single use case if all
functionality is executed autonomous or if there is some functionality which has to be executed
manually. For example, the lottery use case (see 4.2.4) could be designed autonomously. At
current stage, the operator has to trigger the drawing, but it is possible to design a smart
contract for a lottery which is capable of autonomously drawing numbers. Connecting with
hardware, it is possible to create rooms or buildings which sustain themselves, requiring every
visitor to pay a fee. With the earned money the entity would be able to pay personnel, just as
described in the use case Rights Management in chapter 4.
We differentiate between two functionalities: The programming language and the autonomous
interaction. A Turing-complete language enables user-defined operations and more complexity
in the system. The second functionality is if the use case actually facilitates the blockchain to
create an autonomous entity.
The manifestations of autonomous entities are following:

Level 1 Low focus on autonomous entities
• The programming language is not Turing-complete.
• Autonomous entities are not used or created.

Level 2 Medium focus on autonomous entities
• The programming language is not Turing-complete.
• Entities are used or created.

Level 3 Strong focus on autonomous entities
• The programming language is Turing-complete.
• Entities are used or created.
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5.1.3.4. Information Storage & Retrieval
The category information storage & retrieval can be perceived as highly general, as every
blockchain somehow stores data and information. For this category it is not important to
know if data is stored, but what purpose for. As we know from chapter 4, Blockchains are not
designed to work at the same speed, yet provide the same functionality as relational databases.
However, there are use cases in which Blockchain is favoured for information storage. These
use cases require functionality which relational databases cannot give: Trust in a decentralized
system without a central operator. This applies to situations in which data or information
is shared among participants, but the integrity and availability of the files is crucial to the
network and the use case.
One can think of different use cases facilitating information storage and retrieval. A use case
described by one of the experts is the management of intellectual property. The use case to
save the hash of important documents to later on retrieve it in order to proof its existence at
a certain point of time relies on it. Clearly, the Bitcoin blockchain is not designed for such
applications, but it works nonetheless. Other use cases which require storage of information is
the Digital Identity Creation and Management use case. Personal information is stored on the
blockchain, validated by either a publicly recognized institution or an autonomous service, in
order to reveal it later on to proof certain properties.
We separate the three levels according to the usage of the data. The first level describes the
storage as it is necessary for transactions or service provisioning (in smart contracts). The
second level applies for information storage in which data is lateron used again for calculations.
For example, a lottery use case (the storage of the chosen numbers) would apply. The third
level applies as data is stored for retrieval later on, as it can be used in other systems or
provides a sort of backup.
The manifestations of information storage & retrieval are following:

Level 1 Low focus on information storage & retrieval
• Information is only stored for the immediate execution of transactions or services.

Level 2 Medium focus on information storage & retrieval
• Information is stored as intermediate results which are used in later calculations.

Level 3 Strong focus on information storage & retrieval
• Information is stored for the purpose of retrieving and publishing it later.
5.1.3.5. Meta-Consensus
Consensus is a fundamental functionality of Blockchain technology, as all nodes have to agree
upon the same chain [2]. In this use case category it is not about the consensus reached by all
nodes in the network, but operators utilize the platform for finding and reaching a consensus
about some topic without manipulation or fraud. Public keys belong to a entity, therefore
all actions committed with this public key can be linked to this entity, whether or not the
entity behind the key is known. A blockchain or a smart contract could be set up in such way
that it is possible for the single entities to record their own opinion on some topic. With a
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standardized approach it is possible for a group of users to agree on one decision2 .
What use cases belong to this category? Certainly, all kinds of votes: It is possible to hold
elections on a Blockchain. A government issues a private key to every citizen. The Blockchain
is designed to allow that everybody can vote only once and no linkage between public key
and vote is created. This approach has several advantages over current voting procedures,
as it is fast, votes are counted automatically and everybody can participate in the network
and calculate the results by himself. Another possible use case which is closely linked to
another use case category is the shareholders’ voting in DAOs. As a new DAO is created, all
shareholders find consensus about investment or possible staffing in this new firm.
For the description of this category, we have to think about other types of consensus in
Blockchain technology. Reaching consensus about the state of a blockchain does not influence
any use case, as it is the main goal of every Blockchain to reach consensus and prevent disagreement, therefore it is not further considered. However, there is another type of consensus
that commonly appears: Multi-party transactions. If the word consensus is interpreted in
a strict sense, multi-party transactions would fall under the definition of it, as it is defined
as a "general agreement" [56]. Multiple parties agree that a certain transaction should be
created and executed in some way, therefore it is a form of consensus. But as we defined in the
previous footnote, we draw the line between the type of consensus of multi-party transactions
and of shareholders voting or election in which all participants are required to have the same
opinion. Elections and shareholders voting leads to results, whether or not all entities share
the same opinion. A multi-party transaction can only be executed if all participants agree.
The manifestations of Meta-Consensus are following:

Level 1 Low focus on Meta-Consensus
• A meta-consensus is not possible or required.

Level 2 Medium focus on Meta-Consensus
• A meta-consensus can be reached between a low number of entities; every single
entity has to participate actively and with the same goal to reach consensus.

Level 3 Strong focus on Meta-Consensus
• Meta-consensus is the main goal and can be reached without all entities participating
or sharing the same opinion.
5.1.3.6. Communication
Public-private cryptography is widely used for secure communication between two participants.
27 % of the top 10.000 websites worldwide offer encryption [57], PGP [58] applies RSA
encryption for text e-mails, every secure connection is established via cryptography. Instead
of using other means of transportation, one can use a blockchain for transferring messages
between two or more entities. Relying on Blockchain would solve the problem of repudiation3 ,
as every message is recorded on the chain and cannot be deleted afterwards. Blockchain
2 In

this case, consensus does not mean that all participants have the same opinion about a topic. They only agree
that the result of the referendum or vote counts and is carried out
3 A person is not able to take a message back or to deny its existence.
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per se cannot replace any kind of communication, as the technology would be too slow for
instant messaging. However, there exist valid use cases for the category of communication.
Especially for security goals (confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, non-repudiation,
accountability) Blockchain technology provides a solid foundation.
We are not aware of many communication use cases, even though Ethereum includes its own
communication protocol called whisper [59]. The use case we propose and implement gives an
insight about how use cases could look like (see 6). The use case allows two or more lawyers to
collaborate on the draft of a new contract. The current state of the document is always saved in
a new block enabling full transparency about the creation process and the responsible person.
With its decentralized design it is easy to add additional servers which serves as backups. Of
course, such systems would be only private accessible, but the advantages cannot be denied.
The manifestations of Communication are following:

Level 1 Low focus on Communication
• Entities do not communicate.

Level 2 Medium focus on Communication
• (Autonomous) entities and users interact and communicate.

Level 3 Strong focus on Communication
• Blockchain technology is used for communication between humans.
5.1.3.7. Identity Management
Blockchain networks require to provide an identity in form of a key-pair. Activities are
assigned to those identities, such that no action can be manipulated or faked. This attribution
is a core functionality of Blockchain, as is renders the network and its content transparent
and comprehensible. Usually, one can create such identities at will and a single user can
possess multiple identities in a network. However, the network and its applications can impose
requirements on an identity to access a service. The management of authenticated identities is
not a core functionality of the technology, but is important in some environments. For example,
the technology has to ensure that only the owner of a smart contract has the possibility to
spend his earnings, no other identity should be allowed to access this functionality. Another
possible question is how a Blockchain can connect the real-world identity of a person or a
company to a public key in the Blockchain. This is a requirement, if the technology is used for
legal transactions in which participants want to know the person they trade with.
From our expert interviews, the following use cases mainly belong to this category: The
self-organizing co-working space has some legal requirements: When the owner rents out
space to some person or entity, he has to know the name of the person for his own safety in
case of damages. If he wants to get this information validated via Blockchain, a specialized
service is needed which provides and validates the respective information. This leads us to
exactly the use case Digital Identity Creation and Management.
The manifestations of Identity Management are following:

Level 1 Low focus on identity management: No authentication
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• There are no requirements on the identity to participate in the use case.

Level 2 Medium focus on identity management: Authentication
• There are some requirements on the identity to participate in the use case.

Level 3 Strong focus on identity management: Real world authentication
• The identity has to be linked to a real world identity.

5.2. Principles
As we discussed in the previous section 5.1, the Blockchain can be used in various different
ways to accomplish goals. However, similar concepts underlie different categories, leading
to the question what influences the categories have on the underlying parameters of the
technology. After proposing a categorisation for the use cases utilizing Blockchain, we are able
to propose a grounded theory about principles of the Blockchain. One can perceive Blockchain
principles as components or elements of Blockchain technology which are required to facilitate
the use of some functionality. They define the existence and configuration of parameters,
enabling the usage of Blockchain in different ways. The goal is to create a list of principles
allowing one to think of different combinations of principles in order to build new Blockchains
with different functionality.

5.2.1. Differentiation
We have to differentiate between Blockchain principles and another related term: The software
design pattern. While the software design pattern is perceived as a general reusable solution
which solves a commonly known problem[60], the term "principle" lacks a clear definition.
We define the term principle as a description of a given functionality. As we write about
Blockchain principles, we neither provide a best practice nor a solution, just a description
of components and their functionality. We describe what the principle does and not how it
achieves it. If there are common approaches to some principles, we will name these approaches
without any evaluation or comparison.

5.2.2. Derivation
The principles are derived from different sources. We look at different use cases and their
categories and find similarities to build up a theory about the principles. Additionally, we
look at platforms and how approaches are implemented and derive principles from that.
The proposed list is not exhaustive, as future developments will add additional principles
and functionality we cannot foresee. To find Blockchain principles one has to start with a
foundational concept on which all other principles can build upon. The Minimum Viable
Blockchain can serve as a theoretical approach.
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5.2.3. Minimum Viable Blockchain
We define the Minimum Viable Blockchain (MVB) as a theoretical concept which comprises all
traditional blockchain approaches. To do this, we give a short recap about hard and soft forks
from chapter 2: Hard and soft forks allow to extend or limit the functionality of a Blockchain.
Both terms imply the relationship between the former blockchain and the new blockchain,
as one chain includes the other. For example, the sets of rules a and b define a blockchain
each (α,β), such that all α are a soft fork of β and all β are a hard fork of α. Lets assume that
A is the set of all α, and B is the set of all β. As the rule set a is more restrictive than b, and
all α are a soft fork of any β, we know that A ∈ B ∧ B 6∈ A. The MVB is a set of rules m and
the corresponding set of all blockchains M which fulfil m such that Ω ∈ M with Ω the union
over all possible blockchains for all rule sets. Thus, m defines fundamental rules which must
be fulfilled by all blockchains. It is uncertain if such a Minimum Viable Blockchain can exist
without losing core functionality (such as the concatenation of blocks) of the technology. For
the sake of this approach we define the MVB as a blockchain in which blocks of arbitrary data
are connected with the single rule that the longest chain is considered the right one. Of course,
a blockchain designed in that way cannot productively be deployed, but it lays the foundation
for the principles we describe in the next section.

5.2.4. Overview about Principles
To give an insight in the Blockchain principles we first want to structure them according to
the proposed architecture in chapter 2. We separate all principles into three tiers: The networkaccess & participation tier (representing infrastructure and infrastructure service), the data tier
(representing infrastructure service) and the operation tier (representing application). The
minimum viable Blockchain is placed on all three tiers, as it does not obey to any restrictions..
After describing the tier, we give a linkage to possible parameters. As we already introduced
the MVB, we continue with the network-access & participation tier.
5.2.4.1. Network-Access & Participation Tier
In the network-access & participation tier we define all approaches to limit the access to the
underlying network to a specific user group or the entire population. Depending on the
selection of principles it is possible to define the Blockchain as public, private, or permissioned.
Secured Access Principle The secured access principle defines that only authorized nodes
can participate in the network. A node has to somehow authenticate itself, either by knowing
a secret or by performing a challenge response authentication. Authenticated nodes can enter
the network and read all its contents, however is not allowed (yet) to publish data or blocks.
All other nodes are excluded from the network and can therefore not participate.
The secured access principle is used in private Blockchains. Therefore, it can be linked to the
parameter 2.2 (audience of the network).
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Secured Block Creation Principle The secured block creation principle restricts the access
to creating new blocks. Nodes or entities get restricted analogously how the access to the
network is restricted. The same methods can be applied with different parameters to be able to
distinguish between the right to enter the network and to create new nodes. This principle is
independent from the secured access principle, as the creation of blocks could also be restricted
in a public network. However, if both principles are applied, a node has to have both rights to
publish blocks as he has to read preceding blocks to create new blocks.
The secured block creation principle is a basic principle used either in centralized or hybrid
blockchains. Therefore, it can be linked to the parameter 2.1 (type of Blockchain) and 4.2.1
(entity which is allowed to generate new blocks).
Average Block Creation Time Principle The average block creation time principle determines that new blocks should be created at a given speed. This supports the system, if the
secured block creation principle is not applied, preventing block spam and sybil attacks. A well
known implementation would be the Proof of Work or Proof of Stake consensus algorithm.
This principle is only used in decentralized blockchains, as otherwise this principle is not
required. It therefore links to three parameters: 4.1.1 (consensus algorithm), 4.1.2 (block
propagation time) and 4.1.3 (difficulty recalculation), as these are required for this principle.
5.2.4.2. Data Tier
All principles on the data tier influence the structure and usefulness of all contained data of
the blockchain. By choosing one, one defines the functionality.
Identity Principle The identity principle ensures that all data that is put into the system
belongs to some identity. Thus, every information can be accounted to a single entity. It
depends on the actual implementation, but usually public-private cryptography is the central
part of it. Without this principle it is possible that information can be stored anonymously.
However, the identity principle is the foundation for other principles as we see next.
This principle can be linked to the parameter 1.2 (algorithm of asymmetric cryptography), as
it is required to handle identities.
Tokenization & Transaction Principle The tokenization & transaction principle is fundamental to all cryptocurrencies. It enables the creation and transaction of assets. One has to
create a ledger in order to keep track of the assets and their transfers. Utilizing this principle,
one has to devise how assets can be created as they are worthless if they can be created at
will. Possible ways are to link the creation of new assets to the creation of blocks or previously
define all assets in the first block. However, this principle requires the identity principle as
foundation, otherwise it is not possible to create a link between owner and asset.
This principle cannot be linked to a parameter from our list. However, possible parameters
could be the data format in the Blockchain, as some sort of ledger would be required. As we
are not aware of other data formats, this parameter was left out.
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5.2.4.3. Operation Tier
The operation tier covers all principles which are needed for the execution of software in
a Blockchain system. Instead of connecting every single principle from this tier to single
parameters, we connect this tier to parameter 5.1, as it defines the functionality and extent of
the available programming language. The three principles depend on this single parameter.
Execution Principle The execution principle defines how the blockchain stores and executes
software or source code and how the source code interacts with other functionality of the system. As we know, blockchain technology allows to define the software language defining how
complex software can be. There are various ways execute software, one of the common known
approaches is the usage of Ethereum and the Ethereum Virtual Machine. The functionality of
the network is restricted to the given language. A Turing-complete language is also required
for the creation of DAOs.
Communication Principle As we have multiple identities in the Blockchain network, some
use cases require to deliver messages only meant for a single recipient. Entities within the
Blockchain can access messages from other entities to further compute data. Messages can be
exchanged between entities as smart contracts or users that interact with them. The message
format has to be defined, but the content usually remains transparent in the Blockchain. It
requires the execution principle, if these single entities are autonomous.
Oracle Principle The execution of software in the Blockchain sometimes requires additional
information from outside the blockchain ("offchain"). However, no principle covers this
functionality. The approach is to create the possibility to fetch data from external sources
without putting it in the network manually. This principle requires the execution principle
and the communication principle, as otherwise the entities could not talk with the oracles. As
before, Ethereum is to our knowledge the only platform that supports oracles.

5.3. Use Case Analysis
Based upon proposed architectural views, parameters, conducted expert interviews, use case
classification and Blockchain principles we conduct an analysis of selected use cases. First, we
present the selected use cases we chose from the interviews. Second, we classify according to
proposed theories, explain our decisions and compare the results. Lastly, we give an overview
about the analysis.

5.3.1. Selected Use Cases
We select interesting use cases which deviate from each other in order to cover the varying
usages of Blockchain technology. To recap, we give a summary of every selected use case.
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Principle

Description

Basic Blockchain
Minimum Viable Blockchain

Theoretical construct as foundation for all
other principles.

Network-Access Tier
Secured Access Principle
Secured Block Creation Principle
Average Block Creation Time Principle
Data Tier
Identity Principle
Tokenization & Transaction Principle
Operation Tier
Execution Principle
Communication Principle
Oracle Principle

Only authorized nodes are allowed to access
the network.
Only authorized nodes are allowed to create
blocks.
Blocks are created at a certain speed.
All data is accounted to unique entities.
Enables the creation and transfer of assets.
User-defined software can be executed in the
Blockchain.
User-defined software can communicate
with each other.
User-defined software can fetch data from
sources outside the Blockchain.

Table 5.1.: Blockchain Principles
The first use case is Lottery. Users are able to bet on a certain outcome. If they guessed right,
they receive an monetary reward. The creator of the smart contract keeps a fee. The second
use case is land registration. Real estate is managed in a Blockchain, enabling people to prove
that they posses some property. Bootstrapping may be the hardest part. The third use case is
Energy Market Automation. Supply and demand of energy is decentralized and take place in a
Blockchain network. People are able to directly buy and sell energy without the need of third
parties. Intelligent hardware (e.g. electric cars or fridges) can participate, too. The fourth use
case is Rights Management. We assume that the building is fully decentralized and governs
itself, giving access to its members for a fee. The fifth and last use case is Intellectual Property
Management. Documents about IP are hashed and stored into a Blockchain to later on reveal
its existence at a later point of time.

5.3.2. Integration into overall Architecture
We first discuss on which layers of the Blockchain architecture overview the use cases are
implemented. There are five different layers: Infrastructure, infrastructure service, application,
business service and business. Further details can be found in chapter 3.
The first use case, lottery, is only active on the layer "application", as it is only a smart
contract. The smart contract is in the application layer, as it is a user-defined application in the
Blockchain. The use case does not provide any additional functionality, as the communication
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Figure 5.2.: Active Layers land registration

Figure 5.1.: Active Layers lottery

and the interaction with the smart contract can be performed by specialized browsers like
Mist [61]. Underlying functionalities like integrity are provided by the Blockchain (in this case
Ethereum) itself. The active layers can be viewed in 5.1.
The second use case, land registration, is operating on two layers: Application and Business.
The use case does not only provide access to the smart contracts itself, but provides a frontend
for which the land-registration can be conducted. As before, the smart-contract is active on the
application layer. The frontend to register land or transfer it to other entities operate on the
business layer, because the user does not have to interact with the smart contract directly. The
Business Service layer is not required as the Ethereum Blockchain provides the access to the
smart contract. The active layers can be viewed in 5.2.
The third use case, Energy Market Automation, stretches over all levels, as participants
are involved in all Blockchain components because of the complexity of the system. The
infrastructure itself has to be adapted on a decentralized energy network. The mechanisms for
energy production, buying, selling, price calculation and consumption have to be defined in
the layers infrastructure service and application. The Blockchain itself provides a service for
retrieving information from the system and businesses build on top of it to connect cars and
intelligent hardware with it. The active layers can be viewed in 5.3.
The fourth use case, rights management, is operating on the top three layers: Application,
Business Service and Business. As the autonomous entity (the building) can live on existing
Blockchains like Ethereum, one does not have to take care about the underlying blockchain
and network. The entity lives on the blockchain as a complex form of an smart contract. To
connect the real building with the smart contract, other layers have to be used. The building
contains some functionality to access the blockchain and the smart contract, therefore it offers
a form of business service. The use case is active on the business layer as it provides the
possibility to interact with the entity without communicating directly over the network. The
active layers can be viewed in 5.4.
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Figure 5.3.: Active Layers energy market automation

Figure 5.4.: Active Layers rights management

The last use case, Intellectual Property Management,
stretches over three levels: Application, Business Service
and Business. The operator defines the required transaction with its content and inserts it into the blockchain.
Therefore the application tier is active. Additionally, they
provide the frontend and the backend to upload the files
and insert their hashes in the blockchain. Thus, they are
operating on the business service and business level. The
active layers are displayed in 5.5.

5.3.3. Integration into Architecture Roles
After the first integration in the Blockchain architecture
overview, we look which roles are involved in the selected use cases The roles in the network are separated
in two groups: the developers and the operators. The Figure 5.5.: Active Layers intellectual property managedevelopers comprise three roles, the application develment
oper, the BC application developer and the infrastructure
developer. The operators are divided up in an ID holder,
a light node, a full node and a miner. Additional information about the roles is available in chapter 3.
The first use case, lottery, just involves two roles: BC application developer and ID holder. The
player which bets on the outcome of the lottery is just an ID holder, but the owner of the smart
contract is an BC application developer and an ID holder, because he has to be able to initiate
the drawing and to receive his own fees. For that, he has to have an ID.
The second use case, land registration, requires the same two roles: BC application developer
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and ID holder. In this use case, the software developer is only responsible for the smart
contract, thus is a BC application developer. The other two roles described in the use case
(land owner and government) are both ID holders, as they are just responsible for the transfer
of tokens representing real estate. No additional roles are required.
The use case Energy Market Automation requires multiple different roles, as the use case
is complex and comprises all architectural tiers. If such platform is designed from ground
up, all three developer roles are required as they have different tasks in this new platform.
Concerning the operators, it is hard to make a point which role is included and which not, as
it depends very much on the design of the chain itself. As stated in chapter 2, miners ensure
the integrity of the network. Thus, they are needed if a new platform is created. Of course, ID
holders are required as an ID is needed if the entity wants to participate in the energy market.
The need for light nodes or full nodes cannot be specified, because it depends on the concrete
implementation.
The fourth use case, rights management, involves three roles according to the interview: The
property, the system validation authority and the user. As recalled from the architectural
overview, two developers are needed: The application developer covering business and
business service tier (responsible for the software and hardware inside the propery, aka the
system validation authority) and the BC application developer as he is responsible for setting
up the respective smart contract. The user has to be an ID holder, in order to interact with the
building and the smart contract, otherwise he were not be able to pay fees for the entrance.
The fifth use case, Intellectual Property Management, depends on three roles: Two developer
roles and one operator role. One person can take over both developer-roles, but two different
programs have to be implemented: The functionality within the Blockchain to store information
as well as the system that allows the user to use the provided service. The user is involved as
an ID holder as he is participating in the transactions on the Blockchain.

5.3.4. Integration into Use Case Classification
In this chapter we propose a classification for use cases and their functionality in Blockchain
technology. As we cannot classify a use case directly to some class, we have to determine the
manifestation of a use case class for each use case. With this approach a vector is generated
for every analysed use case. We use radar charts to represent these vectors. We reason the
decisions for every use case. Afterwards, we give an overview about all use cases in one
diagram and explain similarities and differences.
Lottery The value for market creation is 1, as the use case does not introduce a new market
or connects supply and demand. The value for tracking & provenance is a 2, as it is not
required, but it is possible to track who won drawings. The value for autonomous entities
is 3, as the provided service runs automatically and can be perceived as an own entity. The
owner is only required to execute the drawing. The value for information storage is 2, as the
information about the numbers that have been bet on are only required for the determination
of the winner. The value for meta-consensus is 1, as the participants do not have to reach a
consensus, because the winner is determined by a single party, the contract itself. The value
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Figure 5.7.: Categorization Land Registration
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Figure 5.8.: Categorization Energy Market
for communication is 1, as no transfer of messages happen between the participants. The value
for identity is 1, as no special requirements are imposed to participate.
Land Registration The value for market creation is 3, as this use case allows to create new
forms of tokens, because property can be combined and divided. These new tokens can be
traded, too. The value for tracking & provenance is 3. The use case allows to track how real
estate changed over time and trace it back to its original owner. The value for autonomous
entities is 1, as the smart contract does only provide a market. It does not provide any
opportunity to interact with the contract itself. The value for information storage is 3, because
information about real estate is used to later on prove the possession of it. The value for
meta-consensus is 1, as there is no consensus to achieve, because the contract defines the
possessions. The value for communication is 1, as no communicating happens between the
owners over Blockchain technology. The value for identity management is 3, as it is very
important to be able to account a digital identity with a real one.
Energy Market The value for market creation is 3, as the use case brings together supply
and demand. The value for tracking & provenance is 3, as the use case supports the tracking of
energy and finding out from what source the energy came. The value for autonomous entities
is 3, as the power plants could be represented in the Blockchain by smart contracts which sell
energy at a specific price. The value for information storage is 1, because the information is
only stored for the sole purpose of executing transactions. The value for meta-consensus is 1,
as there is no meta-consensus to reach, only agreements between two parties can exist. The
value for communication is 1, as no communication between participants take place. The value
for identity management is 2, because the identity plays partially a role in the system.
Rights Management The value for market creation is 1, as no new market is created or used.
The value for tracking & provenance is 2, as it is not the main purpose of the use case to track,
however in case of occurring damages tracking could be used to find the person responsible.
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Figure 5.10.: Categorization Intellectual Property Management
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The value for autonomous entities is 3, as the building or object acts independently and
autonomously. The value for information storage is 1, as one does not have to store any
information except data needed for the functionality. The value for meta-consensus is 2, as it is
possible that members of the entity can vote on future decisions. The value for communication
is 1, as no communication takes place. The value for identity management is 3, as only
authorized users are allowed to use the facility.
Intellectual Property Management The value for market creation is 1, as no market is used
or created. The value for tracking & provenance is 3, because the use case relies on the
functionality of transparency, such that transactions can be retrieved years later in order to
proof IP. The value for autonomous entities is 1, as the transaction stored in the blockchain is
very basic. The value for information storage is 3, because the sole purpose of the transaction
is to store information in the blockchain which contains the important data. The value for
meta-consensus is 1, as no consensus has to be reached within the platform. The value
for communication is 1, as no form of communication takes place. The value for identity
management is 2, as the service provider has to be able to recognize the corresponding user
and account the transaction to him.
In figure 5.11 all use cases can be viewed. The values are taken from table 5.2. This shows that
the five use cases fit in the proposed categorization.
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Category
Market Creation
Tracking & Provenance
Autonomous Entities
Information Storage
Consensus
Communication
Identity

Use Case 1

Use Case 2

Use Case 3

Use Case 4

Use Case 5

1
3
1
3
1
1
2

1
2
3
1
2
1
3

3
3
3
1
1
1
2

3
3
1
3
1
1
3

1
2
3
2
1
1
1

Table 5.2.: Overview Use Case Categorization
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6. Prototypical Implementation
In this chapter we present the prototypical implementation of the selected use case with
Blockchain technology. The goal is not to create software which can be used right away and
includes all required functionality, but which applies the fundamental elements of Blockchain
technology. The goals of the implementation are 1) to show how a use case can be implemented
and executed by a Blockchain, 2) to give a framework of a Minimum Viable Blockchain on which
other researchers can build upon, create own applications, and conduct own experiments and
3) to give an educational view into the mechanics of the technology and possible elements
of it. Further, it helps evaluating theories of the chapter before. The chapter is separated in
conceptual thoughts about the implementation, the design of the software and afterwards
software technical aspects of this implementation. We refer to this use case as Collaborative
Contract Creation. The source code is available online1 .

6.1. Conceptual Thoughts
At first, we describe the use case and how the application of the classification from chapter 5.
Afterwards, we explain the infrastructure we used and how the setup and basic communication
works.

6.1.1. Use Case
The scenario is as follows: Two or more lawyers represent two different clients who want
to create a legal document. These lawyers want to communicate about the specific contract
that has to be set up. All lawyers want to create the draft with the following requirements
(analogue to IT-security goals [54]):

Speed The draft is created collaboratively and changes are recorded immediately.
Condentiality All transmitted information can only be read by authorized lawyers.
Integrity All submitted information cannot be altered afterwards in any way. All changes are
always visible.

Availability The system itself allows to add redundancy without any changes to the original
system. Additional server capacity can join the network at any time to participate.

Authenticity All information stored within the system can be proven to be original and true.
Non-repudiation It is not possible to repudiate the creation of information once it is inserted
in the system.
1 https://github.com/Basolato/naivechain_lawyer
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Accountability All actions executed within the system can be accounted to one entity.
Decentralization The structure of the network is decentralized. The functionality of a node
does not depend on the functionality of another node or a central instance.
For this simple use case a private Blockchain can be considered. Both parties have to set up a
node and connect them together to build up the network and provide the given functionality.

6.1.2. Infrastructure
We discuss if we use an already existing platform or develop a new platform. There are
arguments for both approaches: If an already existing platform is used, one can focus on
the implementation of the actual use case. Although, by creating a new platform we are
able to design the underlying technology by ourself, gaining a better understanding about it.
Additionally, it would allow us to design the platform in a way that enables potential future
development. We decide against a greenfield approach, and rather use an existing platform, as
spending a lot of time on implementation and not being able to create a platform for further
research did not seem promising. Instead, we use an already existing platform with a very
basic implementation. Our requirements were 1) easy introduction into the framework, 2) no
additional functionality than a basic blockchain, 3) an easy to use interface, and 4) a high-level
programming language.
After some research we found a 200 lines of code (LOC) implementation of a Blockchain called
Naivechain [62]. Naivechain implements a basic structure in which Blocks between nodes can
be exchanged such that it follows the rules of a typical consensus algorithm. The node keeps
connections to other nodes, receives, and validates blocks without any additional algorithm
like Proof of Work or Proof of Stake. The software does not further specify the structure of the
contents of the block. Only five fields are required in the block: The block-height, a timestamp,
the previous blockhash, the own hash and the attached data. Beyond that, no further features
are implemented: It is not possible to tokenize, to write executable contracts, or to use basic
language. The structure of the data is not further defined. The Naivechain does not implement
any type of frontend, only offers a basic API.
The code is written in server-side Javascript using node.js. The node.js-Server connects to other
servers which run the same software. Together they build up a decentralized network. Every
single server can be accessed by HTTP-requests (GET- and POST-requests), e.g. getting a list
of all Blocks, creating new Blocks, or receive a list of connected nodes. Because of the missing
frontend, we create a website with AngularJS and Bootstrap.
The network is deployed locally on one machine, as the implementation requires only little
computation power. It is possible to deploy the servers on separate machines, but the
functionality does not depend on the used hardware or network setup. Therefore we choose
to only use one machine.
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6.2. Design
The Naivechain implementation is very plain. Therefore, the complete source code was
restructured and object orientation was introduced. In the following section we explain the
data model, the data flow, and the abstractions made.

6.2.1. Data Model & Propagation
As stated before, there is a strict separation between Frontend and Backend. However there
are two connections: 1) the frontend communicates with the backend via API and 2) the
frontend is served by the backend. The bottom line is that every request either is a request to
the API or is to retrieve the source code for the frontend. We do not give a closer look into
the frontend, because the frontend does not contain any logic and can easily be replaced by
any other Angular frontend. We give a closer look in the setup of the backend, as it contains
everything relevant for the Blockchain.
In the development of the backend we focused on three things: 1) high cohesion, 2) low
coupling, and 3) the ability to easily exchange classes and functionality. The first property
ensures that functions that are tied close together are placed in the same or a related class. The
second property helps that the connection between classes is as small as possible [60]. With
this, other researchers are able to reuse the code and implement other use cases on top of it.
Single classes that are responsible for a certain functionality can easily be exchanged and the
system changes accordingly.
The data model can be found in figure 6.1. As we can see, the backend is built up from
different classes: block, blockchain, contract, crypto, integrity, node and ruleset. The
functionality of each class is described as follows.

block The block class provides the basic element of a Blockchain: The single block. It stores
the content of a block. It consists of the index or height, a nonce for the mining puzzle, a
hash from the previous block, a timestamp of creation, the data, the status, information
about the creator, the hash, and the signed hash.

blockchain The blockchain class is just the container for instances of blocks and instances of
integrity-blocks. It only deals with the appending and retrieving of the information. The
class itself does not define any rules or apply them, it is only the executing object.

contract All information and methods about the legal documents are stored in the contract
class. It deals with all versioning of the document and how it is stored in single blocks.

crypto The crypto class deals with all cryptography in this implementation. In this case there
are two main functions: 1) the definition of the hash function, so it can easily be replaced,
and 2) the setup and definition of the cryptographic keys needed for the signing of the
hashes.

integrity The integrity class is usually not required, because the implementation only creates
blocks according to the rules. Invalid blocks are dismissed. Therefore it should not
happen that a Blockchain contains invalid blocks, therefore a class which states the
validity of a block is not required from a functionality perspective. We need it though,
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Figure 6.1.: The class diagram of the prototypical implementation
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because we create an artefact which shows a possible way of data manipulation in the
chain later on. The class is needed to communicate the integrity of a single block in the
frontend, as one should not include validation in the frontend.

node The node is the acting object of the Blockchain. It includes two classes: The blockchain
class and the ruleset class. With the help of these two classes it ensures that only valid
blocks gets added to the chain and only valid blocks are created.

ruleset The ruleset class is responsible for the creation of blocks, especially for the calculations
that have to be done to create a new one. Additionally, it validates the new blocks and
checks if the signature matches the certain identity, ensuring that the block was created
by the right entity. To facilitate this, it integrates an additional crypto library.
The API-Server enables us to use different commands. The commands, their impact and their
returned JSON-objects are described in the following listing.

GET::/blocks The server returns a list of all blocks he has stored in a JSON-object.
GET::/integrity The server returns a list of the integrity of all blocks.
GET::/document The server returns the complete document, more precise, the contract that
is contained in the Blockchain.

GET::/documentVersions The server returns all different versions of the document that are
stored on the Blockchain. With this it is possible to see which changes were made by
which entity.

GET::/info The server returns Information about itself, like the name, used ports, and additional data.

POST::/mineBlock The server receives information about a new block he builds and integrates in the Blockchain.

POST::/addPeer The server connects to an additional peer in the network. Information about
the peer is specified in the POST-parameters.

POST::/updateDocument The server receives information about the new content which
should be added to the contract.

POST::/Change This POST-command commands the node to manipulates a given block. This
functionality is not found in normal Blockchain implementations. This is to show that
blocks cannot be manipulated once they are part of the network. Further information
can be found in 6.3.3.

6.2.2. Data Flow
We provide the data flow of the activity of content creation at two levels: The network level
and the implementation level.
6.2.2.1. Content Creation - Network Level
At first, we take a look at the network level. The model can be viewed in figure 6.2.
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We have four different actors in this model: Two lawyers (a and b) and two nodes (A and
B). The lawyers both use browsers to access their respective node and both nodes are servers
running our implementation of Naivechain.
At first, lawyer a creates new text and send it to his own node A. The node A creates a new
block n+1 with the corresponding content and transfers it to node B. Node B validates the
block (so the block obeys all rules). There are two cases: The block is valid, resulting in an
accepted block, including in its own blockchain and transferring it to lawyer b. If the block is
invalid, the block is rejected. As the acceptance or rejection of node B does not influence the
output in lawyers a browser, there is no path back from node A to lawyer a.

Figure 6.2.: Data flow of content creation at the network level.

6.2.2.2. Content Creation - Implementation Level
Instead of looking at the network level, we look specifically at the implementation level for a
node that creates a new block with content. The model is depicted in figure 6.3.
We have seven different actors in this model: A browser which is responsible for the input
of text, two interfaces for HTTP and P2P each and four classes: contract, node, ruleset and
blockchain. We leave out the class integrity, as it is not available in normal implementations.
At first, the browser sends the new text to the HTTP interface. The interface forwards the
new text to the class contract which includes it. Then it gives the order to create a new block
with the content to the class node. The class node gives the text to the class ruleset which
creates the block according to the current rules and gives it back. The node-class gives the
valid block to the blockchain class. The block is included. After that, the node informs all
other nodes about the new block. The contract-class returns the updated document to the
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HTTP-interface and it returns it back to the browser.

Figure 6.3.: Data flow of content creation at the implementation level.

6.2.3. Simplification of Design
A complete implementation of a Blockchain is not feasible or required to facilitate this use
case. Therefore we made some simplifications in different areas of the software which we will
cover here.
6.2.3.1. Blockchain Setup
The content of a blocks differ from blocks in traditional Blockchain systems.
First, instead of giving the opportunity to include many different datasets into one block, only
one dataset per block is supported. Therefore, no merkle-trees or other structuring is used.
The data is included in the block directly without any further data structure.
The hash of the block is included directly in the Block itself. This is for simplicity reasons,
as it does not make a difference if the hash is stored outside or inside the Block. Technically
speaking, one cannot include the hash of some block in itself, as it is impossible to fulfil
H ( B) = h and h ∈ B at the same time, if the hash function is collision-resistant. To solve that
problem, only the hash of the included data is calculated.
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6.2.3.2. Network
The network is decentralized. However, traditional services of a peer-to-peer network are not
implemented (i.e. client discovery, automated connection handling, public key exchange). All
connections which are made by the nodes are facilitated via starting parameters or manual
addition of nodes. Thus, the underlying network infrastructure is very basic.
In chapter 2, we explain the rules for defining the only valid blockchain. In this implementation
we deviate from one rule. Recap: The first rule states that every chain has to have the same
genesis block, the second rule says that only valid blocks according to the network rules are
accepted and third that only the longest Blockchain is the valid one. Naivechain has a rule,
that is not typical for a normal Blockchain network: It checks the signature in the block. The
block has to be signed by a entity which is known to the client. All other blocks (signed by
unknown identities) will be dismissed. This is a necessary property for private Blockchains
(like in this case), as we do not want any participants to create "anonymous" blocks without
revealing their identity. An additional rule is that the hash has to meet criteria which we
define as follows: It has to begin with three zeros. This can be seen as a classic Proof of Work
approach, but differs in two ways. First, the difficulty of the puzzle does not adapt to the
network speed and secondly, the difficulty of created blocks is not considered in deciding
which chain is the longest.
Naivechain does not generate blocks automatically (unlike normal Blockchain technology).
They are only created when the user inputs new content, as a block without any content does
not serve any purpose2 . Therefore, this functionality is left out.
In chapter 3 we specified different roles participating in the network. In the case of Naivechain,
only two operator roles are involved and both are executed simultaneously, because one cannot
create a block without a private key. Participants are therefore required to use both roles, ID
Holder and Miner, at the same time, because it is impossible to only take over one role. Other
roles like full node or light node are not required and therefore not used.
6.2.3.3. Blockchain Contents
The structure of the included data is simplified.
First, there is no language used inside the datasets. It is not possible to write any scripts in the
Blockchain, because this would require a parser which understands and executes provided
code. As this is not a goal (and not necessary for the goal), we choose a more simple approach.
The data of the contract is just stored base64-ed3 in the block. When the software retrieves the
block, the content is base64-decoded and displayed on the website.
The data model is very basic. Think about the use case: People want to collaboratively work
on one document or contract and of course there should be the possibility to change some
words or even paragraphs to delete mistakes or add additional content within the existing
2 For

example, in Cryptocurrencies in every block a coinbase transaction is included. The miner receives a specific
amount of money, so he is interested in creating a block whether or not data can be included.
3 Base64 is a method for encoding data into ASCII-only characters. Without encoding, content can be written
which would break the functionality of the blockchain [63].
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document. A data-model like this does not require to just store additional text, but the
changes that have been made since the last block would have to be stored. The required
functions would have to function in following
way: Blockn = Diff documentt−1 , documentt

and documentt = concat Block1 , ..., Blockt . With these two functions, a more complex data
model would be possible and the system would be more convenient to use.

6.3. Software-technical Aspects of Implementation
6.3.1. NaiveChain
The Naivechain implementation was created by Lauri Hartikka and published on Github [62].
His goal was to create a simple Blockchain which helps understanding the basic concepts and
can be expanded by other software developers. The code basis itself only exists out of 200 lines
of code and proposes a very simple, straight-forward implementation. As previously stated,
the code was heavily adapted to fit our needs. Additionally, we provided a frontend for the
Naivechain. In the section 8 we give an insight into future plans for the development of the
Naivechain.

6.3.2. Node.js
Node.js is a server-side platform which uses Javascript v8 to create web servers. Because of its
event-driven architecture, its memory footprint is very low compared to traditional approaches.
It allows to easily implement simple web applications and is therefore widely used. The
usage of Javascript for server-side development gives people an easy way to start developing
with node.js. The strict separation between frontend and backend helps the development of
multi-platform architectures, as only one backend (with node.js) has to be built and every
frontend can be developed independently. Node.js can easily be extended with the Node
Package Manager (npm) which contains modules suited for varying purposes.

6.3.3. Additional Features
In this part, we describe the additional features implemented in the Naivechain by us which
are usually found in Blockchain technology.
6.3.3.1. Public-Private Cryptography
In regular Blockchains, public-private cryptography is often used in form of digital signatures
to prove that a person who possesses the corresponding private key issued this transaction.
As this implementation uses entire blocks rather than single transactions or datasets, the hash
of the block is signed instead. If digital signatures are created with RSA (which we use), one
has to keep in mind that asymmetric cryptography is very slow and the signature should be
as least as big as the document itself. Instead, we sign only the hash rather than the entire
document [54]. Because we do not want to create multiple hashes inside the block, the block
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is hashed. Another risk could arise, because the signature in the block can be exchanged
without modifying the hash, therefore later on new signatures could be generated. This is
not a problem, as the identity (the name to the signature) is unalterable, therefore only the
signature by the original creator is allowed. He would not gain any advantage if the signature
is changed later on. This risk can be addressed in future implementations.
6.3.3.2. Proof of Work
We also implemented a PoW algorithm which is missing in the original Naivechain implementation. A short recap: The PoW algorithm is used as consensus algorithm to allow the
network, independently from its computational power, to create new blocks in a predefined
time window. The algorithm consists of three methods: Generating the hash, verifying the
hash and adapting the difficulty to the network power. The first two methods are implemented,
the third one cannot be implemented as that blocks are not generated automatically, thus there
is no meaningful method to calculate the power of the network.
The source code to the function generating the correct hash can be found in code 6.1. The
software increases x until the hash of the overall block matches a certain value. For simplicity
reasons, the hash is not converted to a number and compared with the difficulty, but it is
checked if the string of the hash begins with a certain character sequence. The limit for x is
chosen in such way that it is very likely that valid hash is found.
#[..]
let x = 0;
while(true) {
nextHash = Ruleset.calculateHash(nextIndex, x, previousBlock.hash, nextTimestamp, data,
nextStatus, nextCreatorID);
//If correct POW is found, break;
if(nextHash.substr(0,this.pow.length) === this.pow) {break;}
x++;
}
#[..]

Code 6.1: Source Code

The second method only validates the hash. Compared to the previous function, it does not
need to compute a nonce, it just checks if the hash is correct and accepts the block. If the hash
does not match the requirements, the block is denied.
6.3.3.3. Blockchain phenomenons
For educational purposes we included three sub-sites, with two types of attacks and a graphical
representation of forking, as it happens on a regular basis in Blockchain networks.
51%-Attack The 51%-Attack is the commonly known attack around Blockchain (as already
stated in the section 4). The displayed graph consists of rectangles with two different colours,
(dark) blue for the user and red for the attacker. The user on the website is able to see how the
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attack happens. He can generate new Blocks with his own colour and is able to see how his
own blocks are not included in the longest chain, resulting in his information not included
at all. A screenshot of the website can be found in figure 6.4. This is a simplified approach,
as most users never create their own blocks. However, the methodology is the same, as the
attacker controls the contents of new blocks.

Figure 6.4.: 51%-Attack

Data Manipulation One can perform data manipulation in the Blockchain ecosystem only by
a 51%-attack using valid information. The chain cannot contain invalid information. However,
it is possible to place invalid information in the client one controls. This example shows that
the information does not spread into the network.
The user is able to select a single block which he wants to manipulate. He can change some
information, like data, status, or timestamp. The user is not able to change other contents
of the block. If he changes information successfully, his own view is updated and contains
the manipulated information. Additionally, it the invalid elements of following blocks are
shown. When other nodes are connected and own blocks are transferred, these blocks are
being rejected due to the invalidity of the information. Thus the node is not able to participate
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in the network. The error-message which gets thrown from the other clients is shown in figure
6.5.
Node#2: Block contains invalid hash: 12
c4e26d516a4dc6189c81a3cb01341620fa39122ac4b91950330627dd8f2a91. Should be: 000811487
d51a0e2bf8ec8399f5631e5fb79d005f79bb29f6e3930c6c6091706

Figure 6.5.: Second node rejects block.

Forking The Forking-page allows the user to understand the mechanics behind the forking
process in Blockchain technology. However, hard-forks and soft-forks are only described
textually. The user is in control of three different nodes: Blue, white, and green. He is able
to create new blocks at will that build upon each other. He is also able to fork the current
blockchain with any node. If he forks, a second block with the same height occurs and the
blockchain is split. Now the nodes can decide on which block they will continue. When the
fork is resolved, all new created blocks are placed on top of the longest one. A possible forking
example can be viewed in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6.: An forking example. Block 2.0 and Block 5.1 are orphan blocks, thus not considered
in the blockchain anymore.
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7. Discussion and Critical Reflection
In this section, we evaluate this thesis. We compare our aspiration with the results of our work
and critically reflect them. We first dig deeper into the proposed theories as the architectural
views, the categorisation, and the extracted principles. Afterwards, we take a closer look at the
downsides and weaknesses of the prototypical implementation and discuss lessons-learned.
At last, we answer the research questions.

7.1. Critical Review of Proposed Theories
The theories extracted in this thesis describe fundamental concepts of Blockchain technology.
In this section, we discuss them critically considering their further use.

7.1.1. Architectural Views
We start with the five architectural views.
7.1.1.1. Architecture Overview: Infrastructure Service and Business Service
In discussion with the experts about the architecture overview, we discovered the complexity
of differentiation between the tiers infrastructure service and business service. We discuss to
which tier the Mist-Browser belongs [61], as it provides access to the network (which would
account it to the business service tier) but is also part of the network. It is not possible to
access information without participating in it. Therefore one cannot precisely draw the lines
between those two tiers.
7.1.1.2. Architecture Overview: Structure Discussion
Considering this architecture, underlying layers provide interfaces for layers at a higher level or
in other words higher level layers build upon lower layers. The question is: Does the business
service layer build upon the application layer? The answer depends very much on the business
service itself. Strictly speaking, every business service builds upon the infrastructure service,
as it has to have access to the network to provide any service on top of it and it is not possible
to access the applications (e.g. smart contracts) without connecting to the infrastructure service
first. However, the business services can very much depend on the functionality of the smart
contract, as it provides interfaces which cannot be provided by the infrastructure service itself.
It is, therefore, worth discussing if this view should be adapted in a way to live up to the
actual implementation.
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7.1.1.3. Architecture Overview: Placements of Elements
We also discuss on which layer to place different elements. Consider the infrastructure
and infrastructure service layer: One can argue that the design of the network belongs to
the infrastructure service. The access rights to the blockchain itself highly depend on the
implementation of of the blockchain, as we discuss in section 5. Giving access to the blockchain
requires access to the same network, but the opposite is also allowed. Using the same network,
but not being allowed to connect or use the blockchain is possible. The Internet as we know it
is used for public and private blockchains. Therefore there is no need to differentiate between
the design on a network level. Nevertheless, the design of the network can be placed in the
infrastructure layer, as it is not directly tied to the functionality of the blockchain, as the chain
itself works independently from the publicity.
7.1.1.4. Architecture Overview: Application and Underlying Technology
The model does not strictly separate between implementation and environment of the application layer. As an application is pre-defined, all its requirements, rules, and implementation
should lie on the infrastructure tier. If it is user-defined, previously named items should be
included in the application layer, as it lies above the infrastructure service. For example, in a
cryptocurrency, the structure of the ledger containing the coins and the rules of transfer belong
to the infrastructure service, but the developer creating a smart contract determines the rules
with his code which results in the implementation belonging to the application layer. One can
further investigate this disparity.
7.1.1.5. Roles in the Blockchain: Selection of Roles
One can think of additional roles in Blockchain networks. The discussion centers around the
question which roles are necessary and which do not belong to a standard blockchain. On the
one hand, there are roles required in some implementations, relying on many different factors
and parameters: A centralized blockchain requires an instance responsible for the creation of
blocks, access restriction (rights management), resulting in functionality superfluous to public
blockchains. Fully anonymized Blockchain networks like ZCash or Monero require additional
roles [64], such as trustworthy individuals for the bootstrapping process of the coin to function
properly. On the other hand, one could argue that some roles in this view are obsolete. As
we discuss a standardized Blockchain, it is not clear if one should include the two operator
roles light node and full node, as their functionality is just a derivate of the miner. A miner
can execute all of their tasks. One therefore has first to discuss the nature of a standardized
blockchain to be able to discuss roles. For the deviation of the roles we use the blockchain
proposed in chapter 2.
7.1.1.6. Roles in the Blockchain: Active Tiers
Discussing active tiers of the roles, the experts understand the separation into three different
developers and deem it as straight forward. However, talking about the operator roles, it is
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difficult to draw the line between tiers for single operators. For example, every operator has to
operate on a network level, as he cannot take part in the network otherwise. However, we do
not want to state the obvious to keep the view clean and simple to understand. When talking
about the differentiation between light node, full node, and miner, the differences are small.
We therefore want to represent the important roles in the tiers. For example, talking about the
infrastructure service, the full node and the miner are the most important operators, as they
ensure the integrity of the network. The light node itself uses the infrastructure service (it has
to), but it is not its main responsibility1 . Therefore it is not active in this tier in this view. One
can further discuss the allocation of the tiers, as it is not entirely necessary for the ID holder
to be active in the business service and business tier. An option to consider would be to just
view the three lower tiers (infrastructure, infrastructure service, and application) as the other
to tiers do not count to the blockchain itself. One has to make a distinction between the roles
of the blockchain as a data-structure or the Blockchain as an ecosystem.
7.1.1.7. Blockchain Process: Simplification
We leave out required activities in the Blockchain network. The process view does not go into
detail on how the network works, how new nodes are introduced, or how the information
is transmitted in the network. Further research can discuss if an additional view for these
processes is required, but it remains questionable if these processes can be represented for
a blockchain in a generalized way, as those processes strongly depend on the individual
implementation. As already stated in chapter 2, these views already exist in various ways for
various implementations.
7.1.1.8. Blockchain Process: Wear-Out
It is questionable if wear-out of blockchain projects has to be considered. The user behaviour
is unknown, as there are very few public Blockchains which did go down after some time.
Before considering these cases, one has to define how a wear-out or dead blockchain looks
like, as there are different symptoms of a non-functional blockchain. It is possible that the
mathematical problem becomes too complex for the network. The network might be still up
and running, but not be capable of creating new blocks. This might happen as large shares of
the computation power leave the network. However, small parts of the network might keep
up the network as the blockchain itself has no relevance anymore. Considering the market
cap, there are many currencies with very low transaction volume 2 . For example, coins with
declining relevance are ReddCoin or Primecoin which have market capitalizations of roughly
2 and 5 million US$ (at may 2017). However, old or unused blockchains could be backup-ed, if
their content is relevant to some stakeholders.

1 In

fact, it is not responsible for this tier at all, trusting the miner and the full node to provide a valid blockchain.

2 https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/views/all/
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7.1.2. Use Case Categorization
With the second theory we propose a way to categorize the functionality of Blockchain
technology. With this categorization, we are able to generate a unique fingerprint for every of
the discussed use cases.
7.1.2.1. Distinction
As already introduced in section 2, it is uncertain if an approach exists in which one can draw
a clear line between single categories. We think it can be possible one considers single activities
rather than single use cases in the Blockchain. The categorization achieved with this process
contains more categories, as there should be no overlaps. Is it a good idea to give a weighted
attribution to one category? It has various advantages (as the similarity comparison of use
cases), but makes the Blockchain and the process of generating and understanding new use
cases more complicated.
7.1.2.2. Manifestation
As we decide to approach the categorization with a weighting, it is not clear if the weightings
1 to 3 are appropriate for the rating of single use cases. One can also consider alternative
assessments with weights 1 to 5. The decision depends on the selected classes, as more
generalized categories allow more nuances whereas more specific categories often only allow a
differentiation between "is utilized" or "is not utilized", resulting in an assignment to categories.
As Blockchain is still an emerging technology with limited applications, weights on a scale
between 1 and 3 are sufficient. We assume that the use case categorization will be adjusted in
the future.
7.1.2.3. Distribution & Depth of Classes
When considering the seven classes, the depth and the scope of the classes vary. We compare
two classes: Market creation and Meta-consensus. The market-creation covers many use cases:
Cryptocurrencies, many smart contracts, all sorts of ICOs and many more. The meta-consensus
class only covers few use cases: Elections which we both saw only in proof-of-concepts [65]
and shareholders voting which is executed actively. Obviously, categories do not have the same
extent. Market creation could easily been split up into assets with intrinsic value, representative
assets and so on. A further split up will give more details about the functionality, but makes it
more complicated to talk about the use case.

7.1.3. Principles
Principles represent single components of blockchain technology.
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7.1.3.1. Minimum Viable Blockchain
The definition of a Minimum Viable Blockchain is a only of theoretical nature, one can picture
it as a hard-fork of all blockchains. As said, we do not know if such theoretical approach can be
implemented. An alternative approach to define a basic structure is the definition of an actual
blockchain implementation that only provides the basic functionality. With this approach it is
possible to actually implement every single component and create a new blockchain selected
by components which would increase the value of the proposal. A Minimum Viable Blockchain
does not have to be a hard-fork of all blockchains, but only of its derivatives. With little effort,
the Naivechain can be redesigned to a basic Blockchain. However, a theoretical approach is
more useful if set theory is applied to the field of research.
7.1.3.2. Completeness
The list of proposed principles is not exhaustive. Different components exist in implementations
and further research has to be done do identify additional principles. The consideration of
actual implementations is, as stated in the introduction, not in the scope of this paper.

7.2. Critical Review of Implementation
After reviewing the proposed theories, we look more closely into the implementation of the
selected use case "Collaborative Contract Creation".

7.2.1. Functionality
At first we consider the functionality of the proposed implementation. As stated, it is not
possible to actually edit the document or contract due to the simplified data model, therefore
we will not go into further details of this and continue with the next functionality.
7.2.1.1. Number of Documents
The proposed implementation has only limited functionality, as it only allows to work on one
legal document at a time, and if a new document is required, the server must be restarted.
Every node participating in the network works on an identical draft, has the same rights and
cannot create additional documents. It is worth discussing whether one should allow multiple
documents and participants operating on one Blockchain, as every document gets distributed
across all participants3 . An alternative approach is to provide a basic blockchain which records
all unique IDs and this blockchain offers the possibility to create an own blockchain between
two participants which is only recorded between them. As they would both be bound to their
respective cryptographic keys, it is sufficient if both are part of the blockchain, as both are not
3 That

is not a security issue per se as the documents can be encrypted beforehand, but with later disclosure of
the key (Advanced cryptographic attacks or hacks) all documents can be decrypted. This can not happen, if the
attacker does not receive the chipertext.
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able to create fake messages from the other participant. All security requirements would be
fulfilled. The identities would have to be tied somehow to the cryptographic keys. As we only
create a working prototype of this use case, and the main goal was to show the functionality
of the technology for the use case, we decided to use the most simple approach.
7.2.1.2. Signature
The document cannot be signed by their respective creators. To keep up all security requirements (i.e. no one can tamper with the content) it is required to place the signatures of the
contract on the blockchain. This is no problem as both parties can sign a special block which
determines the signed version. It is possible that – from a legal perspective – additional
requirements have to be fulfilled. Both parties can keep record of the blockchain to later on
prove the signing of the contract.
7.2.1.3. Key Exchange
The blockchain itself does not offer any form of key exchange. Both keys (the own private and
the other public key) are stored locally, otherwise blocks cannot be exchanged. The problem
is that the keys are created at will (and if they are no keys in the directory) and they are not
tied to the respective person. If two lawyers want to use such a technology, they had to use
a publicly approved method for key exchange. A possible way is to go to a notary and to
attest the possession of the keys. This method is time-consuming and costly, thus, one has
to introduce other alternatives. We are currently not aware of any service or platform which
provides such functionality, but we picture it as a method similar to a Public-Key-Infrastructure
for SSL-certificates.

7.2.2. Blockchain-related Functionality
In the implementation section we explain some drawbacks. However, in following we state
another problem which can occur when using the platform.
7.2.2.1. Loss of Information in Orphan Blocks
In this implementation it is very unlikely that orphan blocks occur, as blocks are only created
when information is inserted. However, it is theoretically possible that both users create new
content at the same time. In this case, both users continue with their version of the document,
as the chain proposed by the other node is equally long, therefore neither one switches to the
other chain. The fork is resolved as soon as one of the two users proposes a new version, thus
creating a new block. The other node receives a blockchain which is longer than his own, and
replaces it with it. Now there is no functionality which resolves the loss of the information
in the orphan block. Other Blockchain implementations check, if the information is included
in the chain. If it is not included, it will be contained in a later block. The resolution of
this problem is not that easy, because the content of the orphan block is dependent on the
precessing blocks. If a new block is introduced, it is possible that the block changes information
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that was already changed in the new block. Resolving this issue requires a novel kind of
error-handling in which the system displays a dialogue to manually resolve the conflict. This
is not implemented in Naivechain and leads to loss of data. Yet, this event is highly unlikely.
7.2.2.2. Malicious Behaviour
As we deal with a private blockchain, maliciously acting users have to be considered in the
system. We know all participants, but it is possible to erase new blocks by making them an
orphan, the same functionality described as before. This behaviour is randomly triggered, but
lawyers can utilize it to delete contents of other users. One has to introduce a mechanism
which builds upon the one proposed in the previous paragraph and extend it with additional
functionality. As the number of participants is very small, the time it takes to synchronize the
nodes is very small. Therefore it could be possible to create a rule that only allows to build
on top of the block with the height n − 1 (n the current height). This would result in n − 1
fixed blocks, reducing the risk of manipulating the block history. However, this number has to
be adapted to cater for many nodes or long synchronization times to prevent the chain from
splitting. As both nodes have a unique n − 1 block, the chains are hard-forked, meaning there
is no way to fork them back into one single chain, resulting in a broken functionality.

7.2.3. Lessons Learned
In this chapter we also describe the lessons learned during the implementation phase.
7.2.3.1. Necessity of Private Blockchains
In our opinion, the necessity of private blockchains remains an open question, as one can
implement "private" use cases without blockchain paradigms. In the case of lawyer communication, other software is available which achieves the same functionality 4 without an
underlying blockchain. The document can be created and signed and transmitted to the other
lawyer without putting it in blocks and hashing it together. All requirements are fulfilled
if all participants use digital signatures. In our opinion the main advantage (over a normal
"non-blockchain" implementation) is the possibility to add redundancy without any problems,
as the new nodes just connect to the networks and keep an identical chain. However, this
functionality can be implemented without a chain, too.
We think that the most benefits come from making the Blockchain public and let everyone
access it. Disruptive use cases have to be publicly available, as they cannot be deployed in a
private environment. We are not aware of any high potential use cases with a private design.
It is questionable, if use cases are found or if the blockchain can only use its potential in the
public area.

4 http://clausematch.com/
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7.2.3.2. Application is Key
We think that the underlying technology is only a backbone for more advanced applications.
For example, Ethereum is a widely used platform as it is the only one that provides the
opportunity to create and execute smart contracts. ZCash and Monero are recognized for their
anonymous transaction design. It truly depends on the application a blockchain provides. Of
course, the underlying technology has to be adapted to enable more complex applications, but
changing these components to more sophisticated ones does not influence the application on
top of it. An example is Ethereum switching from Proof of Work to Proof of Stake [23].
7.2.3.3. Continuous Use of Blockchain
An important lesson we learned is that designing the blockchain is a first step, but designing
the interfaces to the real world is more important. Considering the "Collaborative Contract
Creation" use case: If blockchain is used and every single document is stored and validated,
no one is able to manipulate the document. If one lawyer prints out the document, signs it
and sends it via letter or mail, the second lawyer cannot trust the document as it was possible
to manipulate it between exporting it from the Blockchain and printing it. The security goal
"integrity" is not fulfilled anymore and a Blockchain is not needed in the first place, because the
lawyer now has to check the document again for manipulation. The integrity of the Blockchain
is not violated, but it was circumvented by making the document "offchain". This is a central
problem, as one cannot prove the integrity of information which is not completely stored in a
Blockchain and retrieved directly from it. For that reason, one has to carefully think about the
interfaces between the real world and the Blockchain, as tampering is possible.
7.2.3.4. Understanding of Technology
While designing and developing the application, we learned that the understanding of the underlying technology and its functionality is essential, if one considers Blockchain for some use
case. The functionality and the usability depend strongly on how the developer can deal with
the unique behaviour of the blockchain: Forking, the speed, the irrevocability, the monolithic
approach (and thus not being able to scale), or possible attack vectors. Comprehending these
is inevitable to prevent building flawed applications.

7.3. Answers to the Research Questions
At the end of the evaluation chapter we give an overview about the answers to the research
questions.

Q1 What is the structure and the architecture of a standardized blockchain and its network?
We propose five different views about the structure and architecture of a blockchain. The
architecture of Blockchain can be divided into five distinct tiers, allowing readers to better
comprehend the setup of the technology. The four additional views provide a clear insight into
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the technical layers, give an overview about involved roles in the network and describe the life
cycle of Blockchain networks. The views show a varying and clear picture of the technology.
Further information about the answer to this research question can be found in chapter 3.

Q2 What are fundamental parameters used in Blockchain technology?
In public blockchains the most fundamental parameters influence the speed of the network:
The chosen consensus algorithm with its parameters (average time between two blocks), the
possible applications (pre-defined or possibility for user-defined applications, parameter:
chosen language) and the interconnection between consensus algorithm and application
(parameters such as coinbase-transaction or coin limitations for cryptocurrencies). In private
blockchains the parameters are usually more loosely defined. However, the most important
parameters are how the network restricts access and the creation of new content. Additionally,
the chosen language determines the applications for the Blockchain. The interested reader can
find more information about the parameters in section 3.

Q3 What are risks of applying blockchain technology?
Conducting the interviews, we found out that the risks in Blockchain technology are diverse.
We identified different sources of risks and downsides: Technical risks occurring during the
life cycle of a Blockchain and risks occurring in in combination with Law & Governments, the
Blockchain community, the industry, the technical progress, and the end user. The two most
frequently named risks are following: The missing scalability, as it prevents the platform from
growing with the higher user demand and leads to possible delays when interacting with
the system, and the missing regulation, as there are many legal questions still unanswered
and therefore preventing businesses from developing advanced solutions with Blockchain
technology. Risks conducted form the interviews can be found in chapter 4.

Q4 What are categories for the usage of Blockchain technology?
Investigating different use cases in the area of Blockchain, we propose seven different categories with weighting from 1 (hardly any or no usage) to 3 (usage focus): Market creation,
tracking & provenance, autonomous entities, information storage & retrieval, meta-consensus,
communication, and identity management. With these seven categories it is possible to classify
every use case which facilitates blockchain technology to reach a goal. Use cases that provide
services for or around the Blockchain are not considered in this classification, as their functionality does not rely on the technology itself. Further information about the categorization can
be found in chapter 5.

Q5 What requirements emerge from the use case being implemented by blockchain technology?
Requirements for the usage of Blockchain technology regarding use cases are difficult to find.
In discussion with interview partners we outlined six different measurements which either
favor an implementation or speak against an Blockchain implementation. The six values are
number of nodes, trust it the participants, transparency of assets, money, participants and
logic, form of data-usage (either read-intensive or write-intensive), usage of digital twins, as
well as complexity of operations. These six manifestations either favor or harm a Blockchain,
but additional factors as risks have to be considered.
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Q6 What are fundamental principles in Blockchain technology?
After conducting interviews, generating use cases and analyzing them, we propose a theory
about the fundamental principles of Blockchain technology. The basis is the minimum viable
Blockchain, as it provides the underlying functionality for all principles to build upon. The
principles are classified into three different tiers: The network-access & participation tier
(concerned with all rules and functionalities required for the network and the blockchain), the
data tier (concerned with the structure of data and their contents as well as identities) and the
operation tier (dealing with the requirements to execute software and allow communication
between or with external sources). In these tiers different principles exist. More on the
principles can be found in chapter 5.
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8. Conclusion and Outlook
First, we state the need for a framework to understand the technology and the implications
of it better. The framework provides a clear overview of the functionality and the potential
principles, helping to further investigate possible usages of the technology for the society and
economy of the future.
We continue with a comprehensive literature review and propose five distinct views about the
architecture and structure of a generalized Blockchain, enabling a basic understanding of the
technology. Looking at the typical implementations of Blockchains, we identify the relevant
parameters of an underlying blockchain setup, exploring possible options in the network.
After providing the technological foundation, we proceed with semi-structured expert interviews. We talk to different companies of varying sizes which deal with Blockchain technology,
from start-ups to enterprises. We ask the experts about their opinion on the technology
in general, the advantages and disadvantages and their expectations for the future of the
Blockchain. We discuss their use cases which facilitate the blockchain. We give an insight into
these use cases.
With the extracted use cases we create grounded theories about use case categorization. These
categories outline the functionality of the Blockchain itself without the consideration of side
products, enabling to understand the potential within the technology entirely. From these
categories, we derive blockchain principles one can perceive as fundamental components of
the network. With the proposed minimum viable blockchain, we provide a solid foundation
for these principles, allowing to implement a blockchain unique to a use case.
After that, we analyze selected use cases according to the architecture tier and use case
category they belong to. We provide an explanation for the decisions, giving an insight into
the applicability of the proposed theories.
Building upon the knowledge generated in the previous chapters we develop a prototypical
implementation of an use case on our own. We describe the concepts, the simplifications and
the functionality of the implemented platform serving an educational purpose.
After the combining theory and practice, we critically evaluate the theories and implementation
and state possible difficulties and drawbacks. We close with a lessons-learned section and the
answers to the research questions.
In this thesis, we provide a blueprint for utilizing Blockchain for individual needs of businesses
and society. We also state potential dangers and risks and present the requirements for implementing such projects. Revisiting Don & Alex Tapscott from the introduction: "Undoubtedly, its
best applications are yet to come." [1], we are a step closer to finding them.
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8.1. Future Work
Further developments in architectural views We propose distinct views which apply to a
general blockchain. First, these views can be created for special applications as cryptocurrencies
or other applications. Secondly, a deep dive at other tiers can be taken, as we denoted one view
purely on the infrastructure service. One can conduct further research about the interconnection
between infrastructure service and user-defined applications. Thirdly, one can investigate and
consider further blockchain artefacts (such as forking) in the Blockchain life cycle.
Blockchain Parameters and Principles We only consider parameters occurring in standardized Blockchain approaches. As no use case is implemented using a generalized blockchain,
one has to review and evaluate individual platforms according to their parameters and principles. A comparison between typical systems such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger, and
Ripple and their purposes could yield interesting results. These results are essential for
deciding which Blockchain to use, if an own implementation of a blockchain is not considered.
Further investigation of use cases We only talked with a small number of experts as the
goal was to generate different theories about the Blockchain technology. However, conducting
a questioning with more participants and standardized questions, one can collect more
knowledge about the success of the technology, leading to a better understanding of the
technology.
Large scale analysis of use cases From literature or further interviews interviews, it is
possible to obtain a sufficient number of use cases to compare them according to the use case
classification. A statistical comparison backed by an investigation of possible implementations
can uncover unknown similarities, leading to an improvement of the proposed categorization.
Advanced Implementation of Naivechain The Naivechain has drawbacks, as stated in
the implementation and evaluation chapter. However, the code basis is stable and allows
extensions easily. With little effort, it is possible to create a simple cryptocurrency. With it,
one can conduct more experiments as the measuring the impact of certain parameters. The
programming language node.js allows beginners to get started easily and for expansion of the
software.

8.2. Outlook
When we talk about the Blockchain with the experts, the perception of the technology as
real distributed computer pleases us. It may not be entirely correct, but it opens up a
new perspective at the Blockchain. If one considers a Blockchain as a monolithic computer,
community, science, and industry should use the analogy of distributed computers to create
new systems. Interconnections between single computers and later on the Internet were
created enabling communication, distributed computation and much more. If one can think of
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a blockchain as a single computer, can we think of a network of Blockchains to circumvent
limitations of the technology, especially the problem of missing scalability? In fact, different
approaches exist. Side-chains aim at creating dependent blockchains [66], derived from a
central1 Blockchain which can receive values from the main chain and work with these coins.
After participants executed their scheduled transactions, the coins go back to the main-chain.
It is fascinating as these side-chains underly their own rules and therefore can be designed
in any way, thus speed is not an issue anymore. However, this approach comes at the cost
of transparency, as it is not possible to reconstruct the path the coin took in the sidechain.
Nonetheless, future developments try to solve the problem of scalability. With the analogy
from the beginning, maybe we can look at the achievements of distributed systems and try to
apply them to Blockchain technology.
We come up with another perspective at the Blockchain: The Blockchain can be viewed as a
model of reality. Why? The Blockchain is the first truly decentralized platform that allows
interaction with other participants [2]. In reality, it is too complex (for computers) to get in
(business) contact with humans, but the Blockchain provides software standardized means for
interaction. Not everything that is possible in the real world is possible on the Blockchain as
well, but being able to buy and sell goods, information, and services seems like a reasonable
foundation for creating an economy. Using autonomous entities, we allow software and
computer systems to participate in the system without complex integration into real-world
interaction or payment systems, as they can conduct their business in the blockchain. As IBM
and Samsung showed with their autonomous washing machine [67], it is possible to integrate
autonomous hardware in our daily life over time.
Given the technical advances, the community has to consider legal implications. Different approaches exist within countries to create legal frameworks to allow some use of the technology,
such as conducting business in the network or paying taxes for price gains in cryptocurrencies
at the moment [68]. However, the legislation just started, as the technology per se is complex
and difficult to understand. It remains an open question how legislation will influence the
technology, as it is not possible to delete any information out of the network because of the
cryptographic implications. If illegal data is stored in such a chain, it could be punishable to
participate in the network, as one would download, store and distribute the illegal data. If the
legislator intervenes too frequently and extensively in the technology, it is also possible that all
advantages of it become obsolete, if the state can circumvent the original rules to enforce the
law.
Considering all factors, the Blockchain remains an important development for the society
and economy in the future. We expect community, science, economy, and legislation to find
trade-offs between viewpoints to enable valid usage scenarios for the Blockchain.

1 Central

not in the form of centralized, but the main Blockchain
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A. Glossary
Term A.1 (Altcoin) Altcoins are Alternative coins to Bitcoin. They build up on the same technology
with small changes to parameters.
Term A.2 (ASIC) Short for application-specific integrated circuit. Hardware designed for a specific
purpose. One of the most efficient ways to mine cryptocurrencies.
Term A.3 (Block) Contains Block Header, Transaction tree and some additional information.
Term A.4 (Block Header) Contains Hash of previous block, a Nonce to solve Mining Puzzle, the
Hash of Transaction tree and additional information.
Term A.5 (Blockchain) Contains all Block which are linked together. Integrity can be checked only
with one Hash.
Term A.6 (Bootstrapping) The process of starting a new Blockchain or cryptocurrency. Depending
on the implementation, the process is more or less complex.
Term A.7 (BTC) Abbreviation for Bitcoin.
Term A.8 (DAO) Decentralized Autonomous Organization. DAOs are companies enforced through
software code within a Blockchain network.
Term A.9 (Digital Asset) Is a certain value which is stored either in Transaction outputs or in wallets.
Term A.10 (DLT) Distributed Ledger Technologies. Another name for Blockchain technology, as the
blockchain represents a ledger.
Term A.11 (DOS) Denial of Service. Describes an attack form at any type of system with the goal of
making it inaccessible.
Term A.12 (DSA) Digital Signature Algorithm. Standard for digital signatures. Required for creation
of identities which own some Transactions & Transaction outputs & Addresses.
Term A.13 (Ether) Ether is the currency of Ethereum.
Term A.14 (Ethereum) Ethereum is a common blockchain platform. Its main focus is on smart
contracts.
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Term A.15 (Fork) A Fork is a split in the Blockchain, resulting in two equally valid chains. Details
can be found in 2.3.5.2.
Term A.16 (FPGA) FPGA stands for field-programmable gate array. It is an integrated circuit
designed for various usages. It is often used for mining. Slower than ASICs, but faster than CPUs or
GPUs.
Term A.17 (Genesis-Block (Block Zero)) First Block in the Blockchain.
Term A.18 (Hash) Is the result of Hash Algorithm executed to some arbitrary information.
Term A.19 (Hash Algorithm) Is needed to give Block, Transaction, Transaction tree, and many more
unique identifiers. Is also needed to create a mining puzzle. Result of it is a Hash.
Term A.20 (Hashcash) Hashcash is an approach to deal with E-Mail spam. Its approach is used for
the Proof of Work algorithm in Blockchains [48].
Term A.21 (ICO) Initial Coin Offering. A process of raising money (mostly cryptocurrencies) to fund
blockchain startups. The offered coins represent a certain voting power in the new venture [69].
Term A.22 (Identities) Is a subject which has the private key to a certain public key. Is therefore
eligible to spend Transaction outputs linked to their private key.
Term A.23 (Merkle-Tree) Also called Hash-Tree. A data-structure for providing integrity of files or
data in general. Is used to store transactions in a block.
Term A.24 (Merkle-Patricia-Tree) Used in Ethereum for storage of transactions. Its difference is
that all elements in the tree are sorted, such information can be retrieved faster.
Term A.25 (Nonce) Nonce is an abbreviation for "used only once" in cryptography, often used to
secure connections. In mining it is used as a variable to change the content thus the hash of the block
until it meets the mining-puzzle requirements.
Term A.26 (Off-Chain) Off-chain describes all processes concerning data in and around Blockchains.
An example would be off-chain transactions. Instead of transacting the coins in the chain, the key-pair
to the coins is sold. The coin changed the owner, but it was not recorded in the ledger.
Term A.27 (Oracle) An oracle is a third party in a blockchain providing information, e.g. weather
data, randomness, or other external data feeds.
Term A.28 (P2P) Stands for peer-to-peer. Describes a network without a central instance.
Term A.29 (Paxos) A group of algorithms for providing consensus in unreliable networks. Paxos
algorithms are commonly used in public blockchains.
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Term A.30 (Public Key) The public key is part of a key pair for asymmetric encryption.
Term A.31 (Satoshi Nakamoto) Person or group responsible for creating Bitcoin. Real identity
remains unknown.
Term A.32 (Scripting Language) Enables building of Transaction inputs and Transaction outputs.
Enables building of Smart Contracts.
Term A.33 (SHA-256) Secure Hash Algorithm 2 with 256 bit output. Is used e.g. in Bitcoin.
Term A.34 (Sidechains) Sidechains are blockchains connected to a main chain. Funds can be transferred form one chain to the other. As the sidechain can have different rules, other applications become
feasible within the same network [66].
Term A.35 (Smart Contracts) Smart Contracts are computable contracts enforcing agreements between two or more parties. They are often used in the Blockchain network Ethereum.
Term A.36 (Solidity) Solidity is the programming language of Ethereum.
Term A.37 (Sybil-Attack) A Sybil-attack is an attack at P2P-networks by creating false identities.
This form of attack is used to manipulate votings, slow down the network, or to manipulate communication.
Term A.38 (Testnet) Many public blockchains provide a testnet which are thought for testing software.
Certain limitations do not apply, such money can be created at will.
Term A.39 (Transaction) Consists of Transaction inputs and Transaction outputs and further data.
Are stored in Transaction tree.
Term A.40 (Transaction tree) Contains all Transaction of one Block. Transaction Hash are linked
together to build up a tree, resulting in a single hash. Single Hash stored into Block Header.
Term A.41 (Wallet) A wallet keeps the private keys of assets in a Blockchain. It allows the owner to
transfer them to other private keys.
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